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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

In days of yore, when Qiva, the Lord of the Universe, was

alone with his beloved wife, the daughter of Himavant, and

caressed her, she asked him to tell her some charming new tale.

For Indian gods and goddesses are as fond of tales as Indian men
and women. The Supreme God, however reluctantly and after an

unsuccessful expedient to acquit himself with little, entered upon

a story of immense length and of an extraordinary charm. Parvati

wishing to keep the whole of the pleasure to be procured by that

wonderful catena of tales to herself, shut the door and ordered

Nandin, Qiva's bull, to withhold any person whatsoever from

coming in. In the meanwhile one of Qiva's most beloved Ganas,

Puspadanta his name, went on to see his master. Being forbidden

the entrance, he succeeded by dint of magic power to penetrate

unseen within the presence of Qiva and Parvati and to overhear

that new and delightful story about the seven sovereigns of the

Air-spirits (Vi dyad haras). Full as he was of the great tale he

had heard, he afterwards narrated it to his own wife Jaya; „for

who can hide wealth or a secret from women?" She again told it

over to her mistress, the wife of Qiva, for „how can women be

expected to restrain their speech?" So it happened that Parvati

knew the disclosure of the Great Narration notwithstanding the

precautions taken to keep it secret, and in her wTrath she cursed

the indiscreet Gana to be born as a man. Malyavant, another

Gana, who interceded for his guilty friend, was in a similar

manner damned to a human existence. She fixed, however, a limit

to the punishment. „When you, Puspadanta, will meet in the

forest with a Picaca whose name is Kanabhuti and who is properly

a Yaksa brought to the state of Picaca by a curse of Kubera,

you will remember the whole tale; then you must narrate it to

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5. 1



2 STUDIES ABOUT THE KATHASARITSAGARA.

him, after which you shall be released. As to Malyavant, he shall

get free from the curse, after hearing the tale from Kanabhuti."

Accordingly both fell down from on high and were born in the

world of men. And having spent their lives with various things,

they fulfilled at last and after many vicissitudes the conditions

prescribed to them and so regained the upper regions and their

former state. But Malyavant, or rather Gunadhya — for that was

his name on earth and in his human existence — having heard

the tale as it was narrated to him by Kanabhuti, could not recover

his original state, before he had written it down and proclaimed

it. Now, since the language in which it had been communicated

to him was the vulgar and despised PaicacI tongue, Kanabhuti

being a Picaca, and since himself was prohibited to translate it

into some nobler dialect, restrained as he was by a vow from the

use of Sanskrit, Prakrit and either Apabhramca or the conversa-

tional language of the country (degi) 1
), six sevenths of the won-

drous narration were lost from want of human audience to catch

the tale and keep it. He had no other listeners than the forest-

animals and the trees, on which beings he spent his recital, bur-

ning each leaf of the text after proclaiming. Finally king Satava-

hana, whose minister Gunadhya had formerly been, being requested

to lay hold on the tale, went up to him and preserved the rest

for mankind, even this a poem of considerable size, as it extended

over 100.000 clokas.

This is the miraculous origin of that rich and splendid store-

house of manifold stories, preserved to us in a Sanskrit redaction,

the Kathasaritsagara, as is narrated in its first book, „The

Socle of the Tale." Somadeva, the Kashmirian court-poet to whom
we are indebted for that „largest and most interesting collection" 2

)

of tales , is with due right considered one of the most illustrious

Indian poets. And for my part , I dare say that he is one of the

few Indian litterary geniuses who by their relative simplicity of

language , their moderation in the employment of rhetorical requi-

sites, their aiming at clearness and appropriateness of style, their

knowledge of human nature and their art of arranging the plot of

a tale, may stand out the judgment of European criticism accor-

ding to the standard of Occidental taste. Though he lived as late

as the second part of the eleventh century, I do not hesitate to

*) Ksemendra, Byhatkalhamanjarl (ed. Mrnayas.) p. 29, §1. 51: tyaktabhamtrayo

'py aham / paipacim anapabhrcmigasamskrtaprakrtam gritah, but Kathas. 7,148 samskrtam

prakrtam tadvad degabhasa ca sarvada / bhasatrayam idam tyaktam.

*) Wilson, Hindu Fiction in his Essays, ed. by Rost, I, 157.
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make him rank with the greatest Sanskrit authors and to place

his Encyclopedia of tales (for so his „ Ocean of the Streams of Story"

is characterized the best) as a classical work next to the lyric poems

and dramatic writings of Kalidasa. His language charms by its

purity and the proper choice of words, his style by its plainness

and elegance , his metrical skill is great and is fully displayed by

the number and variety of the different metres which he handles

with ease and without the slightest embarrassment.

Apart from the beautiful form of the poem , its contents are of

great interest. This store-house of tales may have been built at a com-

paratively recent time, the very eve of the Mohammedan conquest,

the stories and legends gathered up in it are old ones. The Brhat-

katha , its source
,
preceded it by many centuries. And this older

collection must also have been made up out of traditional materials.

It is a matter of fact, that some smaller collections, as the Panca-

tantra and the Vetalapancavimcati are incorporated into it; now and

then the reader meets with some mythological narration from the

Vedic age *) or with celebrated epic and pauranik stories, as that

of Qibi and the dove (tar. 7, 88—97), of Ruru and the water-

snake (tar. 14, 76—87), of Sunda and Upasunda (tar. 15,

135—140), of the birth of Skanda (tar. 21, 60 foil.), of the

death of Pandu (tar. 21, 20—27), the love-story of Usa and

Aniruddha (tar. 31, 11—33), and the extensive relation of the

tale of Nala and DamayantT (56, 238—417). In other portions of

the book legends of the Buddhists are often reproduced, especially

in lambaka VI. The main story, however, and a large number of

the episodes are Qaiva tales, as was to be expected from the sup-

posed first narrator being no other than the Supreme God Qiva

himself. From this we may infer that the original collection , the

Brhatkatha, must have been arranged in that period of Indian

history, when Buddhism exercised its sway over the Hindoo mind

side by side with Qaivism and so many other manifold varieties

of sectarian and local creeds , rites and theosophies.

Moreover Somadeva availed himself of the opportunities afforded

by the richness and the manysidedness of his subject-matter to

represent as in a mirror the different shades and aspects of multiform

Indian society, its large towns, the seats of commerce and learning, as

well as the wild tracks of its forest regions, inhabited by ferocious

and Incivilized tribes, as described in the vivid picture in tar. 102,

x
) As Indra's love-making with Ahalya (17, 137—147), his beguiling of Namuci

(216—240); the latter tale however is dressed in a Buddhistic garb.

1*
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56 foil. In this respect the Kathasaritsagara — besides its being

an arsenal of more or less ancient tales of great value for the

comparative study of fancy and folklore and for the transmigration

of fables and novels — depicts also to the student of the Indian

world the image of medieval Indian society, its saints and its

worldlings, its every-day life and its feasts, its ruling classes and

its scum.

Nevertheless, only few of the tales are of the pure novelistic kind.

Such stories as that of the impostors Qiva and Madhava, who played

a foul trick Jkf a wealthy purohita (24, 82—200), and of the

jala and Ada tricks (57, 54— 175), which are wholly free from the

supernatural beings and things so habitual to works of Indian fancy,

are seldom met with. In the great bulk of the tales there is large

room for deities and spirits of the most various kinds and for secret

and invisible powers of holy men or sorcerers influencing the course

of the facts. In short, the Kathasaritsagara is an assemblage of fairy

tales. Devas, Asuras, Nagas, Yaksas, Kaksamsi etc., but most of

all , the Vidyadharas abound in them ; the magic arts . the intuitive

omniscience obtained by men possessing miraculous powers, their

flying through the air and commanding of spirits, their transfor-

mation of men into animals and inversely , the hideous occult rites

of magicians and witches as well as divine intercession and divine

protection are dealt with , as if they were the most natural things

in the world. Somadeva who was a well educated man and pos-

sessed a keen intellect and an original wit , as sufficiently appears

from many an incidental utterance and general remark with which

he likes to intersperse his narrative
,

*) succeeded very well in keeping

/rndisturbedly from the beginning to the end of his long poem that

style of epic ingenuousness which affords a so great charm to that

kind of writings. Now and then he reminds of Ovid by some

humorous turn , but he was not so superficial as the author of the

MetamorpJioseon libri. He composed his great work for the amuse-
ment of the old queen his patroness, the wife of king Harsa of

Kashmere. 2
) It is hardly necessary to add that his belief in the

reality of those amusing tales , however beset with gods and spirits

of high regard in the creed of the Indian people . cannot have been

much greater than ours

!

As has been stated above, Gunadhya is the reputed author of the

*) Wilson, 1.1. p. 167: „We may here observe, once for all, that the stories of the

Katha Sarit Sagara are constantly interspersed with pithy maxims of sound morality."
l

) tasyah. . . citlavinodahetoh , vs. 11 of the prapasli subjoined to the end of Kathas.

,

p. 597 ed. Durgapr.
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Great Tale. But his authorship cannot, of course, be extended to

the first of the eighteen cantos or lambakas, of which it is made up.

The first lambaka treats of the origin of the Great Tale and how

it was made known on earth. It is king Satavahana who is credited

for this. „ After having got the Tale" says Somadeva, „Satavahana

went to compose the Kathapitha
,

[so is the name of lambaka I] in

the same tongue [viz. the PaicacI dialectj" tar. 8, 37 *)

The plan of the Work is conformable to Indian habits of story-

telling. It consists of a frame-tale , in which a large number of

various other tales are stored up by the way of episodes. Sometimes

the episodic narration may be itself a new frame-tale with respect

to other stories. Some books , as the Vth
, are as a whole inserted

into the main story. This design is executed with greater or lesser

skill. Upon the whole the art of enchasing is not so well executed

in the latter books , where some old famous collections of tales

,

as the Paricatantra , the adventures of Mrgankadatta and his ten

companions, the Vetalapancavimcati are embodied in full ; the

last lambaka, the story of Visamaclla, the vanquisher of the

barbarians, looks as if it were a latter addition to a ready made

work.

The frame-tale is concerned with the /aits et gestes of Naravahana-

datta, who was the son of Udayana, king of Vatsa, and at the

same time the new embodiment of Kama, who had become Ananga

(bodiless) by the fire of the wrath of Qiva. Born as the son

of a human king, he reached by degrees the high and heavenly

state of a Cakravartin of the Airy^Spirits , the Vidyadharas. Lam-

baka II and III are preparatory books. They treat of his forefathers

and more especially of his father, the merry Udayana, king of

Vatsa , the musical prince . who is mentioned in Pancatantra by the

name of Vinavatsa, a well-known figure both in Indian belles lettres

and in the Buddhistic records, where he ranks among the kings

contemporary with Qakyamuni (Rhys Davids, Buddhist India,

p. 3 foil.). It is related by what contrivance he got the love and

the hand of Vasavadatta, who was to become Naravahanadatta s

mother, daughter to the Ujjain king Candamahasena, and in what

way he succeeded to obtain for his second wife PadmavatI, daughter

of the mighty Magadha king, finally how his great chief minister

Yaugandharayana made him acquire the sovereignty over the earth.

*) Here I differ from Tawney's translation, where tadbhasayavataram vaktum cakre

is rendered „composed the book named KathapTtha, in order to show how the tale came

to be first made known in the PicSca tongue." The instrum. is to he construed with

vaktum, not with avatara.
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In lambaka IV Naravahana's birth is told and the predictions of

his future greatness.

Lambaka VI, which contains many and various pleasing stories

taken for a great deal from Buddhistic sources, is devoted to the

history of Kalingasena whose daughter is destined to become

Naravahanadatta's first queen. She loved Udayana, but could not

be married to him. Some Vidyadhara made her his wife by sur-

prise, assuming the figure of that king. As the son of Udayana is

an avatara of Kama, so it is Rati herself who is embodied into

the daughter of Kalingasena x
). Therefore, it is a matter of course

that the two royal children become in due time husband and wife.

At this point of the tale, the main story begins to lose its

interest. Udayana, the joyous monarch of the dhlra lalita type

(see Levi's Theatre indien, p. 64) is evidently a popular hero of

old local legend 2
). He is a man of action and his performances are

manifold. He and his ministers and comrades: Yaugandharayana,

the wise plotter and strenuous executer of political schemes

.

Rumanvant the victorious commander of his armies, and Vasantaka

the companion of his pleasures and the solace in his adversity are

typical characters with individual features, belonging to popular

tradition. But Naravahanadatta , his ministers and the endless series

of his wives, the obtaining of whom is the chief subject of the

other lambakas and the main object of his exploits do not possess

that stamp of people-bred origin. They are rather the result of the

mechanically elaborated reproduction of the fixed type of the

Oakravartin and his court, projected in Fairy Land. Always the

like meetings of the son of Udayana with heavenly women who

are destined to become his wives, always the same or nearly the

same course of events, leading to the happy union with those

princesses, in whose superhuman powers he gets gradually initiated,

being in this way accustomed to take his residence among the

Vidyadharas and becoming capable to conquer at last the Sove-

reignty in that Nephelokokkygia among the snowclad heights of

holy Kailasa. This series of similar feats and adventures, in per-

forming which our hero, like another Virgilian Aeneas, plays.

a

x
) Or rather, she was thought so by every one. The real child of Kalingasena was

a son, whom Prsjapati, however, according to the order of Civa exchanged for a girl

of supernatural birth (ayonija) who was no other than Rati. See Kathas. t. 34, 43—46;

t. 110, 71. The real child, Ityaka, was conveyed to his father, the Vidyadhara, who
brought him up.

*) "Wilson, Essays I, 191 n. 2. aptly quotes stanza 31 of the Meghaduta: prapyAvantln

Uda yanakcithakov i d a gramavrddhan.
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somewhat passive part, as he is throughout directed by the pro-

tecting hand of deities and even by Qiva himself, would be very

monotonous, if it stood alone. But just here the frame-story mostly

recedes behind the numerous and diversified incidental stories, so

that the monotony of the so called main tale dwindles away in

the background. Book XIV—XVI contain the triumph of the hero,

the narrative of his wars and heroic performances by which he

won that sovereignty of the Vidyadharas long promised to him.

He was, however, not the first among mortals to reach that para-

mount power in the regions bordering on Civa's precincts; others

before him had come to it. Two entire books, the Vth and the

VIIIth
are filled with the narrative of the exploits of two prede-

cessors; the former lambaka is a small fairy tale in itself of no

little charm , the latter makes up a remarkable epic poem , cele-

brating the glory of the Asuras when victorious over the Devas.

H. H. Wilson was the first European scholar, wo drew the

attention of Occidental learning to this Storehouse of Fables. In

an introductory article in the Oriental Quarter Magazine (March

1824, p. 63—77) and continuing his communications in the fol-

lowing numbers of that periodical, he gave a summary of the con-

tents of lambaka I—V x
) It was professor Brockhaus who under-

took the first edition of the Kathasaritsagara. Its first part appeared

as early as 1839; it contains the same five lambakas, which had

been told over by Wilson. More than twenty-five years elapsed

before he succeeded to get out the rest of the work. Lambaka

VI—VIII appeared in 1862; the remainder, being by far the

greater portion of the whole — 12589 clokas against 8799 con-

tained in the first and second parts — was edited in 1866, both

publications making part of the Abhandlungen der Deutsc/ien Mor-

genlandischen Gesellschaft and printed with Roman types, whereas

the first volume , lamb. I—V, had been edited in nagari types.

The text of Brockhaus remained for a long time the work of refe-

rence for the Kathasaritsagara, but its authority is now superseded

by the edition of Durgaprasad, printed at the Nirnayasagara press

(1
st impression 1889, second impr. 1903), which has been executed

in a laudable manner, as will be shown in Chapter I § 1 of

Section II of this treatise.

An excellent translation of the work appeared in 1880— 1884

*) These papers are reprinted in "Wilson's Essays, collected and edited bij Reinhold

Rost in 1864. They are found in the First Volume (=r Vol. Ill of Wilson's Works),

p. 156—268.
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in the Bibliotheca Indica. Mr. C. H. Tawney, to whom we are

indebted for it, acquitted himself of the self-imposed duty of ren-

dering into English a work of that extent and of so high intrinsical

merits in a very satisfactory manner. He has well provided those

who, without acquaintance with Sanskrit, for their studies in folklore

and comparative history of literature , want to draw the Indian

parallels or prototypes from their genuine source.

I for my part do not enter here upon the comparison of the

numberless tales told in our Ocean of Streams of Tales. The present

investigations do not go beyond the limits of Indology. They wholly

belong to the field of critical and philological research. I have

divided them into two sections. The former of them is devoted to

the questions pertaining to the Brhatkatha; in the second section

the differences of the text in the two editions of the Kathasaritsa-

gara, and some points of criticism are dealt with.



SECTION I.

BRHATKATHA AND KATHASARITSAGARA.

CHAPTER I.

The BrhatkathamanjabI.

As Somacleva explicitly affirms, his great store-house of tales

and stories of all kind is not a composition of his own invention,

nor is it a compilation from various sources, but a sanskritization

of an older and more extensive poem written in a vulgar dialect.

He says in the introductory verses of his work that it is the repro-

duction in a condensed shape of the Brhatkatha, the fabulous origin

of which is narrated in its particulars in his first lambaJca, the

Kathapitha. He has nothing added to its contents nor has he

omitted anything : yathd mulam tathaivaitan na mandg apy atikramah

(t. 1, 10); he has only abridged it and made a Sanskrit poem of

it: granthavistarasamksepamatram bhasa ca biddyate ^/taking care

besides to embellish his epitome wTith the indispensable adornments

required in a kavya, yet in this going only as far as was com-

patible wTith his main purpose to keep intact the relish of the tales

narrated in the old poem 2
). So he had the right to style his work a

Brhatkathasarasamgraha (Summary of the quintessence of Brhatkatha),

as he does in the beginning of his poem : t. 1 , 3 Brhatkathaydh

sarasya samgra/iam racaydmy a/mm, and in one of the concluding

verses, which are wanting in the ed. of Brockhaus, but are found

in that of Durgaprasad, p. 597, cl. 12:

nanakatliamrtamayasya Brhatkatliayali

sdrasya sajjanamanombudldpurnacandrah

Somena vipravarabhurigtmabhiraina-

'KL'KKtmajena vihitah klialu samgra/io 'yam.

*) I quote this line, as it is edited in Durgaprasad's edition. The altered text apud

Brockhaus, bhasa ca vidyate may further he left aside. Nor is it longer necessary to

take here bhasa = 'Sanskrit' in the Paninean signification of the word, as Hall did

(Pref. to his edition of Subandhu's Vasavadatta
,
p. 24 n.) in his refutation of the wrong

and erroneous translation of this line by Brockhaus.
2
) More about this gloka see below, p. 31 foil.
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Now, as long as no other testimony was known, that is, until

1859, very distinguished scholars disbelieved the real existence of

such a voluminous work in a Prakrit dialect, as the Brhatkatha

was claimed for. Could the Kashmirian composer of the Kathasarit-

sagara not have fancied that origin of his work which by itself is

an encyclopedia of products of fancy? Must his statement be taken

a la lettre? A statement, moreover, susceptible to find little credit

also on this ground that the tale narrated about the reputed author

of that famous Brhatkatha himself, Gunaclhva, is full of unhisto-

rical matter and miraculous incidents, in short, a mere fairy tale.

The first editor of the Kathasaritsagara went even so far in the

way of mistrust , that in the Preface of the first volume of his

edition, which was published in 1839, he explained the distinct

avowal of Somadeva about the substrate of his poem in a sense

diametrically opposed to the words he pretended to comment upon:

„Sein Verdienst beruht wohl hauptsachlich in der gleichmassig

stylistischen Redaction des fruher unter mancherlei Formen in Prosa

und Versen Zerstreuten." In the subsequent volumes, which appeared

in 1866 and 1868, he did not repeal that view

Yet he might have learned as early as 1859 that Somadeva's

statement about the Brhatkatha had been corroborated by other

evidence. In that year Fitz Edward Hall, in the Preface to his

edition of Subandhu's romance in prose Vasavadatta , drew the

attention to the fact, unobserved before, that such high authorities

as Danclin in his Kavyadarca, Bana in his Harsacarita, and already

Subandhu himself, prior to Bana, knew and praised the great

Prakrit poem of Gunadhya, and that, according to the manner in

which they refer to it, we may feel convinced that it enjoyed a

great popularity in their time. A passage in Subandhu's romance

contains even an allusion to a story told in the Brhatkatha which

is actually found in our Kathasaritsagara. P 110 asti Brhatkatha-

lambair iva calabhanjikopetair vecmabhir upacobkitam . Kusu-

mapuram. Subandhu
,
comparing the houses of Pataliputra adorned

with columns bearing the shape of human figures (galabkanjikas)

to the cantos of the Brhatkatha, in which galabhanjika is likewise

met with, alludes to the story of the gambler Thinthakarala and

his beloved Kalavati, the Apsaras who was changed by Indra's

curse into a pillar statuette {galabhanjika) but recovered her proper

form by the cunning of her lover (Kathas. 121, 72— 186). l
)

*) Hall, 1.1. p. 20, writing his Preface at a time when only five of the eighteen

lamhakas of Kathasaritsagara had heen published, errs in the interpretation of falabhanjika.
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In 1871, A. C. Burnell, in a letter to The Academy , written

at Tanjore July 21 and printed in the number of 15 Sept. of that

periodical, brought to notice that he had discovered a MS of another

Sanskrit redaction of the Brhatkatha, different from that of Soma-

deva. „This turns out" he wrote
.
„to be almost identical in matter

with the Kathasaritsagara. The tales are almost the same, even in

the names ; the arrangement (as far as I have been able to examine

the MSS) is much the same , but the style is not so good. The

tales are told in a very bald way, and shorter than in the K. S. S.

;

though here and there one finds long and tedious descriptions."

This first hint was followed in the next year by the masterly article

of G. Buhler in the First Volume of the Indian Antiquary (p.

302 foil.); in this he gave an account of another MS of the same

work, the Brhatkathamanj arl of Ksemendra which he had

acquired for the Government of Bombay. He established these two

important facts: l
ly

that both Somadeva and Ksemendra worked on

the same text; 2
ly

that they composed their poems independently

from one another. From some discrepancies in the names for the rest

common to both, he drew arguments to prove the correctness of

the statement of both abbreviators as to the original Brhatkatha

being composed in Paicaci. His judgment about the character of

the poem of Ksemendra agreed with that of Burnell. „His brevity

makes him unintelligible and his style is far from being easy and

flowing" (1. 1. p. 306). After comparing with each other the story

of Putraka as told by Somadeva in tar. 3 of the Kathas. and by

Ksemendra in the 2
d guccha of his lambaka I, he concludes thus

:

,,I could easily add a dozen other instances, where particulars given

in the Kathasaritsagara are hinted at but not developed in the

Vrhatkatha" (1. 1. p. 308). Cp. also his Detailed Report of a Tour

in Search of Sanskrit MSS (1877), p. 47

In order to demonstrate his views, Buhler had published in the

paper quoted a few passages from the first lambaka of the Brhat-

kathamanj arl, especially the story of Upakoca. It was not till 1885

that other portions were put under the press. Sylvain Levi edited

the first lambaka (or lambhaka) *) in full in the Journal Asiatique

of Nov.—Dec. of that year, and in a subsequent article, in the

number of Febr.—Apr. 1886 also the first and second Vetala

l
) Both spellings are found, it seems, in the manuscripts: Biihler, 1.1. p. 307

n. 1 quotes from fol. 349 a 6 of his MS lambhakasamgrahah
,
cp. Levi J. As. (1885 II)

p. 450, but ed. Bombay p. 33 pmthamo lambakah, dvitlyo lambakah, and cp. supra,

p. 10 the passage of Subandhu, dealing with Brhatkathalambaih
,
apparently the name

of the sections of the original Paigaci Brhatkatha.
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tales. He used for that purpose both MSS then available in Europe:

that acquired by Biihler (B) and a copy of .that which Burnell

had detected (A); for the Vetala tales he availed himself also of a

third MS, likewise acquired by Biihler and belonging to the Poona

library (C) *), which does not contain the first lambaka. By the

bye, it may be noted that none of those MSS has the complete

text. L. von Mankowski who published the Pancatantra-portion of

Brhkm. in 1892 2
) had but one MS, Levi's B, to make use of,

this portion being wanting both in A and C 3
).

By this additional number of clokas — 308 — published for

the first time by Mankowski , the proportion of the printed portion

of the Brhatkathamanjari to that not yet printed was brought up

to almost 1 : 10y2
.

In the meanwhile several more MSS have been discovered.

AurRECHT in his Catalogus Catalogorum registers 4 in the first,

3 in the second, and 2 in the third volume sub voce Brhat-
kathamanjari, besides 2 others that consist of smaller fragments

(as one mentioned in Part III which contains only the Vetalapan-

cavimcati); among them are also the copies which Burnell had

caused to be taken of A. Besides he mentions, in Part I, 2 MSS
sub titulo Brhatkatha, one of which is his Katm. 7, the other

is one of the pustakani that belonged to the pandit Radhakrsna of

Lahore. Probably these notices refer to the work of Ksemendra 4
).

Finally, in 1901 the whole work has been printed at the

Nirnayasagara Press. The title-page names Mahamahopadhyaya
Pandit Qivadatta and KacTnath Pandurang Parab as editors. There

is no preface at all nor is there given any account of the MSS
that are the basis for the constitution of the text. From the short

and scanty critical foot-notes we are allowed to infer that the

editors had twro manuscripts at their disposition, one denoted

and the other I^"; each of them full of gaps and corruptions,

but together they make up almost the complete poem. Neither of

them may be identified with C or some copy of C, since the

first lambaka is wanting in neither. The MS 1^" is either = B

*) This MS seems to be identical with nr. 824 on p. CLXX of Biihler's Detailed

Report.
2

) L. von Mankowski, Ber Auszug aus den Pancatantra in Kshemendras Brihatka-

thdmanjari. Leipzig, Harrassowitz. 1892.
3

) For the first 47 glokas he availed himself also of another MS, as far as it was

printed in the preface of Peterson's ed. of the Hitopadeca, see his 'Einleitung' p. XII.
4

) Levi, Journ. As. 1886, p. 182 I, affirms that the MSS B and C mentioned above,

„ne connaissent que le nom de Brhatkatha."
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or very akin to it; cfj" seems to be different from both A and B.

The Nirnayasagarapress must have possessed one of them in 1888:

for on the first page of its edition of the Kathasaritsagara, foot-

note 3 contains an information about asmadiyam Brhatkathaman-

janpustaham , of which it is said that it is acuddham, praramblie

kimcit trutitam asti. The second must have been acquired between

1888 and 1901.

The edition itself (Kavyamala 69) exhibits a disadvantageous

contrast to the valuable edition of Kathasaritsagara printed at the

same Nirnayasagarapress. The avowedly bad condition of the MSS
available does not afford a sufficient excuse for the bad workman-

ship of those who carried out the editio princeps of a so highly

important text. They discharged themselves of their task carelessly

and hastily and did not avail themselves of the ready at hand

instruments for correcting obvious misreadings in their manuscripts.

In 1871 Biihler could not know that the father of Ksemendra

was named Prakacendra; when he edited Ind. Ant. I, 307 n. 2

Prakaccandabhidho 'bkavat, he reproduced the reading of his MS,
the rightness of which he was not able to control at that time.

But the two Pandits editing in 1901 a work of Ksemendra,

should not have kept that corrupted reading in their text (see

p. 619, cl. 31 and cp. e.g. p. 164, cl. 2 of the Dacavataracarita

edited in 1891 at the same Nirnayasagarapress by the same

KacTnath and his father Durgaprasad). A close comparison with

the parallel passages in Kathas. being a valuable help, yea almost

indispensable for any one who had undertaken the task of a cri-

tical edition, worthy of the Kavyamala series, they show but very

rarely that they did so ; as a rule they either neglected that useful

and easy cross-examination or did so in a superficial manner. To

leave aside their neglect or ignorance of the readings published by

Biihler, Levi, Mankowski in the portions edited previously x
), they

failed sometimes to realize the incoherent and perturbated condition

of the text of their manuscripts. Lamb. XIV, p. 494, cl. 309

they were not aware that the former line is a dittography of

cl. 305 a. — In lambaka IX, p. 274—27 7, the story of Qrldarcana

is rendered wholly unintelligible, owing to the fact that two diffe-

rent portions of it are intermixed! Remove cl. 745 b— 761 from

their place and insert them between 728 and 729: all will be put

*) Thinking it may be profitable to the perusers of the edition of Brhkm. to have

at hand the better readings of those European scholars for correcting the bad ones of

their printed text, I have put them together in an appendix, annexed to this chapter.
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right and the concord with the parallel passage in Kathas. (73,

305—359) will be restored. — Another instance of the same lack

of attention. P 402 and 403 of their edition, in the same lambaka

IX, the 3
d guccha (pi. 1— 10) opens with the continuation of the

adventures of Mrgankadatta at the point when Vyaghrasena finishes

his relation of the events which had happened to himself and his

comrades, whereupon Mrgankadatta sets out for Ujjain; these

matters are told in Kathas. tar. 101 and 102. But at cl. 11 we

are on a sudden transported into the story of Kesata and Kandarpa,

a quite different tale which is found in Kathas. tar. 123. From

cl. 11 to 64 the narration of Ksemendra corresponds to Kathas.

123, 203—430. But at cl. 64, lo we are back again, as sud-

denly as we left them before, to the gallant Mrgankadatta and his

faithful followers. What has happened? That portion of the story

of Kesata which disturbs in that singular manner the regular course

of the Mrgankaclattakatha, was by some accident or other gone

astray and had been put into the wrong place. By transporting it

to p. 430 in lambaka X and filling up with it the large gap

which the editors signalize on that page after cl. 241 , the due

order will be restored. — In lamb. XIV the clokas 401, 402

and 407 have been put into a wrong place; they ought to be

transposed after cl. 394.

Upon the whole , I conclude , the so called edition of the Brhat-

kathamanjari scatters with errors of print and of other kinds.

But even so we receive that editio princeps thankfully Now, at

least, that important poem is brought within the reach of everybody,

and not to be silent also about something praiseworthy in the work

of the two Pandits, the alphabetical list of proper names subjoined

offers a precious help to whosoever desires to compare with each

other the different Sanskrit representatives of a given story told in

the original Prakrit Brhatkatha. Now also every one may easily

control the exactness of the judgment of Biihler and Levi on the

nature and the poetical worth of the abstract of that poem com-

posed by Ksemendra. Its length is a little greater than was to be

expected from the statement of Biihler Ind. Ant. , 1. 1. p. 304 about

the colophon of the MS acquired by him; the whole work is

estimated there at 7080 granthas, yet the printed text of the

Brhatkathamafijari amounts to a little more than 7561 clokas.

*) I have left without computation the parigista, wanting in the MSS used hy the

editors, of the 24th story of the Vetala, and added at the end of the book from a

Tanjore MS by the care of T. S. Kuppusvami. I have a strong presumption that this

portion of 75 clokas does not belong to the work of Ksemendra.
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Since the Kathasaritsagara , if I have exactly computed, consists of

2] 388, the size of Ksemendra's abstract is a little greater than

the third part of that composed by Somadeva.

The following synopsis may show the concordance of the lambakas

in both.

Brhatkathamanjari

Katha-

pitha

Katha-

mukha

lambaka I in 3 gucchas of 7 2

Kathasaritsagara

lambaka I in 8 tarangas= 8 1 8 cl.

+ 223+ 97 = 392 cl.

II in 2 gucchas

ofl47+ 274= 421 „

II „ 6

Lavanaka )>
III = 414 „ 55

TTl Z1

III „ 6
,

lino
, = 1198

JNarava-

hanajanma
j

?> IV = 142 „ 55 IV „ 3
,

= 501

(Jaturda-

rika
j

)j
V = 263 „ 55

V„3
,

= 818

Suryapra-
j

bha )

j) VI = 245 „ 55
VIII „ 7 = 1544

Madana- 1

mancuka
)

55 VII = 612,, 55 VI „ 8
,

= 1421

Vela 55 VIII = 75 „ 55 XI „ 1
,

= 115

Qacanka- 1 55 IX in 3 gucchas of 8 82

vati ) + 1435+ 118= 2435,, 55 XII „36 ,
= 4929

Visamacila 55 X = 288 1
)„ 55

XVIII,, 5
,

= 1120

Madiravati 55 XI = 83 „ 55 XIII „ 1
,

= 220

PadmavatI 55 XII = 115,, 55 XVII „ 6
,

= 993

Paiica 55 XIII = 236 „ 55 XIV „ 4
,

= 624

Ratna- )

prabha
j

55 XIV = 508 „ 55 VII „ 9
3

= 1628

Alamka- 1

ravati
)

55 XV = 375,, 55 IX „ 6
,

= 1739

Qaktiya^as 55 XVI = 646 „ 55 X„10
, , =2128

Maha-
j

bhiseka ]

55
XVII = 55 „ 55 XV „ 2

,
= 301

Surata-
j

manjarl
j

55
XVIII = 215,, 55 XVI „ 3

,
= 420

x
) This number is a little too low , and the former as5 much too high., owing to the

= 871

intermixture of part of the story of Kesata and Kandarpa in the adventures of Mrgan-

kadatta, as is explained above. *
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Two things in this juxtaposition strike the eyes : the different

arrangement after the fifth lambaka and the inequality in the treat-

ment of the subject-matters in both collections. Putting off the

difference in the order of the lambakas and the question as to the

original arrangement in the Prakrit Brhatkatha to the following

chapter, the difference as regards the briefness or the detailed

description in narrating the same tales is sometimes very conside-

rable. In some lambakas: Kathapltha, Kathamukha, QacankavatI

,

Suratamanjarl, Ksemendra makes up a little less than half the

number of clokas of Somadeva, but in others he is much shorter.

In Visamaclla, Ratnaprabha, Caturdarika and Qaktiyacas the pro-

portion is between Y4
and in AlamkaravatI between J

/4 and

Suryaprabha has in the collection of Somadeva even more than six

times the size it has in the Brhkmanjari, owing, methinks, to the

dislike of Ksemendra to dwell on the particulars of that battle-epic

of the old stamp, which describes a victory of Asuras over Devas

and which under the able hands of Somadeva has grown into a

charming heroic poem adorned with the manifold art but not too

much crowded with the luxuriant excrescences of his native alamkara.

A close comparison of the several parallel narrations in both

cannot but confirm that impression of inequality. It will soon appear

that it is the fault of Ksemendra, not of Somadeva who, in striking

contrast with his rival , has succeeded in keeping throughout

the whole length of his composition the same style and the same

proportions of his narrative. By this equability and harmony he

surpasses Ksemendra in a very high degree. Likewise by his limpidity

and his moderation in the employment of the various artifices,

tricks and habits taught by Indian poetics and practised by Indian

writers. He possesses qualities relatively seldom found with Sanskrit

court-poets and sought for in vain in the Brhatkathamanjarl. We
have quoted above (p. 11) the verdict pronounced in a few words

by Burnell about the obscurity and the tedious waste of rhetoric

embellishments which spoil the pleasure while reading there the

same stories that captivate the reader of the Kathasaritsagara. In

fact, aiming at the glory of producing a compendious Brhatkatha,

Ksemendra does too often care little about the clearness and per-

spicuity of style, which are indispensable requisites in a story-teller;

on the other hand , his aspiration at the fame of a master in vaidagdhya

makes him rather propense to subordinate the contents of the tales

to the opportunity of rhetorical show. For skilled as he was in

handling the manifold tools of alamkara and being eager for

displaying that skill, he too often delights in such descriptions
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as he thought suitable for displaying his mastership in poetics.

Purpureus, late qui splendeat , unus et alter assuitur pannus.

Since it does not lie within the scope of this disquisition to

enter into an estimation of the poet Ksemendra, I refer the

reader to the brilliant essay on this subject of Sylvain Levi in

the Journ. As. of 1885. Yet it may be suitable to urge some

prominent characteristics which appear in the Brhatkathamanjarl.

Ksemendra has a relish for exspatiating in describing erotic matters.

So at the outset of lamb. IX, corresponding to Kathas. tar. 68,

1 foil., he interweaves in the visit of Lalitalocana to Naravahana-

datta a description of her beauty, not found in the Kathas. In the

first vetala-tale he complacently enlarges the account of the volup-

tuous (ruvovffia of Padmavatl and her prince; the verses Brhk. p. 297,

120—126 correspond to the one cloka Kathas. 75, 131. In the 7
th

vetala Ks. (= 6
th Som.) three additional clokas (p. 319, 397—

399) are bestowed on the beauty of the bathing laundress. The

story of Jlmutavahana , as narrated in the 16th
vetala, offers him

the opportunity of drawing a detailed picture of the extraordinary

grace and beauty of Malayavati, which he executes in due order,

beginning with a praise of her feet and concluding with the top

of her head; no less than twelve clokas are required for it, whereas

the Kathasaritsagara can suffice with five (Brhk. p. 351,792—803

cp. to Kathas. 90, 41—45). — Among the digressions of a diffe-

rent nature I mention Brhk. p. 389, 1275—1283: praise of

Sundarasena, his beauty and prowess (cp. Kathas. 101, 46); p. 461,

138— 145: praise of lake Pampa (cp. Kathas. 107, 9); p. 239,

295—305: dance of HamsavalT (cp. Kathas. 71, 76. 77); p. 350,

cl. 783—789: description of the penance-grove of Jlmutavahana;

of the sea and of the tempest, that broke the ship of Samudradatta

('p. 121, cl. 78 foil.); of heavenly and atmospherical phenomena

(p. 57, cl. 142 foil.). Likewise p. 292, 62 foil, the cimcapatree

with the dead body hanging on it ; not to speak of that famous

bombastic patch descriptive of the awful cemetery in the first vetala,

treated by Levi Journ. As. 1886 I, p. 191.

The fault of too great conciseness and of obscurity in telling

the tales is exhibited very differently. Some portions of the Brhkman-

jari suffer more from it than others. Mankowski who edited the

Pancatantra section happened to fall into a part of the poem, where

its author seems to have striven at the utmost brevity; perhaps

owing to his averseness from apologues or to some other reason he

hurried over that track of the Great Tale. Nor did he feel much

liking for the murkhakathas which, in Somadeva's poem, are inter-

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5. 2
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spersed between the different parts of Pancatantra. Most of them

he put aside entirely; the few to wrhich he gave a place — twelve

upon the whole (one of them not found in Kathas.) against 47 in

Kathas. tar. 61—63 — are so condensed that they can hardly be

understood and have lost all their flavour. So e. g. this cloka

abudho bhdndadaridrydd ekasmin nidadhe ghaie

vahnim jalam ca karyartham yenasau hasyatam yayau
j|

(p. 588, cl. 572)

is the parallel of Kathas. 61, 10— 13:

mandabuddhir abhut kagcit; puman nigi sa caikada

prabhate devatapujam karisyann ity acinlayat
||

upayuktau mama snanadhupadyartham jalanalau
,

sthapayami tad ekasthau, tau glghram prapnuydm yatha
||

ity dlocyambukmnbhdntah ksiptvaynim samviveca sah.

pratag ca viksate yavad, gato 'gnir nastam ambu ca
||

ahgaramaline toye drste tasyabhavan mukham

tadrg eva, sahasasya lokasyasit pimah smitam
||

The following one

kaccid vyadhac ca jayaya labdhvalamkaranam balm

rasanam abudhah kanthe haram ca jaghanasthale
j|

(p. 588, cl. 575)

is the sapless remnant of the kgtsm, related by Somadeva (61

,

24— 27) in this manner:

gramyah kagcit khanan bliumim prapalahkaranam mahat
[j

ratrau rajakulac caurair nitva tatra nivegitam.

yad grhltva sa tatraiva bliaryam tena vyabhiisayat
||

babandha mekhalam murd/mi liaram ca jaghanasthale

nuparau karayos tasyah karnayor api kahkanau
[|

hasadbhih khyapitam lokair buddhva raja jahara tat

tasmat svabharanam, tarn tu paguprdyam mumoca sah
||

Such cases, however^ of extreme aridity are comparatively rare.

On the other hand, now and then the mind of the reader is glad-

dened, when he falls in with some piece written in an easy and

pleasing style and without misuse of rhetoric implements, and

which, though inferior to the greater genius of Somadeva, may

stand to some extent the comparison with their parallels in the

Kathasaritsagara. The narrative, in a few cases, may be even broader.

The episode of Kalingasena carried through the air by the asurl

Somaprabha her friend, firstly to old Cyenajit [= Prasenajit in

Kathas. J afterwards to young Udayana is told in eighteen clokas

(p. 186, 339—356), whereas twelve suffice in the correspondent
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place of Kathas. (^1, 40— 51). The fable of the mouse, the cat,

the owl and the ichneumon is, if not fuller, yet more detailed in

the Brhk.manjarl (p. 197, 477—496) than it is in Kathas. 33,

106— 129. This confirms once more what I have said about the

inequality of the work of Ksemendra, who at other times took

such care to epitomize stories told at great extent in his original,

that he e.g. reduced the chief incidents of the story of Acokadatta

to a few lines (cp. Brhk.manjarl p. 126 with Kathas. 25, 162 foil.),

and summarized the whole tale of Muktaphaladhvaja, which fills up

two tarangas of 416 clokas together in Kathas., in fifteen clokas

(Brhk.manjarl p. 448, 101— 115) x
).

To notice also another feature, which struck me while perusing

the poem of Ksemendra, he clings more to things religious than

Somadeva. I do not say that his religious feeling is deeper. In

common natures profoundness of that sentiment is ordinarily not

found ; and I am inclined to give more credit in that point to the

fine and delicate mind of the knower of men , to whom we owe

the Kathas., than to the polygraphist made of coarser staff, always

ready to write a poem on a given subject. Ksemendra was well

versed in mythological and theological matters. One of his spiritual

teachers was a fervent Bhagavata, another, his upadhyaya in rhetoric,

the famous Qaiva philosopher Abhinavagupta , and he must have

grown up in an atmosphere of devout practices. We learn from

the pracasti at the end of his Brhk.manjarl , as well as from those

appended to other poems of his that his father was a very pious

man, and wealthy, too, who placed statues of gods in the temple

of Svayambhu and bestowed a quarter of a koti viz. 2 x

/2
millions

on pious works. Among his other writings two bear an exclusively

religious character; one of them, the Dacavataracarita
,

praises the

ten avataras of Visnu, in the other, the Avadanakalpalata, his

last composition, he extols with a magnificent apparel the lofty

deeds of self-sacrifice of the Bodhisattva. He was thoroughly acquain-

ted, it seems, with both religions, 2
) and would willingly preach

in his verses on topics of morals and religion. That is why even

]

) There are even a few instances of tales summarized in one cloka, as how Canda-

mahasena got his wife, the daughter of the Daitya Angaraka (p. 48, 27), and the

story of Cakra (p. 536, 314) who hore the flaming wheel. I mention this also to correct

my statement about the absence of that story from the Brhk.manjarl in my article

on The Man with the Wheel (Bijdragen van het Inslituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volken-

kunde van Ned. Indie, 1906, p. 199). The name Cakra does not occur in the Index of

the edited text.

*) His familiarity with Buddhist termini and Buddhist ideas appears, if we compare

parallel places of him and Somadeva in those cases where Buddhist matters play a

2*
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such a worldly poem, as his abstract of the Brhatkatha really is,

contains comparatively large portions devoted to such matters.

Devatastutis are not wanting in the Kathas. neither; both Somadeva

and Ksemendra must have found them in the PaicacI original, but

on such occasions the latter in length and exuberance of them outdoes

the former. In the story of the KacmTr king Bhunanda or Bhunan-

dana — cp. Brhk. p. 266 foil, with Kathas. 73, 79 foil. — who
took his way to Patala through a KacmTr entrance to the subter-

ranean world, the local legend about this aditus ad inferos is

incidentally related; how Pradyumna, watching for his son Anirud-

dha led away to Patala by his sweetheart Usa, obtained from

Gauri the favour that she would keep guard on the mountain

commanding that entrance. In Kathas. 73, 110 it is simply said

that „he won over Carika with hundreds of praises" ; Ksemendra

makes him utter a stotra in full ten clokas (642—651). The con-

cluding lambaka (XVIII) of the latter relates among other things

the death of the old king Udayana. On hearing the news of it,

Naravahanadatta, his son, bursts out in lamentations. To Somadeva

a few lines suffice to describe this complaint, his affliction and

mourning and the words of consolation of his attendant (cp. the

parallel passage t. Ill, 86 foil.); Ksemendra would not allow

himself to lose this opportunity of dwelling upon common-place

sentences about the inanity and vanity of all human things and

the necessity of death; he spends on that sermon no less than

thirty clokas. In another case he combines his claim of paramount

poetical skill with his devotion, when he describes the glory and

great feats of Visnu in artful prose embellished by long compounds

and the like , which passage by a singular whim he put into his

metrical composition , no other prose occurring in it. It is found

p. 526 of the printed text and corresponds with the stuti Kathas.

t. 54, 29—38. On another occasion , in vetala nr. 12, we meet

with three arya stanzas to expound the power of Karma and its

fruit
,
corresponding with one similar stanza of Somadeva (Brhkm. 335,

597—599 cp. with Kath. 86, 45). Sjmetimes his predilection for

moral sentences and the like makes him do wrong to the aucitya

he had to observe in the representation of the hero of his tale.

In the 16 th
vetala, a subject-matter quite of his liking — for it

part in the narration. So P. 158, cl. 9 Sukhavatl, the Elysium of Mahayanists,

is mentioned, but theword puzzled the editors who put a sign of interrogation after it

;

likewise p. 592, cl. 616, where the corrupt form from one ms. suravanim has been

put into the text, the other has sukhavanlm. — P. 166 in the sermon on vairagya the

name of king Krki occurs, hut it lies hidden under the corruptions hukeh and kaveh.
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deals with Jimutavahana's self-sacrifice, and in fact, no less than

170 clokas of his succinct poem are occupied with it, but 30

less than the number of Somadeva' s narrative of the same story —
it is told how the Bodhisattva intervened at the very moment when

the mother of the Naga was taking leave of her son destined to

become the prey of the Garuda. In this point he makes Jimutavahana

address the mother as follows (p. 358):

matali sthito 's??ii te putraparitranakrtaksanah

paropakarah samsare nihsare prapyate kutah
||

876.

ayam eva sadapaye kaye sarasamuccayah

yat prayati parayasatranasatpunyapatratam
||

877

He displays here a want of taste which is offensive. Such boasting

of his self-sacrifice does not become the hero. Somadeva makes

him say nothing more than these few words: matah putram raksamy

aham tava (t. 90, 131); his Bodhisattva does not preach in that

critical moment, but acts only

Both poets were Kashmirians and almost coeval. They belong

to the eleventh century, at what time Kashmir was a centre of

Sanskrit learning and literary productions. Buhler demonstrated in

1885 that Somadeva composed the Kathasaritsagara between 1063

and 1082. x
) As to Ksemendra he said: „ Dieses Resultat zeigt,

dass Somadeva entweder genau zu derselben Zeit schrieb, als

Ksemendra-Vyasadasa seine Brhatkathamanjarl verfasste oder nur

wenig spater Es ist jedenfalls ein merkwiirdiges Zusammen-

treffen, dass zwei kasmlnsche Dichter am dieselbe Zeit das alte

Buch Gunadhyas aus dem Paisaci-Dialecte ins Sanskrit iibersetzten.

Es sieht beinahe so aus alsob sie Rivalen gewesen waren" Sylvain

Levi urged both points. As to Ksemendras priority in time his

argument, developed in the Journal Asiatique 1886, I, 216 foil.,

is to this effect. Considering that he composed three extracts of

celebrated epics: the Bharatamanjarl, the Ramayanamanjarl and

the Brhatkathamanjarl, and that this triad makes up the least

accomplished portion of his complete works , he holds it for pro-

bable that all three belong to his beginnings. Now „la Bharataman-

jarl, le premier des ouvrages dates de Kshemendra est anterieure

de vingt-sept ans a l'annee 1064 et de J45 ans a Tannee 1082.

II serait, croyons-nous
,
etrange de supposer qu'un poete rompu par

une si longue pratique, connu deja par une qnantite d'oeuvres de

toute sorte , se fut reduit a traduire en sanserif une oeuvre paicaci

;

l

)
Sitzungsb. der Wiener Akademie philos. u. hist, philol. Classe, CX, 545 foil. The

passage quoted is on p. 558.
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et meme, cette hypothese admise, qu'il se fut, avec un acquit de

quelque trente on quarante ans, aussi mal tire de la besogne." This

argument, a „raison presque de sentiment", as it is styled by Levi
himself, has not so great stress as the other derived from the

introductory verses of the Kathasaritsagara , t. 1, 11 and 12:

aucityanvayaraksa ca yathacakti vidhiyate

katharasavighdtena kavyamcasya ca yojana
||

vaidagdhyakhyatilobhaya mama naivayam udyamah
kirn tu nanakathajalasmrtisaukrtyasiddhaye

||

These clokas, according to him, are an implicit disapproval of

the work of his predecessor, which as a matter of fact is imbued
with the selfsame defects as are disclaimed by Somadeva in order

to justify his own composition. In this point I fully agree with

Levi. Qloka 12 so unmistakably hints at some rival poet or some
rivalizing literary work, that long before I knew anything about

the Brhatkathamanjari, I understood Somadeva's declaration as

having a polemic character. And forsooth, he who knows both sans-

kritizations of the Brhatkatha cannot but acknowledge in Somadeva's

protestation against the vaidagdhyakhyatilobha his making front

against the rhetorical style of Ksemendra and that showy self-

ostentation as perspires among others in his pracasti at the end of

his poem, where he boasts of himself: Ksemendranama tanayas

tasya vidvatsu vicrutah j prayatah kavigosthisu namagrahanayoggatam

(p. 620, pi. 36). „I1 semble done naturel de croire qu'en ecrivant

ces vers Somadeva pensait a son precurseur."

My interpretation of pi. 11 is different from that of Levi. This

is partly in consequence of a various reading, partly because he

misunderstood the meaning of the words aucitya and anvaya. As
to the difference of reading, vidhiyate (Durgapr.'s ed.) seems prefe-

rable to abhidhlyate (Brockhaus) ; but in 1886 the ed. of Durgapr.

had not yet appeared. l
) Aucitya does not mean „les convenances

litteraires" 2
); it is the technical term to signify 'appropriateness'

J

) I am inclined to thiiik that the fault in Brockhaus' ed. does not originate in his

mss., but in some mistake either in copying or rather of the typographer. CI. 10 1. 2

his ed. has vidyate instead of bhidyate hut §1. 11, 1. 1 bhidhiyate for vidhiyate.
There can he no question about the correctness of the readings of Durgaprasad's edition

.

The false ones have led astray every scholar who before tried to explain these lines.

As long as the interpretation rested on a corrupt text, they were reputed to be

„difficult"; the genuine text is plain.
s

) ,,J'ai respecte, autant que j'ai pu, les convenances litteraires et Fordre naturel;

j'ai etabli chacune des sections du poeme de maniere a ne pas interrompre les contes
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taken in the widest sense of the word and bearing as well on the

different objects, characters, individualities to be represented in a

poetical composition as on the adorning implements and the choice

of words, expressions and images 1
). Aucityanvaya

,
then, is the

same as aucityanvitatvam
,

literally „the being provided with appro-

priateness" Levi also misunderstood kavyamgasya yojana. Marikowski

rightly objects that the sing, kavyamcasya cannot at any rate mean

„chacune des sections du poeme" (see the passage quoted p. 22

note 2), but his own interpretation, that kavyamga should be refer-

red to some special part of the poem, is right neither. To catch

the meaning of kavyamca , it must be compared with devamca,

amcavatarana and the like. Somadeva declares that he does not claim

the pretension of making a kavya out of the Brhatkatha, he has

only admixed a small portion of kavya qualities to the simple col-

lection of popular tales. In other terms, amga has here a signifi-

cation not unlike °gandhi at the end of compounds taught by Panini

V, 4, 136, 'a tinge of, 'a little of.' My translation of el. 11 is

accordingly : „T have taken care to preserve the appropriateness

(of description, diction etc. of the original work) and I have added

to it some qualities proper to a kavya, without, however, spoil-

ing by this the flavour of the tales", v. a. I have added elegance

of style and many a poetical ornament, yet so that I have not

deprived the tales of their power to express the rasas or sentiments

aimed at.

This prefatory declaration of Somadeva is as true as it is modest.

He displays in a high degree Vart de /aire un livre. His narrative

captivates both by its simple and clear, though very elegant, style

and diction and by his skill in drawing with a few strokes pictures

of types and characters taken from the real every-day life. Hence it

is that even in the miraculous and fantastical facts and events that

make up the bulk of the main story and of a great deal of the

incidental tales the interest of the reader is uninterruptedly kept.

His lively and pleasant art of story-telling — though now and

then encumbered with inflatedness or vitiated by far-fetched false

et les passions (rasas)'' (1.1. p. 219). This translation must be given up, as will be

shown in the following chapter, as far as regards the meaning of anvaya.

*) I can do nothing better than quote Ksemendra's definition of the term in his

Aucityavicaracarca , cl. 7 (ed. Kavyam. p. 116):

ucitam prahur acdryah sadrgam kila yasya yat;

ucitasya ca yo bhavas tad aucityam pracaksate.

In the following glokas 8—10 he enumerates the many particular things to which

aucitya is applicable.
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wit that drawback of so many Sanskrit literary high-style

productions — is enhanced also by his native humour and the

elegant and pointed sentences strewn about here and there with a

good taste. One instance may exemplify the distance which sepa-

rates in this respect the two abbreviators of the Brhatkatha. Vara-

ruci relates to Cakatala, how he got befriended with the Raksasa.

With Ksemendra as well as Somadeva this account takes up three

clokas. In the following columns Ks. is placed on the left, Som.

on the right.

Brhkm. p. 22. 186—188

dandad/iipatyam asadya

raj??a/iam svayam arthitah

raksasa kalarupena

tenaiva nici samgatah
||

sa mam uvaca cakitam

vancanayogravigrahah
\

rupenabJiyadhika narl

Jca, satyam JcatJtyatdm iti
\

ya yasyabliimata lolce

sa tasyadhiharupim \

sa nicmnyeti madvalcyam

samtusto mitratam agat
[|

Kathas. 5, 50— 52

tac chrutva Yoganando mam
aharon nagaradldpam

|

bhramamc capacyam atraliam

bliramantam rahsasam nigi
||

sa ca mam avadad: bruH

vidyate nagare 'tra Jca
|

surupa strlti. tac chrutva

vihasyaham tarn abravam
||

ya yasyabhimata murhha

surupa tasya sa bhavet
|

tac chrutvaiva tvayaihena

jito 'smity avadat sa mam
||

y

) In the lyrical parts of his narration Earopean readers (not natives, of course)

may he -wearied now and then by his exuberance and accumulation of rhetorical show

as in the beginning of tar. 14 and 18 (in Tawney's translation I, 94. 95; 125 f.);

some of his puns may not be free from affectation — yet, upon the whole, such cases

are rather exceptional, I think.



APPENDIX.

List of necessary corrections from Levi and Mankowski to be

made in the Bombay ed. of Brhatkathamanjarl.

p. 2, gl. 15 Levi: sudhasindhug arb h a0 ;
-— 3, gl. 24 L.: piyusah a si t e ;

— 4, gl. 42

L.: "akulita ciram; — 8, gl. 22 L. (MS A): vidya Varsad dvijad vo 'stu

prdpyeti; — 10, gl. 39 L. hemalabhah sada yasya; — 11, gl. 49 dhavator

adhiko vege; — gl. 52 L. prdtah satatam kancanapradah ; — gl. 60 b L.

ardhavrttanisedhahuhkrtipadam ; — p. 13, gl. 79 and where further on the

word occurs dandapapikah 1
) for dandavasikah ; — 14, gl. 85 L. (MS A)

prastutapahnavah papo; — 16, gl. 112 L. hemakotim a ham svayam,
cp. 113 d; — 19 gl. 145 L. yo

Jyam pikharisamkdpah pdkhaoalayasamkulah ;

— 20, gl. 157 L. pratimdpatam adbhutam, cp. Kathas. 5, 29; — gl. 161 L.

antahpurapray an ; — gl. 169 L. (MS A) pupucur duhkhasamtaptah ;
— 21, gl.

170 L. Qakatalam: sakhe. . . raksito bhavan; '-— gl. 172 L. tarn adarpay am;
— gl. 177 Qivavarmapy apankitah, cp. Kathas. 5, 69 foil.; — 23, gl. 207

vadhva instead of baddhva; — 24, gl. 214 matvd for matya; — p. 26, gl. 9

L. has this necessary line added from MS. A between 9a and 9b yah papamoksam

yuvayor darpanena vidhasyati; — gl. 41 avijnatamayo v aidyaih ; — 31, gl. 70

mugdhamanas dm ; — 32, gl. 88 budlias tyajanty anasadya.

p. 290, gl. 39 Levi: ksmapah instead of laksyah ; — p. 291, gl. 50 bhrantakampana"

;

— p. 293, gl. 67 matakah; — gl. 72 sphatikamandir aih ; — p. 294, gl. 78

vyakopaphullavalllvanam vanam ; — p„ 295, gl. 90 kimapy a t mopasucakam ;

— p. 299
,
gl. 149 sapralapa h prattpaughaih kurvanam kranditair dipah / asadya

rajaputras tarn; — p. 301, gl. 166 te yatajivitam
Jcakorah pupucur

dvijah; — gl. 177 vadanapratimacandram ; — p. 302, gl. 182 putrakary am.

p. 561, gl. 256 Mankowski surapur op a mam. The ed. has Mi hilaropya0
likewise p. 572, cl.

392 Mi ; — gl. 263 vim a r p asthagitakramah ; — p. 562, gl. 269 puram
yayuh; — gl. 271 sphatitastambhamastakat/karsan ; — p. 563, gl. 280 prayena
(by conjecture) for prahvena; — gl. 281 duhkhe (by conj.) for duhkhaih; —
gl. 283 yad balasddhyam ; — p. 564, gl. 291 vyalam for vyajam; — gl. 293

simhas tarn etya ; — gl. 296 kal ad amstrapate;— p. 565, gl. 303 sadotsekisua-

minah; — p. 566, gl. 313 darpat so 'nyan samabhyetya : — p. 568, gl. 336

vipatpraptau ; — p. 569, gl. 356 vlksase; — gl. 359 vasaran. .. durlaksyah

(a good conjecture); — p. 570, gl. 362 hatah; —- p. 571, gl. 373 tad vrksasya

taduktair vyajayat param ; — gl. 374 nudamity abhasata; — gl.

378 kulirakdt; — gl. 379 sarpam. margam; — 2

) p. 573, gl. 404

yate kale; — p. 574, gl. 413 yantrarudham ; — p. 575, gl. 420 yenaham abha-

vam dhrstas tat (a good conj.); — gl. 425 lubdhakat r a s t a ayayau..

sarangah; — gl. 428 depakalaj nala kva te ; — p. 576, gl. 431 mantharo 'pi;

— gl. 434 cacintay an ksanam; — gl. 437 M eghav arnakhyah ; — gl. 439 sa

l
) Or dandapapakah. Both forms occur apnd Levi.

J

) P. 573, gl. 395 I read acodayat for anodayat of both editions.
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sainyaksay apokartah . . . niyuktan yuktikovidan;— gl. 440 turnam any a h

parakramam ; — p. 577, gl. 444 tyaktah sudurlab hah

;

— gl. 447 ghattay an ;
—

gl. 451 prasiddhya gagino nama (a good conject., cp. Pane. Ill, 82, ed. Biihler-

Kielhorn); — p. 578, gl. 454 samhrsto 'vatataragu; — gl. 455 Vijayam for

Vilayam, cp. Kathas. 62, 32; — gl. 461 vepmadanaviv ad inaa (a good conject.)
1

);

— p. 579, gl. 466 °pariksaya; — gl. 468 skandhe tavodhah; — p. 580, gl.486

tulyakalam; —- p. 581
,
gl. 489 Arimarde. ... kakanukrogagalini (a good

conject.); — gl. 490 dhrta / laksnnh, cp. gl. 367; — gl. 491 vamcyante ; — gl.

500 tyaktodvaha [or perliaps better tyaktvedvaham], the ed. Bomb, has here mere

nonsense; — p. 582, gl. 506 abhyadhikam ; — gl. 510 samagv asya chidram

durge; — p. 583, gl. 519 sadbhrtyo vrddhasarasah 1

) ;
— gl. 521 b addhesu instead

of vrddhem and tistheta for tisthantu ; — p. 584, gl. 529 palandumosam (a good

conject.); — p. 586, gl. 552 dgam vidkdya bhavesu yo hi bhdvisu hrsyati / sa

I ajjate saktughatam bhanktv eva svayam agraj ah;— gl. 554 kri tva for krt va ;
—

-

p. 587, gl. 557 kurvlla; — gl. 558 grhapositam ; — gl. 562 d rs t v a for drastum.

This list is of course limited to those cases, where evident

corrections or the better readings from MSS have been overlooked

by neglect of previous publications which, no editor of the Brhat-

kathamanjarl ought to ignore. What inference is to be drawn from

this as to the authority of the Bombay edition in the by far much

greater part of the poem, where it is in fact, the editio princeps

in its fullest sense

!

Inversely there are found sometimes a few better readings in

the Bombay edition, adopted from the two mss. on which that

edition is based. Levi and Mankowski did not find them in the

mss. at their disposal. But the number of this kind of various

readings is rather small and it is now no longer of utility to enu-

merate them. I only mention one instance: P 1, cl. 3 g huh ah
is of course the right reading, not dhukah, as was edited by Levi;

ghuha fowl' is not rarely met with in the Brhatkatham
. , e.g. p. 576,

cl. 441 and p. 581, cl. 499.

x

) Puruam is to be corrected into purva, so that the whole becomes purvavepmadana-

vivadinau.
2
) Cl. 518 I correct thus: vrddhavakyam hitam raj an chr otavyam tat tvaya

sada.



CHAPTER II.

The Brhatkatha. Its contents.

In the first chapter it has been shown that the conclusions drawn

from a partial comparison in 1871 by Biihler as to the mutual

relation of the poems of Ksemendra and Somadeva as epitomes of

the Brhatkatha are fully confirmed by a cross-examination of the

two complete works. There can be not the least doubt about the

existence in Kashmere in the eleventh century of that vast

encyclopedia of tales in the Paicaci dialect which is acknowledged

as the common source of both BrhatkathamanjarT and Kathasarit-

sagara. Now the question arises, whether it is possible to resusci-

tate that old Paicaci Brhatkatha with the help of its Sanskrit

redactions.

Of course
,
only materially. Considering that Somadeva avowedly

abridged his original and Ksemendra tacitly, for he is silent about it,

abridged it likewise and even much more , since his abstract is

three times shorter than the Kathas. , the impossibility of bringing

back even for a small part its verbal form need no further demon-

stration. I have met with five lines common to both : Brhk. p. 173,

183 = Kath. t. 28, 182; the second part of Brhkm. 434, 9 and

Kath. 104, 17; the cloka Brhkm. 496, 342 = Kath. 40, 2lb

,

2'2a. Here the presumption of their being taken 'from the Paicaci

original with no other alterations than those required by the change

of dialect is very great , if we take into consideration that as a rule

the concord of both collections of tales as to the contents, even in

particulars, is as great as their discrepancy in wording and expres-

sion. The cases of their using the same special term or the same

turn of phrase are comparatively rare , even when employing the

same simile 1
). In such cases, then, there is some probability that

such a term and such a phrase are the Sanskrit equivalents of

*) E. g. in the king's answer to the Vetala, at the conclusion of the 17th vetala-stoxy,

had princes who allow themselves to be led astray by their passions are compared to

elephants in rut. Somadeva expresses this comparison by this §loha(91, 54): raj'anas tu

madadhmata gaja iva nirankupah / chindanti dharmamaryadaprnkhalam visayonmukhah,

Ksemendra quite differently (p. 365, gl. 972): uddamamadasamruddhalllamUitadrstayah/na

Qrnvanti na pagyanti rajanah kunjara iva.
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corresponding Paicaci expressions in the original. Of the kind are

the epithet vddidviradakesari of the great dialectician, the Bauddha

monk Ratnacandramati in Brhkm. 253, 470 and Kath. 72, 93;

the designation of the superintendent of the zenana, who is falsely

named to the king as the lover of Gunavara, by antahpurapati

both in Brhkm. 491, 280 and in its parallel Kath. 39, 27; the

old king of QravastT is styled pravayah both in Brhkm. 182, 291

and its parallel Kath. 30, 30. Likewise triphald (Brhkm. 232,

204 cp. Kath. 70, 43), homabhanda (Brhkm. 233, 221 cp. Kath.

70, 70), muktdttaJtdsa (Brhkm. 308, 260 cp. Kath. 78, 2),

svasthdvega (Brhkm. 232, 209 cp. Kath. 70, 56), hatdnekajana

(Brhkm. 133, 223 cp. Kath. 26 , 173), rupadravinakdnksayd Brhkm.

497, 348 cp. Kath. 40. 27), agrukana (Brhkm. 223, 95 tatra

netrat Trinetrasya patito 'grukanah ksitau 1
) cp. Kath. 69, 38

so [viz. Civa] smdsu prar/atesv aksno daksindd agrunah ka?iamj

bhumdv apatayat). The uniformity of utterance is hardly fortuitous

here. In some other instances the common turn of phrase may point

to the common source, the Paicaci work, as is shown by the fol-

lowing juxtaposition

:

Brhkm.

173, 191 gruyate mdnusaih sakh-

yam bhajanti kila devatdh

prthvlpateh Frthohpurvam putrya

sakhyam Arundhati
j
bheje

378, 1134 ayam labdlio 'si su-

bhaga kva gamisyasi me purah

386, 1239 vag uvacagarlrim

393, 1320 nabhasvata j abhajyata

pjravahanam

498 , 361 sa kaddcin nijam drstya

jaradhavalam ananam

satusaram wambhojam abhuc cin-

tdgnitdpitah

544 , 44 dhanyaham iti vadinya

553, 155 chittva sa karnandsikamj
tacchastrenaiva saliasa praya-

yau tasya etc.

Kathas.

28, 1915 divyaydn ti ca manusibhir

asamasnehdhrtdh samgatim
j

bheje kirn nrpateh Prthos tana-

yayd sakhyam na sArundhati?

95, 74 kva yasi labdho 'si ma-

yety alapanti etc.

100, 36 tdvad vag atra gaganad

uccacaracaririnl

101 , 141 ballyasdjvdtena tasya

vahanam hanyamdnam abhajyata

40 , 45 himdhatam wambhojam

palitamldnam dnanam

darcaydmi katham devyai ?

ha dhin me maranam varam.

57, 77 dhanydsmiti vadanti ca

58. 99 tacchastrenaiva baddhasy

a

karnandsdm cakarta sd.

J

) I quote according to the reading of MS W, registered in the foot-note; the reading

adopted hy the editors is obviously a false one.
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Yet, upon the whole, these coincidencies are not frequent, and

even if they were more numerous than they are, the profit to be

obtained from a systematic and exhaustive exploration of them would

be small. It is not difficult to put a Paicaci garb on those words

and turns of phrase which it would be made probable that are

borrowed by the Sanskrit redactors from the original Paicaci poem.

By applying the scanty rules laid down by the grammarians how

to make Paicaci from Qaurasenl or from Sanskrit (see Pischel,

Grammatik der Prakrit-Sprachen p. 27—29; p. 138) it may betaken

for granted that in the Paicaci Brhatkatha the words vatiddiratha-

kesari, anteurapati. pavayo . tiphala, homaphandam, muttattahaso

,

hatanekacano , satthaveso etc. occurred, but this result is meagre.

Pischel, as early as 1874, in his „dissertatio inauguralis" de

grammaticis 'Pracriticis
,
putting together the Paicaci quotations by

Hemacandra in the last chapter of the 8
th book of his grammar,

expressed as his opinion that they are borrowed from the Paicaci

Brhatkatha (see p. 33 of that dissertation). This is very probable,

indeed; yet, the smallness of the few fragments and the circum-

stance that they consist of some general phrases not applicable to

a certain fact or story related in the Brhatkatha forbids to iden-

tify them with corresponding passages in the Sanskrit redactions.

A trace of the origin of the work is found in a few proper

names. Ksemendra and Somadeva, though as a rule, of course,

there is conformity in this respect, are not rarely at variance; the

one calls somebody e.g. Samudradatta, who is called Samudramatsya

by the other ; in this way there are a many slight discrepancies

,

as Yajnaketu (Ks.) Yacahketu (S.), Dhanadatta (Ks.) Dhanapala (S.),

Madanamanjarl (Ks.) Madanasundarl (S.), etc. etc. Sometimes

Ksemendra prefers a shorter form of the name ; the hero of the

main story is called throughout Naravahana 1
), not Naravahanadatta,

as he is invariably named by Somadeva, and Mukta(or Mukta)-

ketu and Muktadhvaja (Ks. p. 443 and 449) correspond to the

Muktaphalaketu and Muktaphaladhvaja of the seventeenth lambaka

of Somadeva. Now, in a few instances it is plain that Ksemendra's

names have retained their Paicaci shape, whereas Somadeva sans-

kritized them. Of the kind are Kampilya (Kathas. 25, 23) and

Kampilla (Brhk. 120, cl. 73), Potraka (K. 67, 6) and Pota (B. 209,

cl. 6); TejasvatI, a name occurring thrice in the Kathas. for three

different ladies (18, 77 30, 72. 45, 177) is TejovatI in Brhkathm.

l

) Even Naravaha (p. 474, gl. 68; p. 502 §1. 415 and 418). P. 221, 70 Naravahana,

as is edited, is to be corrected into Naravaha for a metrical reason.
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(p. 84, cl. 187 p. 183, 302) J
), Radha (K. 74, 29) and Ratha (B. 279,

cl. 783), Vakrolaka (K. 93, 3) and Vamkolaka (B. 369, cl. 1014),

Thinthakarala (K. 122, 71) and Thenthakarala (B. 122, 71). Buhler,

in his article in the Tnd. Ant. (I, p. 309) noticed this point al-

ready, yet his statement is to be corrected in this, that both S.

and Ks. agree in the name of Dlpakarni; Durgaprasad's ed. has

this form, not DvTpak. , as is edited by Brockhaus. Another trace

of the original language may be left in the false form of the name

Paravataksa (the Naga who dispersed Mrgankadatta and his com-

rades) which is read Brhkm. p. 232, cl. 210: Nago Paravatakhyo

'sti bhavane hamsasucite ; since the right name appears cl. 224, it

is probable that Ksemendra who worked in a hurry misunderstood

the first time the meaning of Paic. paravatakkho , but sanskritized

it better afterwards 2
).

It is of greater importance to examine how much a close com-

parison of the two Sanskrit redactions may afford in the way of

reconstituting the scheme and the arrangement of the old Brhatkatha,

It has been shown in the First Chapter (supra, p. 15 and 16) that

the Kathasaritsagara and the Brhatkathamanjari agree in the number

and the titles of the different lambakas but, after lambaka V, disagree

in the order of them, even to a considerable degree. Which of the

two represents the original Brhatkatha? Or perhaps neither?

As far as I know , the question has not been examined before.

Of the Sanskrit scholars who occupied themselves with the Katha-

saritsagara, Mahkowski alone, I believe, expressed an opinion on

this point. P IX of the „Einleitung" of his work on the Panca-

tantra portions in Kath. and Brhkm., mentioned above (p. 12 n. 2), he

says: „Wie aus der Zusammenstellung bei Levi zu ersehen ist, ist

die Reihenfolge der ersten fiinf Bucher bei Somadeva genau die-

selbe wie bei Kshemendra ; nur die iibrigen dreizehn Biicher sind

bei beiden anders geordnet. Ich glaube daher, dass Somadeva in

V 11 [of his tar. 1, vide supra, p. 22] unzweideutig erklart, dass

er in diesem Theile seines Gedichts die Anordnung des Stoffes im

x

) But Kathas. 17 , 34 Somadeva retained TejovatI just as he found it in the PaigacI

Brhatkatha; the corresponding verse apud Ksemendra is p. 79 §1. 126.

a
) The name Karmaseoa in the Kathas. (t. 69 and 112) of the father of Cagahkavatl,

the sweetheart of Mrgankadatta, is Kandarpasena in the Brhkm. (see p. 222, gl. 85.

p. 402, cl. 8). The original had either Kammasena, which being written with anusvara

+ m, may have induced Ksemendra in his negligent way to accept it as Kamasena,

or it was Somadeva who misread the name Kamasena, if the long a was denoted in his

MS. of Brhatkatha by a small curve above the aksara, which he read as r before

consonant.
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Original geandert hat. Hatte er sich genau an seine Vorlage ge-

halten , wie konnte er da von Riicksicht auf den Zusammenhang

und von einem Ordnen reden? Fur meine Erklarung spricht auch

der Umstand dass ein paar Geschicliten sich bei Somadeva wieder-

holen Ob diese Wiederholungen sich nicht auch bei Kshemendra

finden, kann ich leider nicht ermitteln; ich glaube jedoch, dass

dieselben in Gunadhyas Brihatkatha nicht vorhanden waren und

Somadeva zuznschreiben sind, dem eine solche Unachtsamkeit bei

einer Umarbeitung seiner Vorlage nur zu leicht zustossen konnte.

Dass die funf Biicher des Pancatantra bei Kshemendra zusammen-

hangen, bei Somadeva dagegen durch andere Geschichten von ein-

ander getrennt sind, werden wir spiiter sehen. Auch hierin hat,

wie ich glaube, Kshemendra das Urspriingliche bewahrt"

I have transcribed in full his argument that I might the better

refute it. I begin to—observe that Mankowski judged upon unsuffi-

cient documents; he knew Somadeva, but was little informed of

the contents of the Brhatkathamanjari , which was an ineditum at

the time he wrote. Further, he discredits the carefulness of Soma-

deva without sufficient reason ; the so called want of diligence

appearing in the fact of his relating the same story repeatedly is

a mere fancy, and supposed he had somehow founded this charge

by argument, it would fail to account for a so great number of

repetitions of the same tales, as really occur in the Kathas. And

in the Brhkm., too, though not so often; for e. g. the story of

Jimutavahana is twice told and at great length in Kathas. t. 22

and t. 90, likewise in the Brhkm. p. 107 f. and 353 f. , the first

part of the narration of Anangarati in Kathas. t. 52 reappears

with the same names in t. 83, but also in Brhkm. p. 326 and

p. 518 1
). Therefore, from all that which is alleged by Mankowski,

there remains but one point of importance, whether he is right

stating that Somadeva himself intimates that he had arbitrarily

arranged the materials he took from the Brhatkatha. Here I think

he has misunderstood his text.

The statement of Somadeva alluded to , is found in the preamble

of his book, t. 1 , 11 amityanvayaraha ca etc. We have dealt with

this cloka supra, p. 22 and 23, where we translated aucityanvaya by

„the being provided with appropriateness" Somadeva declares that

he endeavoured to keep intact in his work the good quality of his

original of representing things and persons with appropriated words

l

) P. 518, q1. 102 tasyAnangavatl nama, as is edited, must be corrected into tasy-

Anangaratir nama; in <jl. 114 the right form of the name has remained intact.
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and in the proper and suitable way
;
accordingly as they ought to be

represented, in short he praises implicitly the picturesque faithfulness

of the stories as they are narrated in the PaieacI Brhatkatha and

shows his care to preserve that virtue in his Sanskrit redaction.

He does however state nothing about their arrangement. Levi , and

after him Mankowski , were wrong in accepting anvaya with that

meaning and in taking aucityanvaya for a dvandva compound.

Anvaya has several acceptations, but it never means „order, due

order, arrangement"; since it may express also the interrelation of

words in a sentence, viz. their being construed together, and since

it is used for this reason in commentaries as a technical term to

denote such construction," — which employment is duly registered

in the Metropolitan Dictionary s. v. 6) and in the Worterbuch in

kiirzerer Fassung s. v. 4 — I suppose , this was the starting point

of Levi's wrong inference that anvaya may also signify ,,due order,

arrangement" in a more general sense. No Hindoo, I think, will

employ it with this meaning. Apte in his English-Sanskrit Dictionary

translates „ arrangement" by racana, vinyasa, samvidha, vyuhana, kra-

mena sthapana, paripdti, krama — but not hj anvaya; nor is anvaya

found among the Sanskrit equivalents of order," the only case he

mentions is to translate Engl. „the natural order of words" 1
).

The assumed avowal of Somadeva as to his arrangement of the

tales being different from that of the PaicacI Brhatkatha must,

therefore, be put aside. It does not exist at all. Those who believed

in its existence were mistaken by an erroneous translation. I think

we are nearer to the truth , if from the introductory declaration of

Somadeva to his readers, taking it as a whole, we draw the conclusion,

that he , on the contrary
,

faithfully kept the arrangement of the

work on which he put a Sanskrit garb : yatha mulam tat/iaivaitan

na manag apy atikramah. And perhaps the very decidedness of this

profession, united with the explicit statement made in the subsequent

verses, may be accounted for by his propensity to make front

against his predecessor in sanskritizing the Brhatkatha, who had

fallen short of his duty of making a faithful reproduction of it.

As a matter of fact, Ksemendra does not name the source of his

Brhatkathamanjarl. After the usual invocations his preamble is made

up of this single cloka

:

evam kila puranesu sarvagamavidhayisu

vicvacasanacalinyam crutau ca cruyate katha,

*) It results from this also that in the Petropolitan Dictionary s.v. anvaya the meaning

5) supposed for this single passage Kathas. 1, 11 must he cancelled.
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a mere phrase which discloses nothing, as the author only affirms

that the great tale he is about to narrate is not of his own in-

vention. It is found in the Puranas and the Vedas, so he says !

A strange statement and a deceptive one moreover , which per-

mits us also to suppose that he took no scruple to act with his poem

rather freely and according to his fancy. The resume of the books

VI—XVIII (p. 617—619) which is put into the mouth of Nara-

vahana himself and which has no counterpart in the Kathasarit-

sagara, is doubtless of his own invention.

By reasoning a priori, therefore, one would be rather inclined

to distrust the faithfulness of the arrangement of the lambakas of

the Brhatkathamanjarl. But why should we reason upon generalities,

while evidence of a better kind may be obtained by a close com-

parison of the two sets of books that make up : one the redaction

of Somadeva, and the other that of Ksemendra? Which of them

will prove to afford the better and the more congruous and con-

sistent course of facts, as far as they belong to the frame-story,

will have the better claim to be acknowledged as representative

of the original order.

The first five lambakas following each other in the same order

in both poems, we must begin with lamb. VI. This lambaka and

the next ones are thus far arranged differently, that lamb. VI of

Somadeva is the VII th
of Ksemendra , whereas lamb. VIII of S.

corresponds to VI of Ks. Lamb. VIII S. = VI Ks. is wholly taken

up with an episode , the story of Suryaprabha. The only difference

is this: Ksemendra subjoins it to the similar story of Qaktivega,

which makes up lamb. V, he represents both narrations as being

told by two Vidyadharas at different times to Udayana , when Nara-

vahanadatta was an infant ; Somadeva makes Vajraprabha narrate

the story of the old Cakravartin Suryaprabha at a much later time,

when Naravahana was already married and heir apparent. This

discrepancy is of no consequence at ail and does not yield any

presumption in favour of either author.

But the case is different with respect to the lambaka „Ratna-

prabha" which bears the number VII in the Kathasaritsagara = XIV
of the Brhatkathamanjarl. That lambaka encompasses a portion of

the main story, as far as it relates how Naravahanadatta got his

wives Ratnaprabha and Karpurika. Somadeva places these events in

the earlier part of the hero's adventures, Ksemendra in a much
later period , when he had gained already victories in the celestial

regions, had recovered his chief queen Madanamancuka and was

very near to be crowned emperor of all the Vidyadharas. It is not

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5. 3
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difficult to show that Ks.'s division is not consistent with the regular

course of the facts. The lambaka Ratnaprabha presupposes the heir

apparent living with his father at Kaucambl and his being depen-

dent on him; he has not yet obtained the powers of the Vidya-

dharas; his falling in love with the Vidyadharl Ratnaprabha affords

the first opportunity to him to be raised into the higher spheres

;

his love with Karpurika concerns a human lady, and it is only by

means of a mechanical implement wrought by a human magician

that he passes through the air to her distant country and comes

back with her home. These facts are properly put between lamb.

„ Madanamancuka" (Somadeva's VI) J
), treating of how he got his

first wife , and lamb. „Alankaravati," in which he gains his second

Vidyadhari (Somadeva's IX) and becomes more and more familia-

rized with the spheres on high. But being inserted , as Ksemendra

does, after the lambaka „Paiica" (Somadeva's XIV = Ks.'s XIII)

these facts are utterly discordant. Nor is this arrangement suitable

with respect to the lambaka next in Ksemendra^ which is Alan-

karavati; it destroys the natural connexion and coherence of lamb.

„Panca" and lamb. „Mahabhiseka" (Som.'s XIV and XV), the

victory of the hero and his being anointed as the Cakravartin of

the Vidyadharas.

Ks.'s lamb. VIII is „Vela," which is lamb. XI of Somadeva.

In this book , a very short one , Narav. obtains as his wife Jinen-

drasena (Ks.) or Jayendrasena (Som.) , the sister of the two brothers

who chose him to pass the judgment of their contest. By fixing

the time of that marriage next to his marriage with his first queen

Madanamancuka Ksemendra raises the lady to a higher rank than

is consistent with the intention of the author of the Brhatkatha

,

who evidently considered Ratnaprabha , and no other woman , as

the second queen ; the relation of the father to Vasavadatta and

Padmavatl has its parallel in that of the son to Madanamancuka

and Ratnaprabha. Here too, it is plain, Ksemendra's arrangement

of the order of events is rather anomalous.

The lamb. „Panca" is almost entirely concerned with the frame-

story. In the Kathasaritsagara , of which it is the XIVth lamb. , it

begins with the rape of Madanamancuka and the desolation of her

husband at her loss; the various adventures connected with his

inquiries after her and the endeavours taken to release her from

the hands of Manasavega are narrated in this book. Ksemendra's

l
) Som. s lamb. VIII „Suryaprabha" is a mere episode, and does not belong to the

frame-story; cp. swpra, p. 7.
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XIIIth book „Panca" has exactly the same contents, with one

exception : the rape of Madanamancuka is not told there , nor could

it be told at this point of the tale , since this occurrence was related

in an earlier portion of the tale , at the conclusion of the lamb.

„Vela." In other words: Ks. makes Manasavega kidnap the chief

queen of Naravahanadatta soon after his marrying his second wife,

whereas Som. postpones the capture to a much later period of his

exploits. Both the rape and the faits et gestes performed by the

future Emperor of the Vidyadharas to recover his beloved one are

related without interruption in the Kathasaritsagara , within the

limits of one lambaka. In the Brhatkathamanjarl Madanamancuka

is stolen away in lamb. VIII, and not regained before the poem

has almost completed lamb. XIII. The importance of this discre-

pancy becomes striking , if we consider that the intermediate 1am-

bakas, one of which ,,Qacankavatl'' (Ks.'s nr. IX) numbers 2435

clokas, are crammed with a great mass of stories of the most

various kind, which intercept the main story. It is obvious even

to a superficial observer that the- arrangement of Somadeva is more

suitable for a proper exposition of this part of the tale.

Moreover, Ksemendra fixing the capture of Madanamancuka at

a prior time involves himself into incongruities and impairs the repu-

tation of his hero. When the Vidyadhara Manasavega carried her

off through the air, he had ravished her from her apartments in

the palace of Kaucambi. In this point both Sanskrit redactions are

in accordance. Her disappearance could in no way be hidden from

the father of Naravahanadatta, the lord of Kaucambi. But in the

Brhatkathamanjarl the rape is narrated in lamb. VIII (p. 214 f.),

yet it is as late as the commencement of lamb. XIII (p. 450) that

Udayana is informed of his son's distress and of his absence in

search of her ! *) Ks. had forgotten that Madanamancuka was seized

at Kaucambi, from the immediate vicinity of her father-in-law.

The lamb. „QacankavatI", which in Brhkm. — where it is nr.

IX — is subsequent to the disappearance of Madanamancuka
,
opens

with the nocturnal visit of Lalitalocana who carries the hero while

asleep away to a far off hill, desirous of his embraces. In the mean

while Naravahanadatta awoke, and seeing the beautiful heavenly

maiden at his side, „the cunning prince pretended to be asleep,

*) atrantare kvapi yatam punah praptam athatmajam PaSca

,

drstva lebhe ratim vlro Vatsarajah priyasakhah
||

gl. 2.

tarn vallabhaviyogartam jnatva Vatsanarepvarah

babhuva saha devibhyam Qokapavakamurchitah
\\

In $1. 2 I have corrected the nonsensical reading of the edited text: lobharatim.

h*
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.

and in order to test her, he said, as if talking in his sleep:

„Where are you, dear Madanamancuka? Come and embrace me" J
).

Whereupon she took the form of that queen and complied to his

wish. Now, both authors agree about the attitude of the prince at

that moment; he knows the woman who has taken him into her

arms to be another than his most beloved queen , but he feigns it

is she , in order to prompt her to give him her caresses. This agree-

ment evidently shows , that the fact was related in this manner in

their common source, the Paicaci Brhatkatha. But how different

are the circumstances in both Sanskrit redactions ! Somadeva simply

relates the witty trick of a wanton youth, enjoying the bonne

fortune of a new love-adventure ; Ksemendra strikes the reader

with the disgusting heartlessness of his hero, who just now was

bereaved of his most beloved wife and in the acme of his grief

employs her cherished name as an instrument for indulging into

lasciviousness

!

The foresaid considerations induce me to conclude that it was

Somadeva, and not Ksemendra, who drew up the faithful repro-

duction of the old Paicaci poem. That he tells sometimes the same

story twice over, now and then even with slight variations, may
be put rather on the account of his fidelity in rendering the work

he wished to preserve than on that of the „Unachtsamkeit" fancied

by Maiikowski. Who knows both, cannot but feel convinced that

negligence is not a fault of Somadeva but rather of his predecessor.

And for what reason should wTe mistrust the explicit declaration

made in the opening verses of the Kathasaritsagara ? On the other

hand it is a priori to be expected that Ksemendra, not having

obliged himself to reproduce in a Sanskrit imitation the Paicaci

Brhatkatha exactly and in the same order, reserved and retained

his freedom for change and modification according to his own taste.

It is in consequence of his predilection for regular schemes that

the adventures and exploits of the two human persons who obtained

power in the wTorld of the Vidyadharas : Caktivega and Suryaprabha,

are narrated in the Brhatkathamanjari in immediate order in two

subsequent lambakas; the same tendency induced him to put together

into one body the tales of the Pancatantra (p. 561— 587 of the

printed text)
,
though in the poem he worked upon he found the

several books separated from each other by interposed small stories

of a quite different kind. Here and elsewhere it is not he . but

Somadeva who retained the old divisions of the Brhatkatha.

J

) I quote Tawney's translation (II, p. 133) of Kathas. 68, 10.
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The Tightness of this view is confirmed by the following fact.

In several cases it is almost certain or at least probable that

Ksemendra modified details which he found in the Brhatkatha , if

in some other source within his reach the same story was related

in a somewhat different manner more conformable to his own taste.

So it is well-nigh proved by J. Hertel, TJeber das Tantralchyana

,

die kasmlrische Hezension des Pancatantra 2
) , that his epitome of

the Pancatantra (lamb. XVI , cl. 256— 566) contains many indi-

cations of his having made use of that redaction of the renowned

book by side with its reproduction in Gunadhya's Brhatkatha.

It is from the former work that he took the name of the town

Mihilaropya (cl. 256 and 392) which is not found in Somadeva,

but occurs in the Tantrakhyayika
,
being likewise written Mildla

(cp. Hertel, p. 118). It is by misunderstanding the description of

the spectacle afforded to the eyes of the people, when the tortoise

was being carried away through the air seizing with his teeth a

piece of wood the ends of which were caught by two swans, that

Ksemendra writes cakatakrtim (cl. 334) — his source has: 7am

idam cahatacahrapramanam viyata nlyata iti (1. 735 of Hertel'

s

ed.), cp. Hertel, p. 109. Nor is it likely that the fable of the sly

jackal Caturaka (cl. 348 foil.) was contained in the Brhatkatha ; it

is not met with in Kathasaritsagara , but occurs in Tantr. 1. 759

foil. The same may apply to the stories of the crow and the ser-

pent, of the blue jackal, and of the camel who was compelled to

sacrify his body to the lion. Cp. also Hertel's note on p. 132.

The Vetala-stories are no less popular in India than the fables

of the Pancatantra. They, too, have come to us in many redactions.

Ksemendra composing the Vetala poition of the Brhatkatha, must

have taken his materials not from Gunadhya's poem alone, but

have availed himself also of other redactions. Certainly he took

delight in the old Vetalapancavimcatikathas. He is more^ extensive

in this part of his poem than he is wont to be and did not abridge

them to that kind of skeleton to which he reduced the old

Pancatantra. His epitome of the Vetala tales numbers 1203 clokas

(from IX, 18, p. 289 — to IX, 1221, p. 385 of the edited text),

whereas no more than 308 make up the sum of his Pancatantra

portion. The arrangement of the tales is slightly different in Kathas. and

in Brhatkm. ; both agree as to nr. 1—4, but Ksem. nr. 5 = Som. nr. 8

;

Ksem. nr. 6, 7, 8 = Som. nr. 5, 6, 7 ; from nr. 9 they are again

J

) This important dissertation (Leipzig, Teubner 1904), which contains also the oldest

redaction of Pancatantra known to us, is XXII, nr. 5 of the Abhandlungen der phil.

hist. Klasse der Konigl. Sachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.
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in accordance. Now , nr. 5 of Ksem. is also nr. 5 in Jivananda's

edition of the Vetalapancavimcati x
) , the story of the three fastidious

brothers. After all which has been exposed above, I hold it for

certain that it was Ksemendra, and not Somadeva , who changed

the order of the tales as they were extant in the Brhatkatha , and

who modified some details. With him, Vlravara s devotion to Hari

and Hara is double as expensive as in the Kathas. (cp. Brhkm.

p. 310, 282 f. with Kathas. 78, 16—18); it, is he who added

the getting with child of Qaciprabha in tale nr. 15 (p. 347, cl. 747

and p. 349 cl. 760); in tale nr. 17 the person of Viraja, to whom
the king avows his being in love, is not found in Kathas.; in nr.

18, when Candrasvamin after submerging into the river, experiences

another life-existence, the events of that submarine life are full of

particularities, which are not met with in the correspondent part

of Kathas. (cp. Kathas. 92, 65— 67 with Brhkm. p. 367, cl.

992—999) but which occur also in nr. 15 of Jivananda's edition

(p. 52 f.); the third vetala, in Ksemendra s poem, contains

likewise sundry details not found in Kathas. Vet. nr. 3 , and extends

over 76 clokas (p. 302, 184—308, 259). This diversity in some

respects is utterly contrasting with the great conformity as to the

transitions of one number of the Vetala-tales to another, e.g. the

transition of tale nr. 3 to nr. 4.

Brhkm. p. 308, cl. 260:

muktattaliasam adaya tatas tarn

gatasambhramah
j
yayau javena

nrpatih skandhasthah so 'py

abhasata
||

261 : mohah prthvipate ko' yam
tavapi hrdi jrmbhate / dustagra-

manasamparkad yat prapto 'si

ma/dm imam
[|

262 : anayasam hi pat/ieyam

yathestam kathanam pathi
j

Kathas. 78, 2 :

labdhva muktattahasam tarn Ve-

talam nrcafiragam j niskampa/i,

skandham aropya tusnim uda-

calat tatah
\\

3 : calantam ca tarn amsastho

Vetalah so 'bravlt punah j rajan

kubhiksor etasya krte ko 'yam

tava gramah
||

4 : ayase nisphale 'musmin viveko

bata nasti te tad imam grnu

mattas tvam katham pathi

vinodinlm
||

Therefore, where this conformity is broken by Ks. producing

more and somewhat different details, we may as a rule suppose

l

) A very bad edition of an epitome of the work, made by. a certain Jambbaladatta.

Cp. Uhle in his Preface (p. XV) on his edition of Civadasa's VetalapancaviniQatika

(Abh. f. die Kunde des Morgenlandes herausg. v. d. D. Morgenl. Ges. VIII, nr. 1).
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that he made use there of other sources besides the Brhatkatha.

The old epic legend of Nala and Damayanti is told in the 56th

tar. of the Kathasaritsagara , cl. 238—417, the corresponding pas-

sage in Brhkm. (p. 537, cl. 331— 540, cl. 371) amounts to 2
/9

of its length. Yet it mentions the boons, given by the devas at

Nalas marriage (cl. 342), which detail is passed over by Soma-

deva. The very words , which Ks. uses here

:

chay advitly a m avrnot parijnaya Nalam dhiya.

jnatva devak svam aharam vidhaya pradadur varam

show that he availed himself of the original Mahabharata tradition,

too, not only of the Brhatkatha 1
). For this reason, too, he avoided

to state that she saw six Nalas , as he found in the PaicacI poem,

contrarily to the Mhbh.; the Nalopakhyana
,
adhy. 5,9 has „five"

Nalas 2
); Ks. does not name any number at all. Nor did he find

in the Brhatkatha, that Puskara was a relative to Nala, not a

brother {sagotrenatha catruna j Jcenapi Puskarakhyena) , which is also

different from the Mhbh.; 1 do not understand, for what reason

he may have modified this, and am rather inclined to suspect some

neglect of his part.

Another instance of Ksemendra's freedom in handling his ground-

work. The story of Pururavas and UrvacT is told in both Sanskrit

versions. In the Kathas. (17, 4) Pururavas is called parama Vaisnava,

and from the whole style and spirit of the story of his adventures

it is plain that the version of the Brhatkatha is founded on a

Visnuitic recension of the old myth. Ksemendra stripped off

entirely that Vaisnava garb, and in his short extract (lamb. Ill,

114—123) he purposely does not even mention the name of Visnu,

though this god plays an essential part in the story as told by

Somadeva.

Elsewhere Ksemendra, who loved to show his learning, gratifies

himself in additional ornaments of a rather ostentatious character.

If such accessories are not found at all in the parallel passages of

Kathas. and at the same time display that the poet was well read

in the great epics and the purana literature, it is likely that he

has added them of his own. Of the kind is this. Bhimabhata is

2

) The force of this argument will be felt by every one who, perusing the Nala episode

in the Kathas., observes how much its composer strove to keep a wording different from

that of the famous epic tale.

J
) In Kathas. 56, 260—280 the narration of the wooing of Damayanti by the Devas

is a paraphrase of the simpler account in Mhbh. It differs in this, that five lokapalas,

not four, come up to the svayamvara, Vayu being added to Indra, Agni, Varuna and

Yama, see gl. 261.
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changed into an elephant owing to a curse of a hermit whom he

had treated with contempt. In Kathas. (74 , 305) that hermit's name

Uttanka is simply mentioned, nothing more. Ksemendra does not

omit to identify him with the Uttanka of the Adiparva of the

Mhbh. (see p. 286, cl. 872).

To infer from all this that wheresoever, with respect to the

contents of the corresponding tales, Ksemendra is at variance with

Somadeva , he has modified them either from other sources or bv

his own invention, would be, however, a very hazarded conclusion

and rather an untruth. Since both abridged a voluminous ground-

text independently, it cannot have failed to happen that some details

passed over by one were drawn up by the other, even while taking

into account that the result of Ksemendra's condensing effort was

the production of a poem much smaller than that of Somadeva x
).

Buhler , in his first article mentioned above p. 11, demon-

strated already that variance in particularities may, and in some

cases , must be explained so. I may point to the fact that Ksemendra

avoids more than the author of Kathas. introducing anonymous

persons ; he has a childish liking for the proper names of the

dramatis personae of his numerous tales, nor is it anything rare

with him that, within shorter limits, he mentions names of secon-

dary persons not found in the corresponding parties of Somadeva 2
).

Recapitulating , we may state as the main result of the comparison

of the two Sanskrit redactions this, that Somadeva's poem may be

considered to give a faithful representation of the old PaicacI

Brhatkatha, but that on the other hand the differences between

him and Ksemendra are not always to be imputed to the latter

having contaminated the tradition of the Brhatkatha with traits and

l
) So it is impossible that the details of the story told Brhkm. p. 406, gl. 57. 58,

but passed over Kathas. 123, 340, did not belong to the Brhatkatha. In Kathas. 105,

68 it is simply said that it was in her old father's hermitage that Vegavati succeeded

in getting the vidyas, delegated to her by her brother; Brhkm. p. 453, cl. 44—49

contains a detailed account how this came to happen. "Whence else could Ks. draw this

than from the Brhatkatha? And the agreement mentioned by Ksem. (p. 168, gl. 122)

kasiti pracchanlyaham net rajann iti samvida, as it is doubtless an essential feature

of the story of Susena and Rambha, goes back to the PaigacI original, though Som.

did not retain it in his version (t. 28, 60 foil.)

*) To give a few instances out of a large list. Ks. names — Som. not so — the

mother of Crutadhi; the yoginl who taught the pseudo-Hamsavall an incantation against

the fever-demon; the wife of Jlmutaketu; the king of Ujjayini in the preamble of the

story of Nigcayadatta; the maiden, whom Igvaragarman married at last. Cp. Brhkm.

p. 231, 196. 24G, 380. 349, 168. 481, 153. 547, 79. with Kathas. 70, 31. 71,207.90,

6— 9. 37, 3. 57, 175. A remarkable name is that of the captain of the ship : Barbara;

it does not occur in Somadeva's relation of the singing nixe (t. 86, 77 foil.).
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particulars taken from other redactions of the same stories or to his

having given free play to his own fancy. Sometimes he may have

done so, yet he kept sometimes peculiarities originally belonging to

the Brhatkatha which Somadeva left aside. Sound inquiry must decide

thereabout in each separate case; not rarely, I fear, its conclusion will

be a non liquet. But, be this as it may, there is not the least reason

to distrust the categorical declaration of the author of the Katha-

saritsagara, that his shortened Brhatkatha in Sanskrit is the faithful

reproduction of the PaicacI poem, without detracting or adding

to its contents. It was he who kept the original order of the

lambakas and not Ksemendra. The different arrangement of the latter

is to be ascribed to some caprice. And so the final conclusion of

our general inquiry tends to confirm, if not to enlarge the value

of the Kathasaritsagara as the trustworthy testimony of that immense

mass of fairy tales which was collected many centuries before the

eleventh A. D. and as a faithful picture of Indian society at the

time, when that collection was made.

In 1893 the existence of a third Sanskrit samgraha of the

Brhatkatha was made known. The pandit Hara Prasad Shastri in

an article of the Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal (LXI1 , 245

foil.) gave an account of the contents of a MS, he had received

through the good offices of some friend from Nepal among a col-

lection of old and fragmentary Sanskrit literary documents. That

MS, nr. 12 of his list, was labelled as unknown, but on exami-

nation he discovered it to be a portion of a Sanskrit redaction of

the Brhatkatha, much different from both Soinadeva's and Ksemen-

dra's, and in his opinion a more extensive work than even the

former of both. To give an idea of the length of the whole, he

noticed that the first adhyaya alone, distributed over 26 sargas,

has more than 4200 glokas, which portion he estimated „ about a

tenth of the whole work" It is not divided, so he said, into

lambakas and tarangas, but into adhyayas and sargas. He added

in full the colophons of the different sargas extant in the fragment

he had discovered. This valuable statement must be corrected in

one point , as has been observed by dr. Hertel , in the Preface of

his edition of the meridional redaction of Pahcatantra x
), p. XII

—

XVIII; Hara Prasad had misunderstood the meaning of adhyaya,

occurring but once and without the addition of prathama in the

colophons. Our fragment knows no other division but into sargas;

*) Abh. der Sachs. Ges. der Wiss., Phil. Hist. CI. XXIV, nr. 5.
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the word adhyaya is not the name of some portion of the poem.

The title of the whole, as found in the colophons, is Brhatkathayam

glokasamyrahe = „the abstract in clokas (called) Brhatkatha''

Five years after, Sjlvain Levi returning from Nepal took to

Paris another manuscript of the same work, more exactly speaking,

a second MS which contains a portion of the text, brought into

light by Hara Prasad, sarga 1—10 out of the 26. Though this

acquisition did not extend the compass of the remnants of the

third Sanskrit Brhatkatha, it drew the attention to that work. One

of Levi's pupils, M. Felix Lacote, to whom he intrusted the

study of it and in whose behalf he obtained the loan of the

Calcutta MS described by Hara Prasad, is now preparing an

edition. He has already published in original and translation the

first sarga in the Journal Jsiatique of 1906 (Janv —Fevr. p. 22

foil.) and in the general account he gives of the work, he fully

subscribes to the judgment of the first discoverer. „Nous avons

affaire a un poeme completement different", if compared with the

common source of the two Kashmirian abbreviators. As far as

may be inferred from the fragment available, not only „la dis-

position des matieres", but also „en grande partie, les matieres

memes sont tout autres" The first sarga certainly has a content

not found at all in the Kathasaritsagara nor in the Brhatkatha-

manjan, and even not consistent with what is related in a few

clokas of Kathas. (Ill, 81. 90—93) about Gopalaka's abdication

and depart to the forest. And the examination of the colophons

communicated by Hara Prasad sometimes brings us in contact with

names and facts known from Kathas. and Brhkm., as the storv of

Pingalika (Kathas. t. 21), the hero's marriage with Vegavati and

Gandharvadatta (Kathas. 1. 105 and 106), sometimes on the con-

trary we meet with persons not occurring there, as Priyadarcana

,

the lady wrhose name is found in the colophons of sarga 20 and

22—26.
Further, M. Lacote observes that the whole plan of composition

of the „ Brhatkatha clokasamgraha'' is quite different: „11 ne se

compose pas d'une collection de contes varies . Le souci de

l'ordre et de la composition y est evident; le sujet y est exacte-

ment limite; sans doute les heros y ecoutent des histoires, mais ce

sont contes, sinon brefs, du moins etroitement lies a Taction et

mieux fondus dans le recit." (11. p. 31).

M. Lacote proposes to take up the question of the interrelation

of the two different Brhatkathas together with his edition of the

clokasamgraha. We for our part , as we are dealing with the Brhat-
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katba as the source of the Kathasaritsagara , and since there can

be no doubt as to which redaction of the Brhatkatha underlies the

poems of Somadeva and Ksemendra, leave this point awaiting for

the rest with great interest the results of Lacote s investigations.

In the following Chapter, however, the nature of the facts and
questions examined there, will oblige us to make known our

preliminary opinion about that interrelation, as far as it has been

fixed by the data as yet available.



CHAPTER III.

The Brhatkatha. Its date and its author.

When was the Brhatkatha composed?

The question is answered differently by competent scholars.

Weber, in the 2d
ed. of his Indische Literaturgeschiehte , in 1876,

said hesitatingly (p. 229, n. 224) „aus etwa dem sechsten (?)

Jahrh."; Buhler in his Detailed Report of a Tour in Kashmir,

which appeared one year after, peremptorily pronounced : „Guna-
dhya's Vrihatkatha goes back to the first or second century of our

era"; Sylvain Levi in his Theatre indien, 1891 (p. 317 at the

bottom) preferred a date between both limits, but nearer to that

fixed by Biihler: „L'auteur de la Brhatkatha paicaci, qui vivait

avant la fin du VP siecle (Subandhu le cite a cette epoque) et

probablement au 111
6" \ And a few years ago, Vincent A. Smith,

in an article on Jndhra History and Coinage in the Zeitschr. d.

D. Morgenl. Ges. , concluded „that the original Brhatkatha in the

PaisachT Dialect, the Saptasataka in MaharastrT, and the Katantra

grammar are all to be referred to the approximate date, 60 or

70 A. D." (ZDMG LVI, 660). So the work the reputed author

of which is Gunaclhya is assigned to dates, ranging over a period

of five centuries.

The terminus ante quern is not uncertain. It is a matter of fact

that Bana, who quotes the Brhatkatha in the preamble of his

Harsacarita, lived in the first part of the seventh century Also

that Subandhu who wrote the Vasavadatta precedes Bana in time.

He, too, alludes more than once at the Brhatkatha, Placing his

lifetime, as is usually done, in the sixth century, the necessary

inference is this, that our Paicaci poem was renowned at a date

nearly contemporaneous with Justinian.

As to the terminus ex quo, this cannot at any rate be placed

before the beginning of our era. The original Brhatkatha must be

posterior to Panini and Katyayana-Vararuci by several centuries.

The persons of both grammarians occur in the main stories of the

*) In 1905 the same scholar prefers the 2<l century, see his Le Nepal, II, 63.
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first lambaka, the Kathapitha, where Vararuci is no other than the

gana Puspadanta in his human existence, to which he had been

condemned by a curse (vid. supra, p. 1). The fabulous things told

about him are so wonderful that at the first acquaintance with the

Kathasaritsagara it was universally accepted that there must be' a

considerable space of time between the age of the real Vararuci

and the putting to writing of the legendary stories recorded in

the Kathapitha. Nobody, therefore, has ventured to assign to the

PaicacI poem any earlier date than the first century A. D. Blihler,

whose high authority makes his statement (1
st

or 2
d century) be

accepted by most scholars J
), came to this conclusion upon general

considerations, it seems. Vincent A. Smith, circumscribing the time

of its composition within the limits of the third quarter of the first

century A.D., follows this line of argument. His starting-point is

the Udayagiri rock inscription of king Kharavela of Kalinga, dated

of the 165 th
year of the Maurya era. We learn from it that in

168 B. C. that monarch was assisted by his ally Qatakarni [or

Satakarni] whose realm was in the West — abldtayita Satakani

pachimadisam 2
). By combining other epigraphical and literary

data {ZDMG. , 1. 1. p. 653 foil.) it may be inferred that the

Qatakarni dynasty who reigned over the Andhra state west of

Kalinga, was established 220 B. C. and lasted until the middle

of the second century A. D. Since the oldest Puranas, especially

the Vayu and the Matsya, contain lists of the Andhra kings with

the number of years of their reigns, it is easy to find by compu-

tation that Hala, the 18 th
of the Matsyapur. list, must have acceded

„in or about 68 A. D. according to the Matsya and in or about

54 A. D., according to the Vayu Pur." (ibid. p. 659) 3
). This

Hala, also known by his other name Satavahana 4
), is that monarch

who is „ credited by tradition with the patronage of three impor-

tant literary works": the anthology of Maharastrl stanzas, known

') See e.g. Pischel, Grammatik der Prahritsprachen
, § 29, Macdonnell, Sanskrit

Literature, p. 376.

2
) Cp. Bhagvanlal indraji's paper in the Actes du 6 e Congres International des

Orientalistes (Congress of Leiden), espec. p. 146.

3

) Vincent A. Smith quotes, not from the text of the Matsyapur. , but from Radcliff's

testimony. The list is found in ch. 273. In the edition, I have at hand, brought into

light by care of Paiicahana Tarkaratna (Calcutta, 1890), neither the number of the

kings, nor their names and the length of their reigns do fully agree with the list as

published in ZDMG, 1.1. As long as we do not possess critical editions of the most pro-

minent Puranas, it should not be losed of sight, that the exactness of their data needs

requires philological test before using them.

*) I follow the spelling of PW and of Durgaprasad in his ed. of the Kathas. Smith

spells Satavahana.
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as Hala's Sattasai, the Brhatkatha of Gunadhya, who was minister

of Satavahana, and the Katantra whose author Qarvavarman is

recorded to have been another minister of the same king. Taking

his conclusion, Smith infers that the three works are contempora-

neous and must be placed about 60—70 A. D.

The argument is specious indeed, but I think it is rather weak

by its onesidedness. If its inventor had considered also the literary

side of the problem, more than one objection would have presented

itself to his mind. Weber, in the preface on his edition of the

Sattasai, which appeared in the Abhandl. of the Deutsche Morgenl.

Ges. (VII , nr. 4 : Ueber das Saptacatakam des Hala) demonstrated

from words as hora — ccpa, amgaraavara = Tuesday, and some

words of Persian origin occurring in that work , that it is impos-

sible to place the collection which bears the name of Satavahana

before the 3
d century of our era , and expressed as his own opinion

that it is rather to be ascribed to a later time, of course before

Bana (7
th

cent.) who praised the anthology in the preamble of his

Harsacarita. He who holds a different opinion is bound to infirm

the strong arguments put forward in that dissertation. Vincent A.

Smith did not so, and I greatly doubt how he should be able to

prove an as early date as he does of a collection of verses, in

which hora and angaravara are used as they are.

Then , if the Paicaci tongue belongs to the North-western border

of India, as is the opinion of Grierson, it looks strange that the

birth-place of a standardwork of enormous size in that dialect is

sought for in a country at so great a distance from those regions.

As easy as it is to understand that a ruler of Maratha land passes

for the reputed author of the famous anthology of Maharastrl

poetry 1
), as little advisable is it to believe in an historical basis

of the legendary account of Satavahana acting as the propagator

of Gunadhya s poem. Though no work in Paicaci has come to us,

that language must have had a considerable literature. Wassiljew

*) Gtarrez, in his compte-rendu of a former article of Weber on the Saptagataka in

Journ. Asiat. Sixieme Serie, t. XX, 199, says of the tradition that it is trustworthy as

far as „elle attribue une collection de poesies maharashtri a nn roi des MaharastiV'

As to the historical foundation of that tradition I quote with my full assent the

following words of the same scholar (p. 199): „Hala, d'apres le temoignage unanime du

lexicographe Hemacandra, des commentateurs , de Colebrooke et de Bhau Daji, est un

nom de Calivahana ou Catavahana; ce qui n'oblige certainement pas a admettre sans

controle que ce personnage aussi legendaire qu'historique ait effectivement recueilli ou

fait recueillir les vers en question", and ibid. p. 207: „Sans accepter cette identification

[of Hala and Satav.] comme un fait historique, nous avons le droit d'y voir l'expression

de l'opinion des Indiens, opinion qui a ni plus ni moins de valeur que celle qui rattache

a, Vikramaditya les oeuvres les plus celebres de la litterature sanskrite."
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records in his work on Buddhism (p. 295 of the German translation,

cp. ibid. p. 226, n. 3) from Tibetan sources that one of the chief

schools of the Vaibhasikas , the Sthaviras employed the Paicaci. If

we consider that Buddhism flourished in the regions , where Paicaci

seems to be at home , this testimony seems to be trustworthy. If

the legend about Gunadhya being compelled by his vow to use

that tongue teaches us anything real, it is this that the Paicaci

was not considered a current language within India proper. In

no other wise may it be explained that Gunadhya, taking the

vow of mauna, if Qarvavarman succeeded to make a learned man
out of the ignorant king in a minimum of time

,
engaged him-

self to never more use any of the three languages: Sanskrit,

Prakrit, Apabhramca, excluding the fourth, the Paicaci. Appa-

rently, in the mind of the composer of the tale that language is

considered a foreign tongue. This remark makes it more than

doubtful that a Maharastra king should have anything to do with

the composition of the Paicaci Brhatkatha. It is not an old historical

tradition but the popularity of his name, that fathered on him its

first lambaka.

Further, assuming for a moment that Vincent A. Smith is right

taking the Kathapltha for a document of some historical value, be it

even so little, and also right in his fixation of the reign of the Andhra

king Hala = Satavahana in the time of the emperor Nero, I won-

der how he did not realize the enormous anachronisms effected by

combining this double evidence. The Satavahana of the Brhatkatha,

king of the country Pratisthana , the capital of which is Supra-

tisthita 1
), being coeval with the last Nandas and Candragupta,

belongs accordingly to the end of the IVth century B.C. That he

must be a contemporary of them is a necessary inference from what

is narrated in the Kathapltha. Puspadanta-Vararuci and Malyavant-

Gunadhya were cursed together, they commenced their human
existence at the same time. Now, Vararuci was the minister of the

last Nanda, Gunadhya of Satavahana. Ergo: the legendary last

Nanda and his destroyer Candragupta are placed in the same time

as the legendary king Satavahana, born out of a lioness and made

by adoption son to king Dlpakarni. But the historical persons of

that name are separated in Vincent A. Smith's own chronology by

at least three centuries and a half. Considering , then , the so called

data of the Kathasaritsagara somewhat more closely , wT
e sink again

„in the quicksands of Sanskrit literary history," to use the image

*) See Kathas. 6, 8 Pratisthaae 'sti nagaram Supratisthita-samjnakam.
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of Vincent A. Smith himself (ZMDG. 1. 1. p. 660) and have no

resting-place. I pass over the difficulty that the names of the prede-

cessor of the legendary and the historical Satavahana disagree

(Dipakarni and Riktavarna x
) [Matsyapur. adhy. 273, cl. 9]), as

this point is of minor importance.

Therefore, we are constrained to place the book which records

the miraculous things related about Satavahana and pretends to be

composed by Satavahana himself (Kathas. 8, 37) in a very long

time after the historical Satavahana. Placing this king as Vincent

A. Smith does, in the third quarter of the 1
st century A. D , it

will be impossible to claim for the Kathapltha, and consequently,

for the Brhatkatha a date earlier than the third century of our era,

the date fixed by Sylvain Levi.

This much we have got from the Kathapltha. But other useful

intelligence is to be found in other parts of the great poem hitherto

unobserved or forgotten, I believe, with the help of which the

approximate date may be settled somewhat more exactly Buhler's

estimation must certainly be given up.

First of all I remind of the important fact that in the lambaka

Ratnaprabha (VII of Som. , XIV of Ksem.) there is a miraculous

story about the great Nagarjuna (Kathas. 41, 9—58, Brhkm. p.

500, si. 392—407). That it is the famous Buddhist theologian of

that name and no other who is the hero of the tale is palpable

as well by his being styled Bodhisattvamcasambhava (Kathas. 41, 10)

as by the nature of his exploits. The historical Nagarjuna belongs

doubtless to a later period than the Satavahana of Vincent A. Smith.

Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 118, places him + 150

A. D.; Taranatha treats of his deeds and his immense knowledge

after completing his relation of Kaniska and the Third Council,

at which time Buddhist tradition places the birth of Nagarjuna.

Arguing as before and leaving ever so much room for the prompt-

ness of devotees to endow the divine master and Bodhisattva, as

they will have considered him already during his lifetime, with

miraculous and superhuman powers, yet the extremely wonderful

story told about him presupposes a distance of time of at least one

century. Accordingly , our terminus ex quo for the date of the

Brhatkatha advances to the latter half of the third century A.D

at the utmost, and it begins to be likely that its composition

cannot be dated before 300 A.D.

l

) I find the name in the printed text, mentioned supra. Eadcliff, who is the source

of Smith, names this king: (xoraksacvagrl or Gaurakrsna, Naurikrsna , Vikrsna. We
have here a fair sample of how much MSS may disagree in Pauranik texts!
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The big lambaka Qacahkavati which contains little short of 5000

clokas in Kathas. and almost half of that number in Brhkm. is

for its greater part made up of the romantic adventures of Mrgan-

kadatta, the prototype, as is commonly Relieved, of the plot of

Dandin's Dagakumaracarita. Mrgankadatta is the son of the Ayodhya

king Amaradatta. Him his father banished from his realm at the

instigation of his first minister who falsely accused the prince of

sorcery, alleging him to be by his incantations the cause of an

attack of cholera which had befallen the king. What moved that

first minister to act so? He bore a grudge to Mrgankadatta. Some

time before, the prince „ while walking about on the top of his

palace, spit down some beteljuice. And as ill luck would have it,

it fell on the head of his father's minister, who happened to be

walking below, unseen by the prince" *). This essential feature of

the story is told in precisely the same way in both Sanskrit redac-

tions, it belongs doubtless to the original Brhatkatha.

Now
,

prof. Kern more than twenty years ago made the obser-

vation that the habit of betel-chewing must have been introduced in

the land of the Hindoos in a time, which roughly taken may be deter-

mined between Caraka and Sucruta. „It appears from Jataka (ed.

Fausb.) II, 320, that at the time of the redaction of the prose com-

mentary the habit of chewing betel existed already. No such use

of betel ever occurs in the older parts of the Buddhistic canonical

books, as the Maha- and Cullavagga; nor is it found neither in

the Mahabharata, Ramayana, Caraka, where it could not have been

passed over tacitly, if existing. The use of tambula is mentioned

only with authors of the sixth century of our era, unless Sucruta

is to be placed some time before 2)" Here I firstly remind that

Caraka is reputed to have been the physician of king Kaniska. Further

that tambula as a Pali word is quoted by Childers from the Maha-
variiso. Moreover, a similar difference as to the use of betel as stated

*) I quote from Tawney's translation of the Kathas. II, 147. The original, t. 70,

5. 6 is as follows:

tatkalam catra so 'kasmat samcaran harmyaprsthatah

Mrgankadatlas t amb u I anislhivanarasam jahau
||

sa ca tasyapatan murdhni daivat tatpilrmanlrinah.

Ksemendra relates the same fact, p. 229, §1. 172, thus:

tatah kadacit lambulagandusam liarniyapekharat

Mrgankadatlas tatyaja sa papata svmantrini
\\

According to his habit, he is eager to communicate to his readers the name of that

minister, Yinayavant (gl. 173); Somadeva omits it. Cp. supra, p. 40 note 2.
2

) I have translated this quotation from the original Dutch, see Kern, Bijdrage

tot de verklaring van eenige woorden in Pali-geschriften voorkomende, p. 6. Cp. also

Weber, Indische Streifen II, 59.

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5. 4
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above, is recognizable, too, in the Avadan a cataka if compared with

the Avadanairmlas, which contain paraphrases of edifying tales

belonging to the Avadanacataka l
) The use of the betel after dinner

is regular in those younger texts, but it is never mentioned in

the older work which has been paraphrased by them. The strength

of the argumentum ex silentio is unimpeachable here, for the same

relations of dinners offered to Buddha the Lord are without
betel in the Avadanacataka and with betel in the Avadanamalas.

Applying, then, the criterion of the tambida to our inquiry after

the date of composition of the Brhatkatha, the story of Mrganka-

datta can scarcely have been invented, or at least have been put

on the form in which it is related in the Great Tale, before the

fourth century A.D. at the lowest rate. And taking into account

that this whole episode of Mrgahkadatta is not an invention of

the composer of the Brhatkatha, but that he included it within

his compilation; that, therefore, it must have existed already as

an independent composition in his days — we will not be far

from truth, I believe, concluding from this that the Brhatkatka

itself can be placed by no manner before the fifth century.

The strength of this reasoning is supported by another conside-

ration. Bana in the preface of his Harsacarita, praisingly names

the great authors in whose steps he ventures to tread. He extols as

models of excellent poetry in eight clokas as many renowned works:

among them the Vasavadatta (of Subandhu), Satavahana's (= Hala s)

anthology, the Setubandha, the works of Kalidasa, the natakas

of Bhasa, and also our Brhatkatha. The works he admires are both

Sanskrit and Prakrit compositions, and the tone and spirit of this

whole passage reminds of the prastavana of the Malavikagnimitra,

in which young Kalidasa appeals to the sound judgment of his

audience for his literary debut. For this purpose it is not to be

expected that lie will have taken the standard authors and classical

works he praises from far remote antiquity There can scarcely be

allowed a larger track of time between the oldest of them and

his own days than two centuries. He does not name Aralmlki, and

Vyasa he addresses in quite another connection, in the solemn

invocation of deities and rsis, which according to custom opens his

book. His naming, then, of the Great Tale, the hero of which is

Naravahanadattfi, the God of Love born again, not only proves the

l

) See my paper „Eenige bundels van avadanas, stichtelijke verlialen der Noordelijke

Buddhisten" (Versl. en Meded. der Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Afd. Lett., IVde Keeks, dl. Ill)

p. 399.
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existence of the Brhatkatha about 600 A. D
,
something beyond

discussion, but also makes it probable that the date of its compo-

sition cannot be too much remote from that limit.

The date settled, however roughly, in this manner will prove

useful in its consequences. We obtain by it also some evidence for

the time of composition of the Mudraraksasa.
In Kathas. t. 60. the contents of which are identical with those

of Paiicatantra Book I, the following cloka occurs (119ed.Br. =
118 ed. Durg.):

dvayor dattapadd sa ca tayor uccliritayoc cala *)

na cahioti ciram sthatum dhruvam ekam vimuncati

= „The fickle {cala) goddess [sa refers to Qn named in the pre-

ceding cloka], if she places her feet at the same time upon two

exalted persons, cannot keep her footing long, she will certainly

abandon one of the two" (Tawney's transl. II, 34). This sentence

is a free imitation of a tristubh of Vicakhadatta, the author of

the Mudraraksasa. It is found in the Fourth Act of that drama

(p. 146 of MajumdaYs Series ed. = p. 179 ed. Trimbak Telang):

atyucc/trite mantrini partitive ca

vistabhya padav upatisthate Crih,

sa strisvabhavdd asaha bharasya

tayor dvayor ehataram jahati

= „If CrI [= Fortuna Regia] has to attend a king with a very

exalted minister, she must take hold on them with her stretched

feet placed from another, but owing to her womanhood being too

weak to keep them, she will (soon) abandon one of the two."

Now this selfsame tristubh is met with in the Tantra-
khyayika (I, 56), that is the oldest redaction of the Pancatantra

come down to us , and it occurs there at the same point of the

tale, yea, at the same point of the conversation of Damanaka and

Pingalaka, where Somadeva puts his free imitation of the stanza.

Dr. Hertel, in his edition of the Tantrakhyayika 2
), has shown

that there exists a close connection between that text and the

]

) Brockhaus reads, it is not clear for what reason, Cala.
1

) Band XXII, nr. V of tlie Abhandlungen der phil.-hist. Klasse der Konigl. Sachs.

Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. Leipzig, Teubner 1904.

The Brhkm. has here nothing corresponding to Kathas. 60, 119 (118). This is suf-

ficiently accounted for by the extreme briefness of Ksemendra in this portion of his

work, cp. supra, p. 17 below.

4*
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Pancatantra portion of the Brhatkatha 1
). It follows from this that

the double fact of the identity of the Mudraraksasa tristubh with

Tantrakhv. I, 56 and of the occurrence of the anustubh imitative

of it in Somadeva's poem at the very place where its prototype

is met with in Tantrakhv cannot be the effect of chance. This

alternative may be stated a priori : either Vicakhadatta borrowed

the stanza from Pane, respectively from the same authority as

Pane, did ^ or that oldest recension of Pane, is younger than the

Mudraraksasa. As to the former member of the alternative, it is

expressly stated in Tantrakhv that the stanza is a quotation [sadhu

caitad negate). So it becomes very improbable that Vicakhadatta

took it from Pane. Nor is it likely that he took it from any other

text. Every one who reads over the scene of Muclr. , in which the

stanza is found, will feel convinced that both the contents and the

wording of it are in perfect agreement with the peculiar situation

of the context and must have their original home there. Hence it

follows that Vicakhadatta and his admirable drama are to be placed

many centuries earlier than is generally done ; for a stanza from it

was quoted in even that redaction of Pane. , which was taken up

in the Brhatkatha. Since the Brhatkatha must have been composed

+ 400 A.D., the date of the Mudraraksasa is needs to be put

at least one generation before that time.

Wilson, as is known, was induced by the bharatavakya comme-

morating Mlecchas as a cause of fear to India , to postpone its

composition to the times of the great Mohammedan invasions; still

Weber [Ind. Literaturg .

2 224 n. 218) believed it to be „aus etwa

clem zwolften Jahrhundert" Subsequent scholars were well aware

that neither the spirit of the drama nor the relations and conditions

of society and religion as represented in it were suitable to a so

late time, but the complete absence of any datum fit for serving

as a point of starting to research, and the prejudice of Wilson's

estimation which dominated in their minds prevented them from

modifying his statement otherwise than by abating it a little and

a little. Jacobi, in the second volume of the Wiener Zeitschrift

very cleverly calculated even the date of the first representation of

the Mudraraksasa Dec. 2 of 860 A.D. — but his premises were

false; Macdonnell put the terminus ante quern on about 800

{Hist, of Sansh' Lit. p. 365); Kashinath Trimbak Telang in his

*) In that recension of the Pane, which is known as the Southern one and which

takes its origin from the Tantrakhy., the stanza is likewise found with some modifica-

tions. See Das Sitdliche Pancatantra
,
herattsg. von J. Hertel — quoted supra, p. 41,

note 1 — p. 13.
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edition of the play pleaded for the conclusion that „it belongs to

somewhere about the early part of the eighth century A.D." (p. XXVI).

But I think I have proved that it is by four or five centuries older,

and must rank with the Mrcchakatl as the two most ancient plays

of the Hindu theatre come to us. Both dramas are ascribed to

authors about whom almost nothing is known but their name.

Qddraka bears even a somewhat mythical character, Vicakhadatta,

whose father and paternal grandfather are named in the prologue

of his play, may have been a historical person, but no tradition

whatever concerning him does exist. This is wholly consistent with

his belonging to a very ancient time.

I am inclined to suppose that the Canclragupta named in the

~ bharatavah/a of Mudrar. may be an allusion to some prince of that

name who belonged to the dynasty of the Guptas. He who is

eulogized in that final stanza as a successful protector against the

threatening Mlecchas may be Candragupta I, the founder of the

new and national dynasty, who lived in the beginning, or his

glorious descendant Candragupta II at the end of the fourth cen-

tury. It would be no matter of wondering at, if the brilliant

exploits, especially of the first Candragupta who subverted a secular

domination of „ barbarians" in the N. and N. W parts of India,

had prompted the unknown poet Vicakhadatta to glorify a similar

establishment of a mighty national monarchy by the namesake of

his king and by his famous minister. This hypothesis, which is in

congruity with the line of argument I have followed when procee-

ding from the tristubh stanza common to Mudrar. and Tantra-

khyayika, is not contradicted by the style and language of the play.

The style is characterized by its relative simplicity, the diction is

exquisite and some lexicological facts may indicate an ancient date

of its composition. E. g. the use of acraya = 'body in the forged

letter (Act V): svacrayavinacena, is only met with in Buddhist

Sanskrit texts of the first centuries A.D. and is, therefore, not

registered in the Petrop. Dictionary; of parvana (Act III, st. 10)

= 'religious festival'; perhaps of apalapana — not mentioned in

the Petr. Diet. — Act III, st. 14, see Kashinath's ed. p. 121

with commentary l

)

By the bye I remark that it is highly improbable that Vica-

') I am somewhat uncertain about kalatra (Act I, st. 15). If the edited text is right,

this word, which is always a synonym of dai°ah, jaya, bharya and may also signify the

„zenana", has here the meaning of 'family' in the largest sense; in this case it is very

probable that this word may be reckoned an archaism. But I greatly doubt the genui-
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khadatta, as Sylvain Levi affirms (Le theatre indien, p. 226), bor-

rowed the subject-matter of his nataha from the Brhatkatha „cette

source inepuisable." In the poems of Somadeva and Ksemendra

the sole fact of Candragupta s overturn of the Nandas is narrated

and in a very concise way, but the events that happened after

Canakya's vengeance and his triumph and conquest of the royalty

are not mentioned, nor does the name of RTiksasa anywhere occur.

If anything is certain, it is this that Vicakhadatta did not borrow

the plot of his drama from the Brhatkatha.

After this digression going back to the main subject of this

disquisition, we will bring forth now some indications of various

kind leading in the same direction to fix the date of the Brhat-

katha about + 400 A.D. They may also afford some basis for

further investigation. For this reason they are put forward. Their

demonstrating power, if considered separately, is perhaps not so

great but combined
,
they may help to strengthen the reasoning

exposed in the foregoing.

1. The historical tradition of the foundation of Pataliputra must

have been fully overgrown with legendary accounts and even wholly

forgotten at the time when the Brhatkatha was composed. Passing

over the well-known miraculous story of the origin of the famous

capital of the Mauryas, as it is narrated in Kathas. t. 3 and Brhkm.

p. 10—12, I remark that the author of our collection of tales

makes VasantEika and Tapantaka tell stories of events happened in

former days (prak) at Pataliputra (see Kathas. 17, 64 cp. Brhkm.

p. 79, cl. 136 and Kathas. 57, 25 cp. Brhkm. p. 541, cl. 12).

In the mind of him who wrote down this, the new capital of

Magadha , of a relatively recent date, is spoken of as existing

already long before Udayana, who is reputed coeval with the Buddha;

just as Kalidasa (Raghuv. 6, 24) supposes Pataliputra as existing

in the clays of Raghu and Aja!

2. The name of the country Nepal is found in the Brhatkatha.

It occurs in the fifteenth tale of the Vetala: Kathas. 89, 3 and

Brhkm. 345, cl. 718. As far as I know, the name of Nepal is

mentioned the first time in the documents available in the beginning

of the 4th century A.D. It is not met with in Mahabharata and

Ramayana. Cp. S. Levi, Le Nepal II, 61—63.

neness of the transmitted wording, because sampatsu capatsu ca can hardly be accounted

for; the locatives are supervacuous and would better be wanting.

I would rather think the 4th pada of the stanza must be read thus: le bhrtya nrpateh

kalatmm itarat sampatsu capatsu ca „these servants are (like) another wife in both

prosperity and adversity",
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3. The Brhatkatha knows still dinaras as pieces of money. In

the tale of Vlravara the daily salary of that loyal warrior is five

hundred dlnaras./ In the Kathas. this is related both times, for

the story is told twice over in t. 53 and t. 78 (cp. 53, 92 with

78 [= Vetala 4], 11). Ksemendra, in his set of Vetalastories

,

instead of dinaracatapaucakam expresses the amount of his wages

in rupees: sada panca pradlyantam rupakanam calani me (p. 310,

cl. 279); his parallel of the Vlravara tale as narrated in Kathas.

t. 53 being exceedingly short (vide p. 525), the salary is not even

mentioned there. It is plain that Somadeva s dlnaras , not Ksemen-

dra s rupakas, represent the coinage as given in the original Brhat-

katha. In the eleventh century there was nothing that might induce

an author to replace rupaka by dinara , the name of an obsolete

coin, but there must have been a strong bias to put rupaka, the

name of a coin in ordinary use, instead of the antiquated (knara *).

The coin named dinara is mentioned in inscriptions of the 5
th

century

and even later, see Jotirn. of the Roy. As. 8oc. 1906. p. 891.

4. In Kathas. 37, 36 foil, the name of the Tajiks occurs. It is

not absolutely certain that Somadeva found that name in his ori-

ginal, for Ksemendra in the parallel place (Brhkm. p. 482) is

silent about them. With him, it is Turn ska s and Clnas who over-

powered and captured Niccayadatta and his comrades, not Tajiks,

as with Somadeva. The latter does not name at all the Omas, he

names one Turuska, viz. the king Muravara, to whose presence the

captives are brought. I hold it for probable that Somadeva is here as

usual nearer to the original. Now, it should be kept in mind that

the Turks, who are doubtless meant with the name of Turuskas,

appear for the first time in history in the sixth century Noldeke^

in his Geschichte der Perser and Araber zitr Zeit der Sasaniden,

aus der arabischen Chronik des Tabarl p. 53 note, remarks that ,,it

was not before the time of the Sasanide Chosrau I that the Turks

became dangerous neighbours of the Persians" It is, however,

possible, not to say likely, that they occupied already in the fourth

and fifth centuries regions conterminous with the eastern and northern

frontier of the Persian monarchy. In that case there would be

nothing strange in the fact that an Indian work of the 5
th

century

should relate of an Indian merchant, taking his way from Puska-

ravati to the North, who having reached a country inhabited by

*) A similar case of dinura found in the older recension but ousted and replaced by

another word in the younger one is met with in the story of Somilaka in Pancatantra.

Instead of the dinarah he earns in the Tantrakhyayika (ed. Hertel, p. 61), he makes

suvarnagatatrayam in the younger redaction edited by Biihler (II, 29, 14).
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Tajiks, was made a slave by them and sold to some Turuska or

some king of Turuskas. Again mention is made of the Turuskas

in the relation of the digvijaya of Udayana by Somadeva (t. 19);

he defeats the cavalry of the Turuskas (cl. 109), kills the king of

the Parasikas (cl. 110) and puts to flight the Hunas (cl. Ill) —
the corresponding passage of Ksemendra (p. 93 f.) is so much

shortened that it does not contain anything to be compared. And
if we take into account also that in the first book of the Rajata-

rangini the kings Kaniska, Huviska and Vasuska (Vasudeva) are named

Turuskas, and that this testimony, be it ever so weak, must rest

upon some old tradition, there seems to be nothing inconsistent in

the fact that in a literary work composed on the eve of the 5
th century

A.D. the Turks are mentioned as a people established north from

Jambudvlpa.

To summarize the inference to be drawn from the foresaid data

and indirect indications, there can be no more question of the

first or second century as the time of composition of the Paicaci

Brhatkatha, as was proposed by Biihler and Vincent A. Smith, and

even Levi's option in 1891 for the 3
d century would make the

work somewhat older than it really is. I think Albrecht Weber's

opinion uttered rather hesitatingly was nearer to the truth. Yet

the work will be older than the 6th century A.D. Its composition

may be put about one century before, but I dare not go back

beyond the year 400.

A strong objection against this conclusion would arise , if dr.

Hertel were right asserting that the Brhatkatha, which was sans-

kritized by the two Kashmirian poets was not the old and famous

work of that name, but a younger compilation, enlarged with

interpolations of a great extent 1
). In his opinion, such groups of

coherent tales, which by themselves represent separate books, as

the Pancatantra tales and the Vetalapancavimcati, did not belong

to the original work. If this might prove to be true, then the pro-

totype of the poems of Somadeva and Ksemendra would cease to

be a creditable source of information and a starting-point for

research with respect to the genuine" Paicaci Brhatkatha known to

Subandhu and Bana. In each given case the exception of pas-

sage in question belonging to the interpolated porti^~ be

made; by what test should we discern the dir?- >f

the younger compilation?

But the danger is as yet not so imminent. Hertel means we

*) In the passage of his preface quoted supra p. 41 below.
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have to look for the old Gunadhya s own composition in the third

(Sanskrit) redaction discovered by Hara Prasad, of which we have

spoken supra, p. 41. When he expressed this view, he had not

read even a single letter of the text he claims to stand nearest to

the original Brhatkatha ; for at the time he published it , he was not

aware , nor could he , of M. Lacote's article in the Journal A'siatique.

He had no other materials at his disposal than the colophons communi-

cated by Hara Prasad. M. Lacote, who has the manuscripts at

hand and is preparing an edition, is more cautious and circonspect

in his judgment. He presumes, indeed, that „autant qu'on peut

fonder un jugement d'ensemble sur un court fragment", it has the

appearance of native colour and genuineness which might induce

the reader to think it nearer to the original Gunadhya than the

poem of Somadeva. Yet M. Lacote is discreet. „Est-il un portrait

plus fidele de la Brhatkatha de Gunadhya que le Kathasaritsagara

et la Brhatkathamanjarl ? Je m expliquerai ulterieurenient sur cette

question. Mais il est des maintenant certain qu'il devient une piece

essentielle dans le proces."

While waiting for the dissertation on this question by M. Lacote

on the ground of the new document at his disposal, I think I am
justified to uphold the results of my examination of it by the light

of the old documents. I draw the attention to the following points.

1. Since the genuine Brhatkatha was composed in PaicacI, the

new redaction, the Brhatkathayam (or °thayali7) dokasamgraJ/ah

cannot be but a modified representation of it. Is it a faithful

translation or an imitation ? The title itself speaks against its being

a faithful translation. A glokasamgraha does certainly not mean the

original work, but may denote its complete contents in a com-

pendious form. What it exactly means, will perhaps appear when

the whole work as far as extant will be published.

2. As we have notified above {supra, p. 42), the first sargaof the

Qlokasamgraha presupposes an account of the precedent events dif-

ferent from the other Brhatkatha. When Udayana abdicated to

become an ascetic (Kathas. Ill, 59 foil.), in both Kathas. and

Brhkm. it is not Gopalaka but his brother Palaka who is installed

king at Kaucambl; though the kingdom had been offered to him

by Udayana, he declined it and left the sovereign power for the

ascetic life in the forest. So Palaka has two kingdoms under his

sceptre; for after the death of his father Candamahasena he had

succeeded to him at UjjayinI (Kathas. Ill, 64; 112, 13). But in

the Qlokasamgraha Gopalaka reigns at UjjayinI, and when being king

he grows disgusted with the possession of royal power, so that he
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abdicates and gives over his kingdom to his brother Palaka. It is

difficult to ascribe these contrarious courses of events to one and

the same Brhatkatha. If they belong to different redactions, which

of the two was the genuine one? It is impossible to decide this a

priori, I think.

3. I doubt whether the fragment begins with the first sarga

of the whole work. It is more probable, I suppose, that it is the

beginning of a new section. It is not in the habit of the authors

of Indian literary compositions, and certainly not of large poems,

to take up their audience or readers directly in medias res, without

any preamble, as is the fact with the first sarga, published by M.

Lacote. The whole purport of its narrative makes the strong impres-

sion that it belongs to a new section of the work , but is not the

commencement of the whole. The kathainukham in the colophon

of the third sarga may denote the outset of the narration of the

life and adventures of Naravahanadatta told by himself, perhaps to

Gopalaka, at a time when he was already consecrated cakravartin

of the Vidyadharas.

4. M. Lacote reckons the relation of the life of Gunadhya and

the lambakas II and 111 of our Brhatkatha in 18 lambakas anions;

the „hors-d'oeuvre" (Journ. As. 1.1. p. 32). Would he think so,

if he were not prejudiced by the thought that the MSS of Qloka-

samgraha at his disposal contain a fragment of a work which did not

comprise the story of Gunadhya and the Udavanacarita? The Udaya-

nacarita, from the point of view of Indian composition, must be

considered as essential a part of a Naravahanadattacarita, as for

instance the story of Pandu in a narration of the Pandavas, or

the burning of Kama in the Kumarasambhava. What prevents its

belonging to the much greater portion of the Clokasamgraha which

is not extant? The same applies to the Kathapltha. The original

Brhatkatha, methinks, must have related in its opening the mira-

culous process, which accounts for the promulgation among mankind

of the divine tale . the author of which is God Qiva himself. This

account is indispensable and conformable to Indian methods of

introducing such large collections as the Brhatkatha.

5. Even if we take it for granted that the Clokasamgiaha

represents a recension more united and less stuffed with inserted

tales derived from heterogeneous sources than the Brhatkatha in

eighteen lambakas, this fact in itself does not necessarily imply its

being the older recension. It is something very common in Indian

literature to find side by side longer and shorter expositions of the

like contents. Many legends and stories in the Mahabharata occur
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more than once, sometimes told samasena, sometimes vistarena. Of

the Prajnaparamita , the most holy book of the Mahayanists there

exist longer and shorter redactions, all of them canonical: one in

100.000, one in 25.000, one in 18.000, one in 10.000, one in

8000 lines. Is the greatest one also the youngest in time, or are

the smaller ones abridgments and extracts of the large Catasal/as-

raprajnaparamita? Burnouf, Introduction, p. 464 pronounces a

non liquet. The Kamasutra of Vatsyayana pretends to be an extract

of Babhravya's composition , which is an epitome of a larger work

composed by Qvetaketu, which itself again was the abridgment of

the original Kamasutra in 1000 adhyayas revealed by Civa's bull

Nan din ! For this reason, even if the existence of two PaicacT

Brhatkathas were to be proved satisfactory , one larger and one

smaller, this fact would not prejudicate the answer to be given at

the question about the time-relation between them.

6. The story of the Brhatkatha, to which Subandhu (p. 110 of

Hall's ed.) alludes, is a tale inserted into the story of VisamacTla

which makes up lambaka XVIII of Kathas. This king and his

adventures have nothing at all to do with Naravahanadatta, sa/fe that

N. listens to the narration by Kanva. This story, if any, would be

one of the „hors-d'oeuvre" interpolated into the genuine Brhat-

katha, if interpolation had happened! It was nevertheless known to

Subandhu, in the sixth century A.D., and known as occurring in

Gunadhya's Brhatkatha.

7 The same passage of Subandhu teaches us also something more.

The Brhatkatha, to which he refers, was divided into lambliakas

^Y_Jambhas. The same division must needs have been that of the

PaicacT prototype worked upon by the two Kashmirian poets. In

the MSS of Brhkm. the books are called lambaka or lambhaka (see

the article of Biihler in the lnd. Antiqu. of 1871 and the colophon

of book I, p. 33 of the edit.). In Kathas. both editors every-where

agree in naming them lambaka. Cp. supra, p. 11, n. 1. But the

new fragment is not divided into lamba(ka)s, but into sargas.

As to the person of Gunadhya, the reputed author of the Brhat-

katha, the opinions vary. According to some he is a historical person,

according to others, his name is likely to be as fictitious as that

of the Vedavyasa. It is impossible to settle the question. The

Brhatkatha has this in common with so many old works ascribed

to individual authors that the name of the reputed author occurs

in the work itself. How can Satavahana be the real author of

KathapTtha, where his own wondrous history is narrated and he
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is spoken of in the third person? Let us rather avow that we do
not known anything about the reputed authors of the Great Store-

house of Tales and that is something like to nothing to combine
their authorship with the names — mere names, indeed — of

Gunaclhya and Satavahana, the intrinsic value of which is = x.

The only conclusion permitted to us, and this at least is more than

nothing, is this, that a celebrated work, the author or authors of

which are half mythical persons, must be ancient. For the rest,

in questions like these account must be kept with analogous imputation

of the authorship of celebrated and authoritative works on mythical

personages. I refer to the statement of Jolly in the Journal of the

Boy. Asiat. Society 1907, p. 174, about medical tradition, where
he says: „ Since it was a generally prevailing practice with writers

of medical textbooks to give out their compositions as an abridgment
of some early work written by a divinely inspired sage."



SECTION If.

THE TEXT OF THE KATHASARITSAGARA.

CHAPTER I.

The two editions.

§ 1.

As has been stated above {supra, p. 7), the Kathasaritsagara

has been edited twice, by Brockhaus and by Durgaprasad (and his

son Kashinath Pandurang Parab). The former's edition is based on six

MSS for his first volume and on an equal number for his second

and third volumes. Yet these are not quite the same. Four of those

which served him for his publication of lamb. I—V were left aside,

wThen he was preparing the edition of the rest, as necessarily results

from a comparison of the two prefaces of 1839 and 1864. It is

plain that he could no longer avail himself of M = nr. 3959 of

the Catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts in the library of the

India Office, for it stops after lamb. V, but it is not clear what

prevented him from making use, as he did before, of A = nr.

3948—50, B = either nr. 3951—53 or 3956—58, C = nr.

3954 and 55. Of the other two, one was employed accordingly

for the whole work: D, a copy taken from a Calcutta MS, the

original of which belongs to the Sanskrit college; this copy is now
in the Royal Library at Berlin 1

); as to the other, W, a copy

from a Benares MS, forwarded to him by Wilson, Brockhaus

says-. „aus ihr habe ich cap. 27—61 copirt"; it is now at Oxford

in the Bodleyana. The four new manuscripts acquired for the con-

stitution of the text of lamb. VI—-XVIII, II, G, S, and R are

now at Berlin in the Royal Library (see Weber's Verzeichniss der

Sanskrit and Prdkrit-Handschriften [der Konigl. Bibl. zu Berlin]

II, nr. 1574—1578). Of them S (nr. 1577) is a copy from a

') Brockhaus presented it to the Royal Library of Dresden; but afterwards it passed

over to Berlin, see Weber's Verzeichniss II, nr. 1569—1573 with the foot-note 5 on

p. 158.
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Sagor MS which he had obtained from Fitz Edward Hall; its

original, a Kashmir MS, the oldest pustaha of his whole apparatus

,,gehorte wohl in den Anfang des siebzehnten Jahrhunderts" (Weber).

The two pandits who brought about the Bombay edition
,
printed

at the Nirnayasagara Press, had besides the edition of Brockhaus

two more MSS at their disposition. The former of which they describe

thus (p. 2 of their Preface) : tatra Kacviiralikhitam ekam navinam

prayah guddham asmadiyam pustalwm. The other MS did not be-

long to them , but to the Townhall Royal Library at Bombay, being

formerly Dr. Bhau Daji's; it has been written samvat 1743 = 1686

A.D. at Benares and is not so good as the former one — ntdicud-

dham — though very neatly kept, manoharasvarupam. I suppose

that it is from the Kashmir MS the editors took a good deal of

the excellent corrections by which their publication surpasses the

edition of Brockhaus.

Neither edition has the right to be called a critical one. The text

is critically edited, but there is no reference whatever made to the

various readings of the MSS. Brockhaus, in the Preface on his first

volume (p. IX), declares that he did his utmost to make the best

of the discrepancies of his MSS. ,,Nicht iiberall ist mir dies ge-

lungen, viele Stellen sind mir undeutlich oder ganz unerklarlich

geblieben, doch habe ich es als strengen Grundsatz durchgefiihrt,

keine Conjecturen in den Text aufzunehmen, sonclern nur durch

Handschriften autorisirte Lesarten." In 1839, though he realized,

it seems, that a scholarlike edition could not do without a mention,

however succinct, of the most important various readings, especially

in such places as remained ,, undeutlich oder ganz unerklarlich",

yet the addition of them, he says, would have augmented the cost

so exceedingly that he was obliged to omit „diese Zugaben, fur

so wichtig und nothwendig ich sie auch halte'' A similar complaint

is made in the Preface on p. IV of the last volume (1866): „Die

Varianten aus den Handschriften mitzutheilen , war unmoglich; ich

hatte dazu den doppelten Raum, den der Text einnimmt, gebraucht."

It is a matter of course that the Nirnayasagara Press edition is

likewise devoid of even the shortest apparatus criticus. Something

like this is not in the habit of Hindoo scholars.

If once, in time hereafter, the critical edition suitable for a

work of that importance will be called for, many more MSS must

be consulted. Aufrecht, in his Calalogus Catalogorum
,
registers them

at p. 78 of his I
st

vol. , to which he adds others in his Part II

and III. I cannot find that Brockhaus availed himself of MS 1579

in Weber's Catalogue.
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as before. So Caktideva reached the island and forthwith began to

take his way through the bazar. Then by chance etc."

D, in a note on p. 311 of his second edition, notifies that the

line, corresponding to t. 60, 93 of Brockhaus, is wanting in

one of his MSS. Considering it an interpolation , he has not put

it into the text. I think, he is right doing so. In this way the

necessity of supposing a hiatus of the former part of cl. 96 disap-

pears; Br. 95 c d and 96 cd belong together, nothing is wanting

between those lines, as Br. erroneously believed, in D they are

connected, and T II, 32 connected them likewise.

In the vetala nr. 7, t. 81, 15 D in a note gives 1
1

/2
additional

cloka which he has not put into the text. Those lines are found

in one MS and are not mentioned by Br.

One cloka, t. 103, 159 of D, is wanting in Br. Its addition

greatly improves the style. The abrupt transition from the turgid

description of the ocean-like host of Mrgankadatta and his father-

in-law in cl. 157 and 158 to the very plain matter-of-fact content

of Br. 159 disappears in this way. D has put this cloka into the

text; it fills up a gap, indeed. — Likewise I) has two lines more

than are found in Br. s ed. in t. 108, viz. between Br. cl. 154 a b

and c d ; this additional cloka depicts the beauty and loveliness of

the maiden Vayuvegayacas. They are quite appropriate to the situ-

ation and I hold them for genuine.

After t. 123, 260 there is a gap of sundry clokas which Br. did

not realize. It is disclosed by D's text. We detect the gap by putting

together the parallel places in Kathas. and Brhkm. Kusumayudha,

pupil of a learned brahmana, had fallen in love with the daughter

of this teacher. She answered his love, but having been promised

to another suitor, told him to cause her to be carried off. A ser-

vant of his whom he had ordered to take her with a mule, trea-

cherously desiring to keep her for himself, conduced her to some

distant place, not to his master; then he told her, he was going

to marry her himself. On beholding herself in his power, the girl

cunningly feigns to acquiesce to that sudden change of husband;

but, she says, you must marry me duly and in good order; go

and fetch the requisites for the nuptial ceremony Meanwhile he

set out to the next town to buy the necessary things, she fled

with the mule to the dwelling of a garland-maker, who concealed

her. In Br. s Kathas. the feigned assent of the maiden is only

indicated by the half-cloka: grutvaitat sabravit prajna: „tvam M
me sutarani priya//" (cl. 260 c d), the next line relates his going

to the town to make purchases. D inserts here between both one
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Tawney , in the notes on his translation , sometimes makes men-

tion of better readings than the text of Brockhaus offered him

,

which he borrowed from MSS of the Calcutta College. The first

time he cites one, is Vol. I, p. 1 48 , with respect to tar. 19, 64,

where Br. *) reads dattasampadah and D x
) has put into the text

°sammadali\ his MS has °sambhavah. At p. 155 Tawney doubtless

refers to the same MS ,,lent to me by the librarian of the Sanskrit

College," cp. his note on p. 203, where he calls it „an excellent

MS." Aftenvards he had the opportunity of using also three India

Office MSS lent to him by Dr. Rost, which I suppose to be those

denoted by Brockhaus as A, B and C; readings from them are J

mentioned in the foot-notes from tar. 102 till the end of the work,

see note on II, 388 etc.

Upon the whole the MSS contain nearly the same text. There

are instances of clokas found in one MS and wanting in another,

but 4hey are few, very few. Tar. 23, 4— 7 in Br.'s ed. have one

line less and one more, than they have in D. D's 23, 4 ab is

wanting in Br., and Br.'s 23, 7 cd is wanting in D —-Between

Br. 24, 146 and 147 1) interposes one cloka; this cloka (I) 24,

147) added improves the narrative style. — Likewise at t. 26, 134,

D has two clokas more and in a place , where they are indispen-

sable. This is even transparent in T's ^translation (I, 226): ^.There-

upon the Brahman set out with the merchant's agents to go to that

island of Utsthala , and by chance the sons of the king of fishermen

saw him there." It is told here that Qaktideva set out to Utsthala,

but it is not told that he arrived, but his departure is closely connected

with his meeting in that island with the sons of Satyavrata. In I)

the passage runs thus — I have bracketed that which is wanting

in Br.

:

ity uktas tena vainja sa tats tadvyavaharibhih

sakam tad Utsthaladmpam (Qalrfidevo yayau tatah
||

yah sa bandhur mahutma me Visnudatto tra tisthati

pragvat tasyaiva nikatam vastum icchami tanmatham
\\

iti samprapya ca dvtpam tatkalam ca vicintya sah

vipammadhyavwrgena) gantum pravartata dvijah
||

In T after „Utsthala" there must, therefore, be inserted this:

„with the intention to stay there with his relative (his uncle)

Visnudatta, the reverend inmate of the monastery of that island,

') From henceforward the sign Br. denotes Brockhaus and his edition, D that of

Durgaprasad, T Tawney's translation, t. = taranga.
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cloka, the former part of which is tvam evatra na Mm sadyah

parineyo sy alto mama, the latter part is lost. It is, however,

obvious that there is lost more. Cp. this parallel in Brhkm. (p. 404,

cl. 35 foil.):

pracchadya yraha .- ko dosas tvam mamabhyadhikah priyah
||

Mm tUcitavidhanena tvayodvaham aliam bltaje;

cmayotsavasamagrvm tvam vikri*hgidlyakam x
)

||
(36)

Hi crutva gate tasmims tatah Kamalalocana

viveca trasat svad/iiyd malakaranivecanam
||

(37)

If we consider that Ksemendra has much shortened here , we

must conclude to the loss of 1
1

j2
or 2 1

/2
clokas at least , which

contained her conditions and the suggestion to buy the marriage

implements.

The line t. 124, 111 cd Br. is not found in D. It is, in

fact, a dittography of cl. 109 cd; cl. 112 Br. is in D the

second part of 111 and Br. s erroneous signs of quotation must

disappear.

For the rest the differences of reading are not great and move

between limits sufficiently narrow as to make it plain that there

can hardly be question of more than one redaction. Instances

of variances bearing to whole clokas are none, except t. 88

,

36, where the same fact is said with quite different words in

Br. and in I). Other instances, of minor importance are 18,

189. 44, 66. 59, 82 (D's reading is here much better). 94,

5 i (here the Calcutta MS considerably differs from both Br.

and D) and 116, 49. The last passage deserves a more accurate

exposition.

Padmavati learns from her attendance that the young man in

her presence who has rescued her from the two giantesses, is the

very prince destined by her father to be her husband. She is extre-

mely rejoiced by that news, and likewise the young man is

delighted. The cloka descriptive of their mutual feeling , is in Br.

as follows

:

tato 'nyonya-parijndnadmrsa-pvrwe nijdtmani

„yuktam yad adya 'ilia 'ayr/va/" iti kumarl-varav nbhau
||

in T's translation (II, 525): Then the princess and her lover had

their hearts filled with joy at discovering one another, and they both

thought, „it is well that we came here to-day " Here the absence

/) The aksara lost and marked as such in the printed text, may he ya; I conjecture

vikrl<iya^>hguliyakam

.

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N° 5. 5
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of the word meaning thought in the original is somewhat strange,

though not impossible. But 1) has a quite different reading, doubt-

less the right one

:

yuktam tad y an na mat ah sma tau Immarivarcw ubhau

,,it was a matter of course that they could not contain themselves

(for joy)." Cp. 22, 131 na mat/' sma muda kvacit. The comparative

rareness of the idiom na mati with that meaning may be a factor

in the origin of the various reading.

Another instance of a genuine reading ousted by its difficulty

is t. 18, 189. The gallant Vidusaka, having rescued the princess

and placed her into her private apartments, is taking his leave, but

she does uot allow it; „stay with me", she says: ,,when you are

gone, this breath of me will leave my body overcome with fear
"

Whereupon he resolves to remain, reflecting thus [T.I, 134]: „If

I go , and leave this maiden , she may possibly die of fear. The

original line in question translated thus by T from Br. s text, is:

tyaktvemam yadi gacchami muTicet pranan bhayad iyam. D has a

lectio difficilior, viz. yad astu me na gacchami etc. = „happen

what may, I remain; she might possibly die of fear" The idiom

yad astu = come, what will, fr. adv'icnne que pourra, has given

way in most MSS, it seems, to a somewhat synonymous turn of

phrase, more common but less forcible. In the other instances,

where it occurs, it has, however, kept its place: 27, 86. 58,

123. 71, 133; 153. 73, 156. 84, 21. 101, 30S 113, 40.

Yad bhavatu with the same meaning is met with 33, 45 and

57, 161; likewise yad vidhattam vidhir mama 57, 99, and yatha

castu 101, 135. I have enumerated these instances, because they

represent also a syntactical peculiarity not registered elsewhere.

It is of course an elliptical turn : yad astu {bhavatu) is a brachy-

logical form of yad astu, astu; yad bhavatu, bhavatu. A slight

variation of it is exhibited 119, 86 Br. yad bhavita = 'quod

futurum est' sc. fiat; but D instead ofyad bhaviteti has yad bhavatiti,

evidently a false reading.

A few times the variances concern some rare or provincial

word, for which in part of the mss. a more common word has

been substituted, as mecaka 124, 197 D {cyamala Br.); hevakl

121, 237 D, cp. T II, 584, n. 1 {Jayantah Br.); likewise 1,

25 D
priyapranayah e v a k i yato manavdtimanah

.

Br. has priyapranayahetoartham, the vitiated reading.

Finally I remind of the various reading in the first stanza of

the pracasti at the end of the work and edited in D. Br. did not
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take it up in his edition , I cannot understand for what reason

,

for he found it in his MSS. Weber in his Catalogue of MSS,

vol. II (1886) p. 161 repaired the omission of the editor of

Kathas., publishing the pracasti in extenso with the discrepancies

of the Berlin MSS. So we know that king Sangramaraja of

Kashmir, the forefather of king Harsa, in whose reign Somadeva

composed his poem , is connected in some MSS with Satavahana

,

in others, it seems, not so. The MSS (marked by Br.) H and S

begin the pracasti thus : cnSatavahanalmlcmibiidhiparijatah Sangra-

maraja iti, and this is also the reading adopted by D. But in

the MS W the first pada is: samgramadabdhacacicubJiragacovitanah

,

what is materially different It looks as if the reputed descen-

dance from the legendary king Sata-(or Sali)vahana was disbelieved

by some who changed the words of Sbmadeva accordingly.

§ 2.

While perusing Br. , I was struck^ by the comparatively great

number of verses in that edition that sin against the laws of the

metre. All of them, without exception, are edited in D toithout

fault. In 191 cases his verses are too short, in 60 they are too

long. Here is the list of them

:

too short: 2, 39. — 3, 38. 48. — 7, 111 (vasantatilaka). —
10, 45. — 12, 24. 157 — 13, 142. — 14, 11.

74. — 18, 260. 320. 323. — 20, 173.183.221.—
22, 195. — 24, 43. 64. — 25, 60. 112. 140. —
26, 201. 229. — 27, 79. — 28, 66.- 30,121.—
31, 62. — 33, 26. — 36, 5. — 37, 234. — 39,

10. 29. 175. — 40, 28. — 42, 90. 191. — 43,

133. — 44, 165. — 45, 115. — 46, 16. 74. 112.

147 — 47, 84. 118. — 48, 54. 63. — 49, 35.

231 [= 229 D]. — 50, 35 *). 130 l
). 172 *). 206 *).

[vasantatilaka]. — 51, 60. 130. 151. — 52.243.314.
— 53, 93. — 54. 41. 53. 61. 105. 210. — 55, 222. —
56, 34. 184. 313 *). 335 l

). 338 l
). 349 *). — 57, 70.

135. 151. — 58, 133. — 59, 61. 113. 129 — 60,

74. 217 !). 232 J
). 244 l

). — 61, 256. — 62, 128.

216. — 63, 22. 59. 141. — 65, 101. 225. 241. —
66, 21. 43. 51. — 69, 27 60. 116. 132. 170. —

*) In D the cipher of the cloka must he diminished with one.

5'*
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70, 36. 46. — 71, 19. 101. 158. 218. 287 — 72,

65. 75. 173. 301. 350. 392. — 73, 8. 178. 291.

403. 438. — 74, 222. 227 — 75, 123. — 77, 32.

56. — SO, 6 (see T's note at II, 261). 10. — 81,

2] 48. — 82, 15. — 86, 57 85. 122. 128. — 90,

13. — 92, 2. 22. 38. — 93, 94. — 94, 132. —
95, 16. 51. 52. 66. 91. — 97, 27 — 101, 32. —
102, 48. — 103, 172. — 104, 111 [= 110 D]. —
105, 29. 47 53. 63. — 106, 48. — 107, 25. 118.

123. — 108, 180 [= 181 1)]. 109, 49. 60. 94. 142. —
110, 22 63. 89. 123. — 111,60,- 112,165.—
113, 48. 82. — 114, 67 S3. 104. — 115, 3. 82.

146. — 117, 166. ,— 118, 20. 179. — 119,5.67
108. 115. — 121, 24. 44. 118. — 123, 67 200.

221. 247 322. — 124, 105. 214 [=213 D],

too long: 1, 36. 57 — 6, 56 2
). — 10, 92. — 11, 64. — 17,

80. — 18, 153. 316. — 21, 112. 116. — 25, 160.—
26, 12. — 30, 48. — 34, 95. — 38, 27 — 39,

105. 236. — 40, 22. — 43, 252 (arya). 256 (cardulav.).

274 (upaglti). — 44, 73. — 45, 142. — 49, 4. 21. —
50, 88 [= 87 D]. — 52, 111. 331 — 55, 55 2

). 232, —
60, 32. — 64, 132. — 65, 157 167 254. — 66,

35. — 71, 221. — 72, 305. 356. — 74, 153. —
77, 53. — 86, 143. — 92, 57 81 — 96, 34. —
98, 44. — 101, 127 208. — 104, 153 [= 152 D]. —
110, 73. — 114, 99. — 115, 26. — 116, 55. —
117, 40. 95. — 118, 108. 123. — 119,28.- 120,

66. — 123, 110.

The total of these inaccuracies bears on a little more than 1 °/
o

of all the verses, which proves a want of exactness not so great

in itself, yet considerable enough to make us in some measure

diffident as to the trustworthiness of Br. as a witness of the tradition

of manuscripts. In some cases even trisyllable words are dropped,

as: 49, 231. 73, 438. 80, 6. 108, 180. 114, 83. 123, 200.

Elsewhere, as may occur in mss. by oversight of the scribes, he

leaves out one of two words similar to one another, e.g. 52, 314

puspat before puspam; 39, 10 tatra after ekatra. A remarkable

case of pramada is 59, 129 a: Br. reads that line:

drfjtva Somaprabhaw
,
„ko 'yam?''' it// aprcchjata.

J

) In D nivivrltya is an error of print for vinivrlya.
J

) Br. lias suvarnam for svarnam, and prthivyam instead of prthvyam.
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From D it appears that the genuine text is:

drstva Somaprabham ko 'yam iti svairam aprcchyata.

Consequently Br. not only dropped the word svairam but applied

the sandhi to iti -j- aprcchyata without becoming aware that he

destroyed the metre. — At 25, 60 Satyavrata being asked, whether

he knew Goldcity, answers:

Ixim tu drstva bahudvipad r c v an ap i na sa maya

uagari tvadabhipreta dvipantesu crutd punah
||

„though I have visited many islands I never saw the city which

you are longing for, yet I have heard of it while staying in the

farthest islands" This is the right text of D; Br., whether owing

to bad readings of his mss. or a mistake of his own, represents

it as follows: Jam tu drsta bahudvlpa dr [his peculiar analysis

of drstddya] na sa maya etc., spoiling not only the verse of one

syllable, but eclipsing at the same time an interesting instance of

a compound with °drcvan according to Panini 3, 2, 94. —
In the same t. 25, at cl. 112 Br. edits, with the omission of

one syllable, abhravidyudapataddrunam , where he had to put

anabhra
0

, as of course D has; by this oversight he impairs the

poetical expression, for Somadeva does not say, as T translates

according to Br.'s text, „an attack of the fire of grief, terrible

like the falling of lightning from a cloud", but „— from a

cloudless sky," a frequent image in poetry

Tar. 69, 138 where Br. edited the last pada pacyams tarn eva

unmanah, his mistake and, in consequence of it, his disturbing

both the rule of sandhi and the metre, was caused by a misreading.

For unmanah D has ta a man ah , and now all is right. Another

instance of the same fault, but in inverse sense, is 24, 54

udaghosyata (D), Br. tad agh°

The misreading coincides here with vitiation of the metre. Apart

from the metre Brockhaus must have made such mistakes manv

times; part of the better readings of D do not correct faults of the

manuscripts but of the editor. It is of course not possible nor of

great utility to try to draw the boundary between the two sources

of errors. It may, however, be useful to mention in general the causes

of confusion and consequently of depravation in Br.'s text.

dy and gh are confounded 57, 1, see Weber, Verzeichniss etc.

(1886) p. 159 n. 2.

s and m: (e. g. 102, 113 sa samanayat for samamanayat).

sv and hh: 106, 110 {kheda for sveda).

v and dh: 12, 49 {dhrtavan for vrtavan); 26, 17 {dharayami for

varayami); 49, 2 {dhira for vlra).
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v and n: 45, 232 {pravrttam is to be corrected into pranrttam

D. Prahlada beheld „her dancing" not her „ who came forward

to dance", as T I, 425 translated, misled by Br.). So 15,

82 (niyojitah for vi°); 59, 46 (vyadhat for nyadhat); 23, 40

(Br. vidldui avapsyasi, it ought to be nidhim
,
cp. 45 nidhanam);

74, 221 (nivartita
0

for vivartita° ; the same blunder 1 04, 32.

113. 65. 123, 58).

n and t 119, 200 (Br. na pacyantt instead of tapasyantl D and T).

86, 111 {anayanta for a?iayatta, as Kern corrected already

in 1868). Sometimes the particle of interrogation nu has

become to tti, as 54, 258 (D has here also the corrupt

reading). 71, 57 78, 107

it n and tr Br. put Ultra for tan na 46, 178. 101, 230. 106,

157, and inversely 106, 90. Cp. also 105. 73. A somewhat

comic result of that interchange is met with 65, 46, where

Br. makes a Bodhisattva gratify living beings and Picacas by

„presents of water and jewels" (T II, 104), while the poet

meant jalhir annaih (with water and food) not jalat ratnaih,

as we read in Br. The same mistake impairs 66, 154. Instead

of dhanai ratnaig ca (Br.) D has dhanair annate ca; the

evident meaning of the passage is clear from cl. 153 presayam

asa pakvannani dhanani ca. An instance of putting tra

into the text instead of ni occurs 57, 106.

t and bh: abld for ati 38. 115: inversely t. 99, 50 Br. has

wrongly atyatasyat for abJ/yatusyat (D). At 77, 13 Br. misread

sabhyam 'judge, umpire , and put satyam into his text, D
rendered to the verse its true wording niccayayatlia sabhyam

tarn rajaputram upeyathuh. The inverse error, sabhya for satya,

occurs 56, 247 The plain and appropriate expression of this cloka

tac chrutva divyahamsam sa matva satya bhibhasinam

mumoca Damayanti tarn evam astv itl vadinl
||

as it is edited in D l
), is miserably perplexed in Br., where

the word sabhyabhibhasinam deceived Tawney, who (I, 560)

translates: „she thought that the celestial swan was a polished

speaker" instead of '— spoke the truth Here Boehtlingk

detected the mistake of Br., see Petr. Diet. VII, 674 s. v.

sabhya in fine.

r and ri: 10. 107 (trtaya for tritaya). 26
;
269 Br. = 271 D

(trsu for trim). Likewise r for ra: 108, 187, see T II, 459 n. 3.

Other samples may be 58, 139 tatah sa s aniprapya punah

l

) Where it is q1. 246.
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svarajyam (Br. spoils this line editing tatah samam prapya etc
)

;

68, 11 udg hated, misread by Br. as ndvatat, see PWK J
) I, 234

s. v. udvata, 88, 52 sucubhad api karmanah (D) , where Br. has

svacubhad; 103, 5 where Br. against the obvious sense put caspesu

instead of sasyem; the wrong reading mma for iima at 87, 30

and 124, 136 Br. [= 135 D], cp. T's note on II, 619; the

confounding of anusvara with r and e at 19, 73 and 25, 204
— in the former place D has malnmardabJiayo °, in the latter te

(Br. tarn) —
; 7, 84 samulpatya Br. seems to represent a misread

samutsarya (D) ; 43. 13 saptaka (Br.) a misread mastaka (D) and

73, 7 VicitraJcatham atlia tarn (Br.) a misread Vicitrakatl/asamjua-

Jcam (D).

Mistakes such as: putting eva for iva (13. 147 25, 102. 55,

131. 120, 62) or inversely (111, 76); evam for ekam (123, 171)

;

eta for eka (25, 197); hrta for hata (20, 226. 75, 95) or in-

versely (84, 8); apeks for upeks (17, 12) or inversely (70, 17);

apakriya for upakriya (93, 68); ayam for akam (21, 25. 24, 169);

vismrta for vismita (34, 216); gana for guna or inversely (e. g.

45, 368) and the like may be caused partly by inexact reading

of the MSS, partly also by not correcting ordinary clerical errors,

wherever common sense convinces them. The ingenuous avowal of

Br. in the Preface of the First Volume (p. IX) that he nowhere

has put into the text any conjecture not backed by mss. authority,

practically resulted towards preferring occasional abdication of his

intellectual faculties to disregarding a palpable corrupt tradition in

the mss. which he happened to have the use of.

The confusion between b and v and between the different sibi-

lants in his MSS made him now and then take a wrong way Of
the former kind t. 123, 175 and 191 afford good instances;

in both places Br. writes janyavalakam , which should be written

janyabalakam , as is edited , indeed , in D = 'the company of the

bridegroom's friends' (T. II, 602). As to the sibilants, Br. some-

times puts dasa for daga 'fisherman (e.g. 52, 337), veca for vesa.

A remarkable mistake is t. 20, 122 acu ca (Br.) for asta ca (D),

which could be easily made, since sta and su can be very similar

in manuscripts; another t. 101, 13 bisani spelt vicani.

Another source of errors was effected by his singular method of

separating the words and wordcomplexes
, something very proper

to produce errors of any kind. In the 2d and 3
d volumes the

') Henceforward PW denotes the Petropolitan Dictionary, PWK the Petr. Diet. „in

kiirzerer Fassung".
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necessity of transcription added to this other fresh opportunities of

mistakes. In a very great number of places a is printed where a

is meant or ought to be meant, or inversely. See e. g. T. II, 332

n. 1 — appertains to t. 93, 73 — ; PW V, 1468 s. v. tarana,

VI, 833 s. v. vas -\~ a at the end; t. 107, 118 {hanta for hanta),

all cases of a erroneously put for a, — Examples of the inverse

mistake are e. g. 42, 93 rdjdnUim (sic Br.) for rajanitim (T I,

383 understood it rightly); 52, 334 phalahaka for °ka. 62, 182.

71, 191 72. 56; 344. 103, 61, cp. also PW V, 1491 s. v.

dan; VII, 414 s. v cvacurya (t. 89, 57 to be added) and VII,

456 „samyatrika Kathas. 80 , 30 fehlerhaft fiir samyatrika" Even

a few instances occur in the first volume with nagari types: 25,

284 papacarau for papacarau , ib. 203 and 17, 93 (see PWI,
739 s. v asidhard).

Sometimes the aspirate consonant is erroneously put instead of

the non-aspirate one or inversely: 14, 16 {kh for k). 16,46. 74,

210. 101, 186 {dh for d). 19, 65 {kh for /fc). 22, 240 (d for dh,

cp. T, 1 , 185 n., D confirms his emendation). 39, 161 {b for

bh). 46, 199 {viy?ia[h] for viyhna\_h]). 90, 12 {adrcyah for adhrsyah,

cp. T II, 308 note). 110, 14 and 98 {dh for d). A similar kind

of error through transcription is nd for nd 9, 7 {danda instead of

dandd). 9, 9 {Sandilya instead of Candilya). Once, by a similar

inadvertence
,

writing / for d, Br. destroys the pointe of a saying

(t. 54, 92).

Another kind of mistakes consists in wrongly dividing the scriptio

continua of his MSS. At 7, 17 Br. edits the second line thus:

sa ca 'avattrna devi tvetasya 'eva munikanyaka , where he had to

divide sa ca 'avatlrna devltve tasya 'eva. At 13, 23 sahastikapan-

camah , sa is erroneously made part of the compound, D. severs it

from the rest l
) ; the inverse mistake of separating sa , where it

is part of a compound, occurs e. g. 15, 109; in the next cl.

%

tad utsaham is printed instead of tadutsaham. Similar faults are

numerous in Br. T I, 400 note writes „I read with a MS in the

Sanskrit College — bhayade ha murta iva sahase' ; Br. had before

him the same reading but misunderstood his text, dividing it as

follows bhaya-dehdmurta iva sdhase (t. 43, 202), which is devoid

of sense; of a similar nature are T's notes on I, 442 (t. 46, 172),

II, 344 (t. 95, 38 Br.), 398 note 4 (t. 103, 41), 444 note 1

(t. 107, 62) and on p. 406 and 612, T (II, 155) tacitly corrects the

*) Cp. also 88, 31. 122, 70. The adj. sabrahmacarin is 70, 19 and 71, 29 erroneously

into so brahmacarinl
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nonsensical reading of 71 . 27 Br., and elsewhere. Kern corrected

some of these mistakes in his Remarks in the Journal of the Roy.

As. Society of 1868, p. 16S foil. In some cases the wrong analysis

would have been concealed, if the editor had used nagarl types

and in the usual way. Of the kind is t. 45, 399 tattvani wrongly

for tat tvam; t. 50, 124

Devyd 'aham preshitd tvam pralyddishtam ca tayd iava,

whereas the line must be read °presitd tvam praty ddistam ca etc.

;

t. 54, 149

apagyan sa guhham lagnam pacyan na gaJcunani sah,

where the obvious meaning of the context compels to divide pagyann

agahunani, cp. PW VII, 13 s. v. gaJaina with a° ; t. 86, 59 ydvac

garlram are two words, not one compound, we have here an instance

of the turn na param. yavatv. a. = „not only but also",

cp. my Sanskrit Syntax § 480 R. 1
1
). Sometimes Br. was wrong-

in his distribution of two words amalgamated by eventual contraction

of final and initial vowel into a {yd , va, ra). At 94, 97 it is said

of a boy seven years old that even at this age he always took

pleasure in benefiting his fellow-men ; in good Sanskrit this must

be expressed sadd parahite ratah, Br.' s analysis sadd 'aparahile

ratah is against the idiom. Other instances are: 16, 40 (see T's

note at I, 111); 25, 200 (dydntam for ydntam); 73, 77 (see T's

note 2 at II, 195). A similar fault is committed 101, 91 — to

read sthdne khah; Br.'s 'sthdne is impossible, since this should

be connected with the preceding words, khalu would become the

first word of the sentence.

In sundry cases Br.'s erroneous distinction of the scrip tio continua

deceived Tawney. I adduce some instances.

T. 24, 24 king Paropakarin tells his queen that he is troubled

with anxiety about a suitable marriage for their daughter Kanakarekha.

The poet makes him use this elegant turn of phrase, that she is

growing up together with his care thereabout: vardhamdna sahai-

vaitatsamdnodvdhacintaya j esd Kanakarekha me hrdayam, devi

,

bddhate. Br. destroyed the savour of the expression, as he edited

vardhamdnd 'asahd 'eva
,
'etatsamdnodvahamitayd etc. , a nonsensical

phrase, which prevented T from catching the intention of Somadeva.

Tar. 46, 147 and 148 contain a theory about dreams. They

are threefold : one kind of dreams betokens something different

from that what is dreamt; a second kind foretells the very

*) This turn is frequent in Kathas. See 19, 96. 23, 65. 27, 14. 29, 123, 47, 91,

92, 56. 118, 39.
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events which one has seen asleep; a third kind has no

significance at all. In the text the three types are distinguished as

par art ha, y at liar t ha and apart ha. In D the two clokas

run thus .-

svapnac canekadha :
'nyartho yathartho 'partha eva ca

;

yah sadyah sucayaty artham anyarthah so 'bhidhiyate
||

prasannadevatadecarupah svapmo yatharthakah
;

gadhaniibhavacintadikrtam ahur aparthakam
\\

This is plain and interesting. Br. has edited the former cloka in

this corrupted form:

svap?iao ca 'aneka-dhduydrtho
,
yathartho partha eva ca

yah sadyah sucayaty artham dhanydrthah so 'bhidhtyate.

Is it wonder that Tawney was perplexed how to get any sense

out of it? see T I, 441 with note 1.

At 121, 169 Br. finding in his MSS devagareksanaya = „for

contemplating the temple", divided it in this manner devagare

ksanaya, by which T (II, 580) was adduced to translate „took

that wicked ascetic] to the temple for a moment" It suffices to

read the whole passage to understand the awkwardness of the

reading of Br.

A remarkable misunderstanding of Br. disturbs the meaning of

59, 29. He took the first two syllables of the complex mayecvaro-

payogitvat for containing the proper name Maya. Hence T, having

to translate these lines

:

devayam Qastraganjakhyag aaturvedadharah cukah
, (28)

kavih krtsnasu vidyasu kalasii ca vicaksanah

mayecvaropayogitvad ihamto 'dya, grhyatam (29)

rendered them as follows: „King, here is a parrot that knows the

four Vedas, called ^astraganja, a poet skilled in all the sciences

and the graceful arts, and I have brought him here to-day by the

order of king Maya, so receive him" (II, 19). The words I have

italicized in this translation are to be corrected. There is no question

of a king Maya. The Bhilla maiden simply says „I have brought

him here" {maya ihamtah) „ since he is suitable for a lord"

(icvaropayogitvat). In fact, upayogitva does not mean „order", but

signifies the being upayogin i.e. „suitable, lit, of utility", cp. 45,

127 113, 48 (kim canyanupayoginya laksmyd vidyudvilolaya). —
Another instance of a proper name existing only in the idea of

Br., but not really found in Somadeva's poem is Devajnanin 30,

130. Here must be read, as is in D: deva jnaniti; deva is the

voc. , and jnani is the subject to be construed with the pronoun

esah in the preceding line.
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I could fill some pages more with augmenting the list of errors

committed by Br. and corrected in D — in all the instances quoted

D's text is right — but what utility may be obtained from it?

What I have stated suffices, I believe, to prove that the task which

Brockhaus took, on his shoulders was inadequate to his abilities,

owing for a great deal, certainly, to the disfavour of the time he

lived in, when Sanskrit studies encompassed a very limited area

and could be neither broad nor deep. Durgaprasad's edition, there

can be no question about, has superseded nowadays the European

text of the Kathasaritsagara, and has become oar sole standard

edition, to be consulted and quoted up to that future day, when

a critical edition in the true sense of these words will have been

published.

§ 3.

The question may arise, why I have allowed in the foregoing

so much room to expatiating on more or less evident mistakes and

faults in an obsolete edition, which has been replaced by a much

better one, in which the said errors are set right. I did so firstly,

because the necessity of putting aside a text which for some decads

of years had enjoyed a great authority among the Sanskritists and

was much consulted by them
,
required a somewhat extensive account

of argument. Secondly, it might be of some use to remind editors

of the ubiquity of clerical errors in manuscripts, the emendation

of which in cases of evidence must not be checked by the for-

tuitous circumstance that the faultless reading is not found in any

of the mss. at the disposal of the editor; certain permutations of

aksaras owing to palaeographical similarity or to likeness of pronun-

ciation dya and yha; ma, ya, pa, sa; ca and sa; r and ri; u and

va; ca and va etc. etc. are so common that a critical editor is

not onlv qualified, but even obliged to bring them into account

as a sort of tare when establishing the net weight and the value

of the readings with which he happens to meet in a gross form

in his manuscripts.

The third and, I dare say, the chief reason that moved me was

this. The Petropolitan Dictionary is very much indebted to the

Kathasaritsagara. Boehtlingk took care to profit of the lexicographical

materials laid up in that important text, edited by a competent

scholar at a time when the number of Sanskrit works in editions

of European scholars was comparatively small. The imperfections

of Br., which fully came to light by the publication of D, have
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left their traces in the Dictionary Though Boethlingk ofttimes

detected and corrected mistakes of Br. — vide e.g. supra p. 71.

72. 73 and infra p. 77 80. 84 — it was something impossible for

his perspicacity to be misled nowhere. I think it will be of some

profit to make up a list of corrections in PVV and PWK chiefly

owing to the new light cast on the Kathasaritsagara by D's edition.

In doing Avhich I follow the alphabetical order.

List of corrections to be made in PW and PWK.

amcavatara = °tarana occurs 22, 1 D The reading* of Br. °vatara°

implies a metrical blunder.

ativahya 18, 106 is to be cancelled and ativaha to be put in its

place. D has nicativahayogya 'proper to pass the night'

animitta 121, 181 'evil omen', a meaning omitted by mistake.

ariikini 47, 42 ; dele the asterisk in PWK.
anunayana the axa^ iipvt^hov t. 14, 89 does not exist. D has

antinathana (from nath nathate 'to beseech') which must be

substituted for it. From anu ~\- ni the nomen actionis ought

to be anunayana, not °nayana.

anupattrilm 71, 111 'etwa Brief PW VII, 1694. The word

seems to take its origin from a blunder of Br. D reads the

last pada of that cloka haste dattvanuyatrikan 'having given

an escort in his hand' Likewise

anupatinl 73, 410 is to be cancelled. D has prakrtir anuyayinlh.

anuposana 48, 101 has been forgotten.

anvesa with the meaning of 'investigator, inquirer' is to be added

from 123, 310 D (= 309 Br.). Br. has anvestum, but D's

reading anvesan is preferable. T (II, 609) was perplexed by

the infin.

apayantranam adv., a new word, 104, 34 D. Br. has aniyantranam.

The asterisk before asra with the meaning 'blood' may be put

away; D and the India Off. MSS read so at 114, 88, Br.

reads asrg
0

Cp. T II, 543 note 1.

asvasthyam is the reading of D in the two places 101, 89 and

117, 90. whereas Br. reads asvasthyam (see PW V, s. v.).

ap -\- prati desid. : PW" V, 1108 „taerben um (ein Madchen) tvat-

svamyartham pratipsa tarn" This unaccountable signification

of the desid. of prati -\~ ap is false. Br. did not understand

the passage. D reads the line in question : etadartham tvam

ahutas tvatsvamyartham pr a tip sat a (sc. mayo), and is
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evidently right in doing so. The £V. sip, pratlpsati is here

synonymous with ab/dpsati, as might be expected a priori.

ahutavya PW V, 1134 „adj. Jierbeizurufen Kathas. 110, 141 eine

ungrammatische Form" 1) has the regular gerund ahvatavya !

cp. PWK I, 197

As to udghata and upodghata t. 71, 295, I refer to the following

chapter.

uparibhumi subst. 58, 70 not mentioned neither in PW nor in

PWK. The latter mentions only uparibhumi adv.

upasamkhya PW V, 1194 and PWK I, 245, which Boehtlingk

was at a loss how to explain, must be cancelled. For

upasamkhyaih , t. 74, 278 Br., D has upasamkhyam. The

right reading, I think, is upasamkhyam = 'towards the

battle, -the war', an avyaylbhava. T II, 228 has found out

the right explication of this cloka.

umbhita, quoted from t. 51, 180 in PW V, 1200 s. v. ubh, is a

good correction of Boehtlingk; Br. has ratnastambhobhitdbhogam.

The correction is confirmed by D. And not only here, but

also in three places more umbhita has been restored in D,

where Br. had failed to recognize that participle: 49, 4

{stmirmalagunombhitaih , Br. °gunanvitaih); 74, 135 {vidya.

saptaksarombhita , Br. °onmita); 117, 14 {tatra ratnombhita-

stambha
0

, Br. tatra ratnasthitastambha
0

!) It may be rendered

'made up of, 'beset with I think it is indeed, as is com-

monly accepted, akin to the idg. root *vebh, *ubh, the

offspring of which umavabhi is a welcome guest in linguistic

handbooks. Of the Rigveda instances quoted in PW I, s. v.

ubh I hold but one for belonging to this root ubh, viz. RV
4, I, 15; the other two having a quite different meaning —
I, 63, 4 Vrtram. ubhnah 'you killed [or: vexed, or:

oppressed] Vrtra and similarly 4, 19, 4, cp. Sayana on both

passages — must be referred to another root ubh.

ullaghayati 'to heal' Tar. 72, 407 is a new instance to be added

to the two recorded in PW V, 1204 and PWK I, 253.

D and T's Calcutta MS read ullaghayan, see T II, 191

note; in Br. it has been corrupted into ullahghayan. I

found also a good instance in Tantrakhyayika (ed. Hertel)

II, 77

ekaka and ekika. The distribution of these two forms of the fern,

of ekaka, instanced PW V, 1217 from Kathas., is the same

in both Br. and D. Only add t. 73, 196, where D has

ekika, Br ekaka.
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kampra. A new instance of this adj. is t. 52, 49 D kopakam-

prahgammdhikam. This is preferable to kopakampa
0

Br. Cp.

dip?'a infra.

karnin PW II, 127 Cancel the meaning 2. b) „Steuermann,

SchifFsmann Kathas. 25, 68" It rests on the bad reading of

Br. D reads : sadhayisyati catra te
J
istam dvxpantaragacchad-

vanikk arnaparampara. The term karnaparampara = 'oral

tradition, hearsay is well known and recorded in PW, even

from the Kathas.

karmratha 'covered litter' To the few instances registered in PW
and PWK we may add Kathas. 27, 168, where it is found

in both editions, and two more passages met with only in

D — the second of then also in T's MS — : 94, 91 and

120. 1.18; Br. in both cases failing to recognize the word,

has torn it asunder, destroying the sense.

karnejapa, as taught by Panini (3, 2, 13) and recorded in PW
and PWK occurs Kathas. 60, 54 D. The form karnajapa

found in Br. is a monstrum lectionis, and must be cancelled

in PW V, 1258 and in PWK II.

kalana s. v. kalana PW V, 1265. The proposal of Boehtl. to cor-

rect the meaningless reading of t. 100, 57 Br. drca kalataya

giro, etc. is superseded by the right reading of D drcakuli-

taya gira pramadamanth ar arambhaya ,,with eyes troubled

(by agitation) and a voice faltering with joy"

kakacankin 32, 5.2 must be registered in the lexicon as a nick-

name for a superstitious person who sees omens in everything.

kacara PW V, 1275 is also found t. 20, 108 D (Br. katard) and

t. 123, 164 I) (Br. kekard): kacaraksim and kacaralocanah

.

karmana. A good instance of karmana = 'sorcery is t. 26, 198

1) tatra capagyad ekakl sadhitanekakarmanam mahcwratuiain

ekakam. The word is hidden under a corruption apud Br.

karsaka is instanced PW V from t. 62, 20; 23 Br. D has here

karsika; the same form occurs in both editions 61, 7; 9.

kinnarl as name of a musical instrument 37, 64 D, where Br. has

kinnara cp. PW II, 284; to be added in PWK s. v. 3 b).

„Kosala f. Kathas. 56, 415" PW V, 1332 is to be cancelled.

Br. wrongly adopted a vicious reading of one or more of his

MSS. D reads in this stanza (414 of his ed.) jagama Kocalan,

as it ought to be.

kosthastha t. 49, 68 Br. is doubtless a corrupted reading; D reads

kott astham Somakecvaram .

khbayase t. 104, 126 Br. The reading of D is kllbayase, a form,
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not registered in PW nor PWK , but more conform to the

rules of grammar.

ksam caus. PW II, 532 adduces one instance from the Ramayana

for the meaning „etwas geduldig ertragen" Lest one might

acknowledge another instance in Kathas. 39, 236 Br. ksamayasva,

I observe that the line in which this imperative occurs is too

long by one syllable. D reads that line: tataparadham ekam

tvam ksam asva isam krpam kuru and so restores both the

metre and the idiom.

(/alia, a prakritism for ganda, is illustrated by a few instances from

literature in PW V, s.v. Add to them Kathas. 63, 185,

where D idpmocchunagallam is evidently right (Br. has °galam),

cp. xApte s Diet. s.v. and the instance produced from Kavya-

prakaca, a parallel to the Kathas. passage.

graha as a nomen actionis is treated in PW II and PWK II s, v.

under c.) In PW c 3" the meaning „Kampfanstrengung" =
ranodyama is taken from dictionaries, not instanced from

literature. An excellent instance is Kathas. 50, 53 D, where

Brahma urges Indra to cease the hostilities: samdhim kuruta

kirn grahaih „make peace, what have you to do with

endeavours to fight one another?" Br. has here a somewhat

bewildering reading samdhim kuruta vigrahaih (50, 54 Br.).

grahika quoted as aTx^ slpypsvcv from t. 49, 16 Br. in PW II

„hartnackig auf etwas bestehend" D reads here grahika,

likewise an #V. sip.

The interesting word ghanaghana x
) occurs t. 16, 121 D , where

Br. ghanagama is manifestly the bad reading.

ghra -\~ anu, (to kiss) instanced in PW VII, 1403 with one place

in Kathas. (113, 50), must be cancelled. Br. s text is here

corrupted by a misreading; D pitroh padciv anvdhyaya 'honouring

his father-and-mother's feet'

cavi, cavl PW II, 983 „a kind of pepper." The instance adduced

there from Kathas. 6. 151 is owing to a mistake of Br. and

must be cancelled. Instead of the nonsensical Carvavarma

cavihastah D has vihastah Carvavarma ca; vihasta — „ perplexed,

at a loss" (PWK VI, 140 s.v. 1 ' d)
2
). Other instances in

Somadeva are 90, 48 (vihastata) and the participle vihastita

(104, 98).

cirandU PW V, 1423 quoted from Kathas. 58, 56 and repeated

*) Cp. Album Kern, p. 43.

*) Bohtlingk apud Lanm.\n, Sanskrit Beadcr, p. 52 corrected garvavarma ca vihastah.
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in PWK II, 132 does not exist at all. D reads here cirantlsu,

conformably to the form known by grammarians and lexico-

graphers. We have here the „ Belegstelle" from literature for

ciranti „old spinster" The word, methinks, is a prakritism

and a tadbhava of skrt. cirayantl (vvTspovva), which has got

the special meaning of staying (too) long (at the paternal horrie

,

instead of being transported to the home of a husband)"

cira PW V, 1423. Boehtlingk's suspicion that cira Kathas. 73,

240 (Br. and D) should be corrected into clfl is fully con-

firmed by the parallel passage t. 87, 32, where D and T's

Ms. (see his note 2 at II, 205) agree in reading ciricitkara

against cira Br. At 73, 240 the same must be corrected by

conjecture.

chatva 62, 213 Br. is obscure. Some villagers, it is told, took a

buffallo belonging to a certain man and nitva vatatale chatva

vate vyapadya bhahsitah [viz. mahisas taih\ Instead of this

out-of-place absolutive D reads bhillaih. The villagers were

Bhils.

Of jhampa and °pa 'jump' (see PWK III, 281) but one instance

is quoted from Kathas. in PW, V s. v. There are two more,

but Br. has them not, since they are hidden under corrupt

readings. The former is t. 103, 8; in D it runs thus:

utp h elur bhallalwiani ciramsi b h uj acalinam

dim dattvordhvajhampani divyastrir iva cumbitum

(,, jumping, as if it were, upward to the sky to kiss the

heavenly maidens") [Br. ittpetur . bhruvacalinam

dattvordhvaja-pdnadivyastrtr (sic, or is here some typothetical

error?). And t. 115, 68 I) has dattaj hampo 'patad bhuvi

(cp. T II, 517 n. 4).

damara t. 100, 44 Br. (see PW, V s. v.) is a bad reading. D has

jaya tandavadambaramarda Transport this quotation to dambara,

cp. 107, 5.

°daghna 'reaching to' Add to the few instances from literature

mentioned PW, III s. v., Kathas. 101, 291 D gulphadaghn-

occhaladdhtdau (Br. gulphalagno
0
) ,

cp. T II, 381 n. 2.

daridryo t. 49, 210 Br. is a misprint for daridro (49. 208 D),

cp. T I, 469, n. Happily PW does not record the vitiated

word.

dipra, taught by Panini 3, 2, 167 and exemplified by the Kacika

with dipram kastam, occurs five times in the Kathas., once

in t. 25, where it is found in both editions, which place is
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registered in PW III s. v , and four times in the latter part

of the poem, where it stands only in D, not in Br.: t. 101,

28. 106, 61; 182. 110, 14 (Br. everywhere changed, it

seems, dlpra into dtp fa).

durjana, as adj. PW, V 1500. Its fem. is met with t. 39, 226;

Br. reads rajnih. durjanah (acc. pi.), but D durjanth.

duhsarpa 'eine bose Schlange' quoted from t. 99, 46 in PW, V
1505 is a misreading. Br. divided the words of the line

wrongly. In D 99, 46 c and d run thus: tat te pntya vacmi

yat tat kurusva / / tvam me b and huh, sarpa damc/irtihartci

„therefore perform what I tell you moved by friendship ! you

are my relative, you who have relieved me from the distress

caused by the bite of the serpent" T's (II, 361) translation

is accordingly to be rectified.

dhar -\~ sam -j- vi, causative 'to suspend (a punishment)' Kathas.

27, 31 lacks in PW and PWK.
dhartidhirudha, rightly interpreted by Boehtlingk (PW, III s. v.)

notwithstanding Br.'s mistake in t. 6, 62, also occurs

t. 84, 9.

dharmika with the special meaning of „pious-, religious man,

devotee" to be instanced with Kathas. 66, 8 foil.

Bhrtatala is registered = Vetala in PW, V s. v from Kathas. 89,

115. D has here Vetalah instead of Dhrtatalah.

dhya -\- pra -\- ni PW, III and V s. v. The instance quoted V,

1529 from Kathas. 101, 155 is false; D has: atha sa prani-

dkayaitam abraclt. The other instance taken from the

Bhagavatapurana must likewise be wrong; pranidadliyau is a

miswritten or misread praiiidadhau.

nak$atramala — 'string of (27) pearls PW gives but one instance

from literature of this meaning. It is met with in Kathas.

four times: 91, 31. 94, 62. 100, 1 (with a double meaning).

118, 164.

narmada adj. 'jesting' is wholly out of place Kathas. 56, 365 Br.,

whence it has been instanced PW, IV 64. In D (56, 364)

DamayantT says more conformably to the situation: tat tada-

nayane yuhtir manmata kriyatam iyam (,, the contri-

vance which I have approved").

namaganaha 61, 252 D „a would-be astrologer, an astrologer

nominally, not really" This »tt. sip. is to be added to the two

other examples of compounds of this type : namanau and

namayajna. Br. failed to see that namaganakah 1. 1. is one

word, he wrongly divided nama ganakah.

Verhand. Ron. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N° 5. 6
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nivasaka = nivasa 28, 141 Br. and D is wanting in the Dictionary.

nvrahgi 'veil' A new instance of this rare and deci-word is 71,

167 D tarn Kamalakara wpayeme s anlr angim „K. wed-

ded her, who had veiled her face" D explains the word

in a foot-note mukhacchadanavastram 7iiranglty negate. Br.

it/payeme sa gaurangim l
).

padapa = 'shoe' is recorded in PW, V But also the masc. padapa

occurs in this meaning Kathas. 67, 97 (both Br. and D);

this is wanting in PW and PWK.
pasanda. The fern. °l occurs 61, 290 Br. (cp. PWK III, s. v.);

D reads pakhanda for pasandi.

jrinjarika (name of some musical instrument) registered in PW V,

1600 from t. 65, 75; 78 Br., is written pinjaraka in D.

prasthanika , not prasthanika , as in Br.'s ed., *is indeed found t.

31, 38 D, cp. PW IV, s. v. prasthanika. I think, krta-

prasthanika means after performing the auspicious rite con-

nected with the undertaking of a journey", cp. the passages

from Ramayana and Raghuvamca quoted in PW 1.1. and the

word mahgalika infra. Tawney (I, 278) translates as if it

simply meant 'setting out'

prestha. To the few instances of this superl. may be added t. 104,

45 D (purram pr est hay a, Br. piirvaprttaya).

l.phal
-f~

tft in PWK, III s. v. The meaning 'to bounce up'

instanced there with a passage of the Balaramayana , is also

met with Kathas. 108, 132 D haro mitagater vak^asy

h' tp halan gvasatah krudha. Br. hat iitphiillah, an evident

corruption , of course.

baliraja t. 95, 4 means, I suppose, 'tributary king"' Cp. the note

on this cloka in Chapt. II.

bandhavl PW V, 1647 and PWK, IV s. v 2) must be cancelled.

The sole instance given of it, Kathas. 121, 243 Br., is not

confirmed by I) Instead of bhartrbandhavyai it has bhartr-

bandhavyan [mrgam etc., the abl. of the abstract noun

bandhavya , not the dative of an hypothetical bandhavi.

bha 'to please' is not found in PW, in PWK s. v it is recorded

and exemplified with one instance from Boehtlingk's Chresth. 2

227, 8 [= (Kac.'s) schol. on Panini 2, 3, 2] bubhuhitam na

prati bhati kimcit, and Boehtl. doubts, whether pratibhati

should not rather be taken for one word. He did not mind

Kathas. 24, 142 bhati c. gen. : esa bhaty asya na va

') T. II, 162 translates accordingly „married that fair-hued maid."
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'whether this man pleases him or not' Bhati c. gen. , there-

fore, = rocati c. gen.

mada with the meaning 'musk' [= mrgamada] is registered with an

asterisk in PWK (V, 12 s. v. k). It is met with in Kathas.

t. S2, 33, but lies hidden under a corruption in Br. In D
this cloka is edited thus: yeyam cnkhandakarpurakdlaguru-

mado ttamaih j krtaprasadhana etc.

mahataila is not „kostbares Oel", as it has been rendered in PW
and PWK, but 'human fat' See Tawnev I, 306 n. and his

translation of t. 73, 306 and 99, 4; cp. also mahamamsa.

mahgalika. To the one instance of meaning 2) registered in PWK,
V s. v. this may be added Kathas. 115, 156. D has doubtless

the right reading Cakrah Caciracita m any a ii ha h pratasthe,

Br. °mahgalalmh

.

mantrika ,,fehlerhaft fiir mantrika'' PW and PWK s. v. Likewise

Kathas. 121, 42 Br. mantrikah is corrected in D : m an triko

diptamantro 'pi etc.

yuddhaka = yuddha PW, VI s. v. and PWK, V s. v. must be can-

celled. The sole place, where it is found, is Kathas. 49, 71

Br. King Mahasena, while besieging some vassal (kottastha

,

cp. supra, p. 79 s. v. kosthasthd) is himself besieged by

Vikramacakti. Being thus obstructed, he says to his excellent

minister Gunacarman

:

ekam rudd/wa sthitah santo ruddhah smo 'fiyena eatrund;

tad idanim aparyaptah katham yudhydmahe dvayoh?

= „While we are occupied in besieging one enemy we are

besieged by another, so now how we are to fight with two

enemies, as we are unequal in force?" (T I, 462) and asks

this question more:

ayudd/te yuddkake virah sthdsydmag ca kiyacciram ?

What may this mean? Strictly speaking, ayuddhe yuddhake,

even if the latter word should be = yuddhe, is here nonsen-

sical, and T's translation „ without fighting a battle" is very

forced. But D has ayuddhe ruddhake virah etc., that solves

the riddle. Buddhaka = 'enclosure' or rather „the state of

being enclosed, besieged" Transl. „how long, being brave

men, are we to be kept shut in, without fighting?"

rathanganaman. Boehtlingk's correction (PW, VI s. v.) of Kathas.

104, 112 is confirmed by D. The same error of Br. against

the genuine reading of D is also met with t. 55. 116.

l.ras PW, VI s. v. The instance quoted Kathas. 108, 106 is

false. Not rasat (Br.) but lasat (D) is the right reading. The
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compound in full is raJdaliptalasatkhadyalatajihvah; the sword

red with blood is compared to a tongue. Cp. T II, 455,

n. 1.

rajyalilayita, an &r. sip. registered in PW, VI s. v as occurring

Kathas. 43, 59 and repeated in PWK, represents the reading

of Br. only; D has rajno lilayitam.

Of rista (n.) = 'distress, calamity', registered in PW, VI s. v 1.

ris 3), a certain instance is Kathas. 115. 54 D. The 4th

pada of this cloka tanvan ristam svarvasinam iva „ preparing

calamity, as if it were, to the celestials" represents doubtless

the genuine text, Br.'s tanvann islam is a corruption thereof,

T is at a loss how to explain it, see his n. 1 on II, 517

— The variance t. 116, 4 lany aristaifi (D)
,

tany anistcmi

(Br.) is more doubtful. At 119, 160 both editions have

anistacankinah

.

ruh
-J
- ati ~\~ " PW, VI s. v. Atyarudha „exorbitant" is the

right reading Kathas. 61, 251 (D), not anyarudha Br., which

is void of sense in that context.

luth -j- nis. With respect to the caus. PW and PWK omit to

mention the meaning £

to demolish, to overturn [a building]'

Kathas. 76, 30 Br. and D, and 121, 180 D. in the latter

place Br. has erroneously put into the text nirlocya tad

(T II, 580 „take this into consideration and") instead of

nirlothya tad 'demolish this (temple) and [level it with the

earth]'

1. vaca PW VI, 820. The meaning 2) ,,imter Jmds Befehlen stehend,

unterthan, abhangig" is, among other instances, exemplified

with Kathas. 81, 102. But D has sapuraham vace tava

[not vaca, as Br.] agreeably to the usual idiom.

vidarana PW VI, 1056. The meaning sub 3) d ,,das Abweisen

,

Zuriickweisen" instanced with Kathas. 26, 63. is based on

the wrong reading of this cloka in Br. The right one is

edited in D :

trna vidyadharams tarns tan varan uddicato baliun

pitur v i d h aranam hrtva kanyaivadyapy aham sthita
||

T.'s translation (I, 223) „Por this reason, though my father

has recommended to me many Viclyadhara suitors, I have

rejected them all and remained unmarried up to this day"

is accordingly in want of a slight modification. She does

not say, she rejected the suitors, but she checked {obstructed,

stopped) her father in his design. This is the meaning of

vidharayati. To the instances thereof quoted in PW, add
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Avadanacataka 1, 223. 15 bhagavan rajamarge nyatamena

brahnanena. vidharita iti. — Brockhaus must have written

vidaranam by some mistake of the kind as is pointed out,

vwpra p. 72.

vidhura substantive = sapatnt (Kathas. 39, 55) is not mentioned

in PWK.
vicvatra is exemplified in PW s. v. with but two instances, one

from the Rgvedasamhita and one from the classic Sanskrit.

This place is Kathas. 20, 187 Br. , but D has sarvatra. An
exact account of the evidence to be obtained from manuscripts

is much wanted here . but it is missing

!

vairatya. Boehtlingk, PW s. v., understood that this £V. sip. in

1;. 60, 145 Br. is a corruption and conjectured vairaktyam eti

'becomes estranged.' D has vairitvam eti, which is doubtless

he genuine reading.

cabalA. PW s. v. establishes the meaning 1. c.) „entstellt, verandert"

and quotes several instances from the Bhagavata pur an a.

kathas. 54, 235 D is a new instance : kamamohapravrttanam

cabala dharmavasana = „in the mind of those abandoned

;o the intoxication of love the idea of duty and religion is

listorted" Br. has capala instead of cabala, a bad reading

which disfigures the purport of the sentence.

sam -j~ ut. The partic. samucchista = „ritually impure" iscis -f

1. cue

brsotten in PW VII s. v. 3. cis.

causative 4) PW s. v. The meaning „reinigen" is exemplified

with one instance: Kathas. 19, 84. But D has not acocayat but

ago d hayat {dusitam trnatoyadi pratiyogair acodhayaf), which

:.s preferable for this reason that codhayati 'purifies is confor-

mable to cudhyati 'is pure', but not so cocayati with this

meaning to cocati. For this reason, I think, Varamihira
iTogayatra 7, 14 (Ind. Studien XV, 168) cocayet is also

;o be corrected into codhayet; cp. PWK s.v. cue.

cesya PW VI, 299 „bei Seite zu lassen, fernerer Beachtung nicht

werth" is instanced with but one case: Kathas. 74, 213,

where this meaning is forced. T. II, 225 translates „(to be)

only worthy of neglect", which lies still farther off. In fact,

;he gerundive of cis is not at its place in the passage quoted,

iind 1) has instead of it sv alp ah = „very insignificant"

Br.'s cesya is certainly corrupt and must be cancelled in the

'. Dictionary.

samjlvana. The quotation Kathas. 101, 188 in PW VII s.v. 4 a)

:.s to be put aside. Since there is no question there of
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„ resuscitation", but simply of „life" opposite to „death", D's

reading sa jiv auapramayayoh, etc. is the right one, not

Br. samjlvana

samnyasa with the meaning of agreement" 'Uebereinkunft', PW
VII, 654 s.v. 4) and PWK VII, 46 s.v. 5) does not exist

at all. The sole instance of it, the quotation Kathas. 4, 36

Br. is corrupt. Instead of Jcrtasamnyasa , D has hrtas amdha
sa; it is samdha . not samnyasa that means 'Uebereinkunft'

saptaha n. 'Heptad' The quotation Kathas. 43. 13 in PW VII

s. v. should rather be omitted. D has the good reading mastaha

instead of saptaha (Br.) and reads accordingly the line in this

manner: viveca easya saiwarnapuramas tahacobhinah
/ abhyan-

taram etc. = „he entered within it [viz. that palace] which

possessed the greatest beauty of the Golden Town."

sabhajayati 'to render homage (to)' is instanced in PW with Kathas.

62, 8. It occurs also Kathas. 46, 25 D tatah s ab h ajayann

anyan etc., where Br. falsely reads tatah sa bhdjayann, for

the pronoun sah is already present in the same sentence.

Likewise Br. disregarded sabhajana in Kathas. 45, 365 sabha-

ianaya ca pragvat Prahladasya sabham yayau; he reads sa

bhojanaya '— to take his meals (T, I, 431)' destroying

thereby the meaning of that passage, as Somadeva intended

to say that „he went to the hall of P to pay his respect."

sawpadat t. 45, 366 must be a false form, as Boehtlingk sup-

posed already PW, VII s. v. The Babu Syama Charan s con-

jecture sammadat, mentioned by T, I, 431 n. and recorded

PWK VII, 68 is certainly right. Somadeva uses the word

sammada (joy) oftener than should be inferred from the few

quotations of it from Kathas. in PW s. v. It occurs also

19, 64 D carada dattasammadah (Br. °sampadali); 26, 287

sammadamaylm dacam (both edit.); 104, 51 D datta-

sammadah, cp. T II, 414, n. 2; 108, 121, too, D has

bheje Jcamapi sammadam against Br. kamapi sampadam.

sahayyaka quoted PW s.v. from Kathas. 17, 18 and 55, 208 is

spelt in both places sahayaka in D Yet, cp. PWK s. v.

suhita 'satiated' To the scanty instances from classical Sanskrit,

quoted in PW s. v. may be added Kathas. 66, 35. Kern s

opinion (Journ. R. Asiat. Soc. 1.1.) that suhhitasya (Br.) ought

to be corrected into suhitasya is fully confirmed by U, where

the line runs thus

:

adhyasya him ca dhanena sit h i tasyacanena him.

Suhhita for suhita is likewise written Avadanacataka I,
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189, 7, cp. the Index of my edition, s. v At Jat. I, 266,

14 we have an instance of suhita in Pali.

suti 'Niederkunft' = „ child-birth" The quotation Kathas. 64, 5

must be cancelled. 1) reads sutakante, not sutikale, the

rsading of Br. The woman goes to the river to bathe at

tie end of the srdaka, the impurity caused by child-birth,

verily not at the time of her delivery (svtikala) \

slitrapltani Jcr and car s. v. sutra 2) 'Messchnur' PW and PWK.
The signification could be better delineated. T I, 95 n. 3

translates 'to test', likewise I, 197, where he renders Kathas.

iA>, 93. The expression answers, indeed, almost to Latin

'periculum facere'

sphurj -j- mm is to be added in PW and PAYK. The partic. of the

present act. of this verb is met with t. 96, 12 D: tatah

tsvajana s a m sp h u rj a davamanahatatmanam etc. Br. has tatah

6 vajanajasphurjad
0

svaraj Kathas. 96, 3 must be cancelled in PW s. v. The right

reading is nayare cv ar ah (D); svaraj as a simple appellative

is uncommon, and, even if it were not so. it would be less

proper in that context.

svantcvant. I think, this air. sip. in t. 37, 25 (in both editions)

is genuine (cp. the notes of D and T. I, 336 n. 1) and take

it for a synonym of svanta = manas or hrdaya.

//aha 1, 'wehe!' (PW VII s.v.) Kathas. 28, 24 D haha against

3r. ha ha.

§ 4.

Ths possession of a better edition affords also the advantage of

getting rid of some grammatical singularities in the text of the

Kath^saritsagara, about which formerly it was more or less uncer-

tain how to account for. They mostly concern verbal forms
and ?, few syntactical blunders.

D is as constant in exhibiting abravam as Br. in the barbarism

abnwwi, cp. Kern, Journ. R. As. Soc. 1.1., p. 169. D is not so

correct in the case of e negligently put for ai in verbal forms from

the root i, e. g. 37, 81, where the yaksini says to Niccayadatta

aham yami nijam sthanam aisyami [— redibo] ca nicayame; both

editions esyami against the obvious meaning. Likewise 43, 266.

86, 34 etc.; 62, 71 to correct aimy aham for the edited emy

aham

,

Tar. 16, 72 Br. has labheyam, but D labheya the middle voice,
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as usual. In the same way the uncommon active of ji -j- para t.

72, 67 Br. is not found in D; it has vade pardjay e taitam (Br.
vade parajayed etam). Boehtlingk s correction pravigyate t 45, 247
(PW VI s.v. vig+prd) is confirmed by D. — B/ianjami t. 62,
142 is corrupt, D has bhajami, cp. T II, 73 n. 2.

The present of vr (to choose, to adhere) according to the 5
th

class
is met with t. 66, 109 Br. sattvahmam na vrnvate griyah-
D ornate according to the 9 th

class. Both forms are grammati-
cally good.

The ungrammatical aorist dprasta 29. 62 Br. disappears in D,
whose reading tarn aprs t a Svayamprabham (a bahuvrihi) is doubtless
right. On the other hand D restores in two places the aorist of
vig (37, 197 upaviksan; 38, 102 praviksat), where Br. has imper-
fects which disturb the metre; cp. t. 42, 156.

In 1868 Kern (1.1. p. 176) had already intimated that graddhatah
t. 103, 93 Br. is a monstrum lectionis and should be corrected
into graddadlmh. So, indeed, is edited in D. The other monstrum
uktavantyau t. 124, 20 is also limited to Br.; D has uktavatyau.
Nor is Itrsan or dhrsan (t. 53, 130 Br.) found in D — the line
in question is edited there as follows: tac chrutvaiva ca so 'vadtd
dlirsto (rejoiced) Vlravaro dvijaL — And t. 124, 192

: where
Br. produces an absolutive anura/jya (sic) = 'having propitiated'
(see PW VI, 232 s.v. raj + anu , caus. 2), D has the right reading
anuranjya- likewise D corrects the vicious arajyata t. 86. 109 of
Br., it reads tatMranjyata sa rajna. — Another vicious form
is the infinitive musitum, t. 98, 15 Br. (not mentioned in PW),
instead of it D has, of course, mo si turn. Kern in his paper men-
tioned above corrected also yunjatyah t. 106, 24; both editions
have the faulty yunjantyah.

Mamathuh t. 46, 220 Br. is a legitimate various reading of
mamanthuh I). Perhaps also drdhayati 46, 10 Br. of dradhayaii
(D); in Prabodhacandrodaya V, stanza 28 Brockhaiis like-

wise edited drdhayati, whereas the Nirnayasagara eel. of 1898 of
that drama (p. 189, st. 22) reads dradhayati, also Jivananda
Vidyasagara's ed. of 1874.

Has Somadeva used the liberty granted to epic poetry of omit-
ting the augment? According to Br.'s edition, one "would be
inclined that he availed himself of that license, but sparingly.

The few cases, however, of its being wanting are checked by the
veto of D 1

).

*) T. 43, 244 D has abhinandala, but here (Br.) abhinananda is preferable.
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In part of them one of the forms is nearer to the original Paicaci.

Prom a syntactical point of view it may be observed that

D now and then restores enam and the like in such cases as where

etam etc. found in Br. are less correct or inversely, e.g. 42, 177

D so 'py enam [Br. etani] agraMt . but 45, 36 S D Sumundlkam

caitam [Br. ca "enam]. At. t, 49, 183 D and 50, 195 D both

editions have wrongly etam for enam.

Tar. 118, 100 Br. yUyam prayatam Patalam „do you march to

Patala!
1

'; D reads yucum prayatam. The connection of the plural

of the pronoun-subject with the dual of the imperative-predicate

is apparently due to some oversight of Br. The same must be said

of 20, 152 na 'evam vadih Br., in D we find maivam vadih, as

must be expected a priori and cp. the similar passage 103, 47

Nor can I anyhow believe that Br. found in his manuscripts that

which is edited 42, 58 darabhyam for darebhyo (D), such a dual

being unheard of.

The rare instance of an accusativus cum infinitivo t. 20, 172

Br. crantah kamapi rajanam s n a t u m tatra dadarca ca , which I

have quoted in my Sanskrit Syntax p. 307, n. 3, falls away; D
reads snantam , the participle wanted here

!

The 1 pers. of the imperative katham pibani t. 61, 238 Br.,

though good in itself, had become uncommon in Somacleva's days.

It is not met, with in D, which has katham pibami. Here and in

the preceding case it is impossible to guess, how far Br. went in

his modification of the text he found in his manuscripts.

Tar. 45, 400 Br. contains a modus irrealis expressed by a con-

ditional in the apodosis and an aorist(!) in the protasis, as follows:

bhas?nakarisy ad asmatkrodhagnis tvam agham vyadhas tac bet

= „The fire of my wrath would have reduced thee to ashes, if

thou hadst committed that sin" Yet it is not Somadeva, but Br.

who is liable to that syntactical sin; D reads — and manifestly,

he is right — agham vyadhasyac cet.

Here are some other cases of syntactical irregularities put away:

1. In t. 84, the tenth Vetala-tale , cl. 44 relates that „a certain

thief saw Madanasena, and rushing upon her, seized her by

the hem of her garment" (T. II, 280). The words I have italicized

render Br.'s kenapi rurudhe vasanancalat. Instead of that abl. , which is

hard to be accounted for , D has the locative vasanancale conformably

to the use, cp. my Sanskrit Syntax § 139 d. — 2. The structure

of the sentence t. 58, 41 Br. prag eva mama nadistam kim deve-

nadhunapi tat is clumsy; in D its elegance is restored, since yat

takes the place of tat. — 3. The singular vartate and the inter-
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Compare

Br. 50, 160 canuranjayat, with D(50- 159) canvaranjayat

„ 51, 209 atiuahayat, „ D atyavaliayat

„ 57, 135 nibadhyata
, „ D nyabadhyata

„ G5, 180 pulinany avalokayat, ,, D pulinani vyalohayat

„ 71, 51 pravegayat , „ D pravegayat

„ 96, 16 avalambayam
, ,, 1) udalambayata , a prefe-

rable reading also for this reason that ullambayaty atmanam — not

aval. — is the typical expression for committing suicide by sus-

pending one's self.

Br. 72, 39 arcayat, but D arcayat. Nevertheless, D ordinarily

agrees with Br. in the absence of the augment in the case of a verb

commencing by a followed by two consonants. It is especially wanting

in the impfts arpayat and samarpayat at the end of the 2
d

or 4th

pada (10, 100. 205. 213; 12, 27 172 l
); 13, 101; 23, 34;

24, 165; 27, 112; 29, 161; 33, 47; 35, 47; 38, 48; 39,

201; 43, 127; 44, 25. 158; 45, 179; 46, 15; 54, 226;

61, 28S; 73, 304; 74, 267; 90, 55
; 102, 133; 105, 28;

117, 117; 119, 27; 121, 232. 233; 123, 102. 124. 344;

124, 121. 197) cp. samarpyata 70, 20; samarpayata 72, 54.

Of the kind are also agnat 42, 68; udasyata
, 121, 52; D has

also abliyasyat 43, 274, but here Br. abliyasyan (participle) seems

to me the better reading. At t. 118, 81 D reads ardayan Mala-

yadhvajah against Br. ardayad.

Somadeva, therefore . seems . to have altogether abstained from

imperfects and aorists without augment (the aor. with ma, of course,

excluded), save this case of a -J- two consonants. In this respect

he contrasts with his rival Ksemendra, who — if we may trust

the printed text — admitted of imperfects without augment rather

freely, e.g. Brhkm. p. 254, 476. p. 413, 21. p. 451, 11.

p. 453, 36. p. 456, 76.

At t. 101, 91 it is D that has the incorrect passive guliyate

,

the right from guliyate is in Br.

Several times there is variance in the two editions in such cases,

where both forms are good. Br. has faayita 21, 28. 22, 202. 64,

161. 77, 36; D everywhere ksapita. The same applies, it seems,

to such orthographies as dahinl — dagini
;
kogilika (D) — kaugilika

;

peta — peda
;

chagala — chagala ; huttam — kuttini
;

picchila —
picchala; baJiula— bahala ; hsuriha— churikct; dhatturaka— dliustu-

raka
;
praghunika—prahunika ; tittibha — tUibha

;
peyusa —pryusa.

*) Bat t. 12, 64 I) has samarpayat against Br. samarpayat.
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punction in t. 118. 121 impair the meaning of the context apud

,

Br., who erroneously joins vartate with praptakalah ; this word is

an adjective qualifying darasamgraliah. This is plain in D :

vijitah catravah, putra, yuvanau bhratarau yuvam,

svadlnna rajakanyac ca, maya tac ca gavesitah

v ar tan te
.
praptakalas tat kriyatam darasamgraliah. —

4. The use of a dual of the neuter gender pavitrite , t. 123, 185

Br., to express the common predicate of the two subjects puram

Tataliputram and Decatah pita is singular, and D's reading

pavitritas. tad ayaid etc. must be considered the right one. Op. t.

121, 218. — 5. The interpunction of t. 105, 37, as edited in

Br., is proper to lead astray the reader: yatha yatha vicinvano, na

tarn prapa tatha tatha. I, at least, troubled myself to account for

that partic. of the present vicinvanah with the function of a verb

finite, but afterwards, when I read the same passage over in the

non-interpunged edition of D , it was immediately clear to me, that

Br. ought to have interpunged yatha yatha vicinvano na tarn prapa,

tatha tatha j tern tesu pradecesu so 'b/iramat. Verily, it is better

to edit Sanskrit texts with nagarl types and little interpunction

than in transcription and with Occidental fulness of stops , semi-

colons, signs of exclamation and interrogation, etc. These signs

are better dispensed with.

§ 5.

Durgaprasad and his collaborator were better Sanskritists than

Brockhaus; they availed themselves of his editio princeps ; moreover

they had the good chance of having in their possession an excel-

lent manuscript not known to their predecessor. So they could carry

out an edition of the Kathasaritsagara , in many respects superior

to that of the European scholar. I have stated above that never-

theless their work cannot be called a critical edition, nor

has it the pretension of making this claim. Inaccuracies and bad

readings are not wanting in that better text, too. Now and then,

Br.'s text is even preferable. This is chiefly the consequence of

typographical errors and misprintings, easily recognizable as such

and less adapted to misleading than the errors and mistakes of Br.

Another drawback for Hindoo editors is the right division of the

words according to the standard of European and American use,

something unfamiliar to minds accustomed to the scriptio continua.

Errors in this respect are not wanting neither, but they are easy

to be detected. The first edition of D contained a cuddhapattram
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with a great number of corrections, yet not complete; this list is

not added to the 2
d

edition — my copy is from 1903 — but

the editors have, of course, corrected their text accordingly The

accuracy in revising it was, however, not so great as to forbid

new typographical errors to make their appearance: e.g. 42, 172

jagama D 1 and Br.
,
jagada (quite nonsensically) D 2

;
— 45, 39S

na ca tasgeccha vitatha I)
1 and Br., na ca tasgecc/tami . tatlia (sic)

D 2
;
— 54, 32 udb/ii/td

0 D 1 and Br., tadbhuta
0 D 2

;
— 04, 101

panamattd D 1 and Br.
,
panavatta (nonsense) D 2 Upon the whole

the amount of such inaccuracies and misprints is not too great for

a text edited in India by Indian scholars, and such cases as 62,

72 higadhah
, 71, 255 lisagogarnavottirnati instead of krtvadhah

and vipragogariiavottlr ii aii , where the oversight of the error of the

typographer who put one wrong aksara for the right one, destroys

the understanding of the whole sentence, are comparatively rare *).

Another face of the shortcomings of the learned pandits, measured

by the standard applied to Western scholarship, however laudable

their work may be from a vernacular point of view, shows itself

in the following. The editors have taken Br. s text for the base

of their edition. This was the most natural course to be followed;

even if they had not explicitly named Br. together with the two

manuscripts as the three pustakani which were the sources of their

text, we would consider it a matter of course that they made the

„editio princeps" the groundwork of their own performances. I

suppose, they will have marked their corrections and modifications

in some copy of Br. Yet in doing this useful work they could

have been a little more careful. Now and then it is likely some

faults of Br. have passed over in their edition, by want of accu-

racy, not because the same faults are in their manuscripts. In the

beginning of t. 71 Mrgahkadatta rescues a Qabara king from

drowning in the river. The grateful prince offers him his friendship

and assistance, and invites him as his guest:

tat prasadam kurusvaihi grlian blirtgasga te prablio

„So do me the favour, my lord, of coming to my palace, since

I am your slave" (T. II, 154). It is clear, that blirtgasga te must

be read. Both editions, however, have blirtgasga me. The mistake

of Br. remained unchanged by inadvertence of D. Other instances

are: 21, 96 Br. and D bheje 'param crigam, though it is evident

that bheje param griga?n is meant; 73, 396 baddlwa Br. and D.

*) Cp. also 105, 8 D paradaragrham a nonsensical reading for °graham. Tar. 34, 96

Br. tarn is doubtless preferable to D su.
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for vadhva cp. T II 212 „with his wife"; 25, 216 tasmanniqi for

tasyam nigi; 63, 175 foil, prakrta for prakrta. In this respect, the

2
d

edition is somewhat better: 31, 1 D 1 with B has the ungram-

matical participle Imrvanti, D 2 kurvati; 48, 5 D 1 with B the

barbarism bhidanti, D 2 bhindanti.

It would be useless to deal longer or fuller with this subject.

Even if I succeeded in drawing a complete list of all those cases

where D's readings are inferior to those of Br., the profit would

be small. Taking all in all, D is the standard edition nowadays

and ought to keep this worth up to that future time, when the

text of the Kathasaritsagara, critically revised in the strict sense

of the word, and with help of all manuscripts available duly selected

and classified, will lay before us.



CHAPTER II.

List of passages, the text of which has been

improved in d.

After expounding in the preceding chapter the progress obtained

for the understanding of our text by the edition of D, we will

now proceed to make up a list of the more important cases

of improved readings, not yet mentioned in the foregoing. Sometimes

the meaning of the text is greatly modified by them, sometimes

the bearing of the change is less, but I have avoided from noticing

such corrections — and they
,

too, are numerous — as are of no

consequence for the understanding.

1, 42 D tacca tatsanicayayaiva with a meaning more appro-

priate than that of the text of Br. ; also the metre

is improved. Cp. T I, 3 n.

61 D moksyate, the 3
d person is indispensable, as Qarvam

does not address Malyavant ; Br. moksyase will not

do here.

5, 11 D pancablur militaih kirn y aj jagatiha net sadhyate,

doubtless right, Mm na being, as usual, = sarvam

api; Br. Myat.

133 D cakacinam 'eater of vegetables', instead of Br. gaka-

sanam, unmeaning. T already detected the fault, cp.

his translation I, 31, n. 2.

6, 20 I) g an avataro jato 'yam Gunadhyah, where Br. guna-

vataro etc. ; hence T translates „this child is an incar-

nation of virtue", what ought to be „an incarnation

of one of his Ganas." Another instance of confoun-

ding guna and gana is at 45, 368. In D the similar

mistake has been made 114, 70; Br. has here the

right reading.

32 In the pleasant story of the merchant Musaka it is

related that he was born after his father's death and that

this mother, having lost her property by the wickedness

of his relations, educated him in poverty. From lack of
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money to pay a teacher, she persuades some teacher to

give him some instruction by way of charity. Here B.'s

reading (which has also passed into Lanman s Reader

p. 40): upadliyayam athabhyarthya taya kimcana dlnaya

is not satisfactory; what may here be the use of kimcana?

The good reading is of course (D) tay ahimc any a-

(Mnaya, 'she, deserving compassion because of her poverty

{ahimcanydj

86 Instead of Br. ity evam uddece, which T could not

render properly, D has ity evam taddege.

150 T translates well: „and the king for his part was

comforted", but this is not expressed by Br. s castah,

but by the text as constituted in D rajapy ubhayatah

siddhim matv acv as to babh Jioa salt

.

In other passages, too, Br. has failed with respect to

the verb cvas : 25, 201 I) and T samacvasya (Br.

samacvasya); 33, 173 D vigvasya (Br. wrongly vigvasya);

106, 100 D and T krtacvasa (B krtd 'dcd).

7, 5 Carvavarman narrates to his king his journey to

Karttikeya s shrine in order to obtain the helji of that

god to fulfil his extraordinary promise. When, being

near Ids aim, he fell senseless on the ground, exhausted

by austerities and fatigue, some affable man, so he said,

had comforted him and taken awav his huno-er and thirst.

The words 1 have put in italics are so corrupt in the

original text of Br. , that T could not find out their

meaning. 1) gives them in their genuine shape, editing

tato 'dhvani manakc hese jate ' when there was (still)

little remaining of the way'

79 It must not be read with Br. putro me presitah kvapi

(T „my son has been sent away somewhere"), but with

D prositah 'my son is abroad somewhere'

84 D samuts arya preferable to Br. samntpatya.

10, 12 QrT gratifies her worshipper Kalanemi with the promise

that he shall become wealthy and obtain a son who

shall rule a kingdom, yet himself shall be put to death

in an ignominious manner, because thou hast offered

flesh in the fire with impure motives." T has translated

so from Br. kutam agnau tvaya yasmad amisam kalusalmana.

The offering of flesh looks somewhat strange in this place,

as the preceding clokas mention only libations {homas)

offered to the goddess of Fortune. The right reading is
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found in D yasmlid a m a r s a kalusatmana 'because thou

hast offered libations with a mind troubled by anger.'

47 D jigaya suits better the structure of the period than

Br. jitya ca.

11, 6 Br.'s reading eka VasavadattakJiya kanya kamayate

param (T ,,the maiden named V alone has a liking for

me") purports an impossibility. At this point of the tale

Udayana, who speaks these words, either did not know
Vasavadatta at all or only by name. Moreover, the tale

itself makes her fall in love with U. a long time there-

after and in consequence of a contrivance of U. The

right reading is in D: eka VasavadattakJiya kanyaka
cruyate param etc. = there is but one maiden, they

say (that suits me as a wife)"

52 What may be the meaning of the last word of the

line sa tarn praty abravld evam manmathajnaniivandini (Br.)?

Since, there must be expressed by that phrase that Afiga-

ravatl spoke so . moved by love towards Candamahasena

,

D's reading manmatJiajnanvv ar tint is of course, to be

adopted.

12, 49 ff. Yaugandharayana associates himself with the brahmara-

ksasa Yogecvara, who 'chose him as his friend, as is rightly

said in D mitrabhavaya vrtavan abhyetya, whereas

B, confounding the aksaras dh and v — see supra,

p. 70 — has dJirtavan tipetya. Thanks to a charm taught

to him by that friend, Y. altered his shape changing

himself into a deformed, hunchbacked old man with

the appearance of a madman; vnmattavecah in Br. must

be of course °vesah l
) ; the words that follow in Br.

kl/alv attahasyasamjananah (cl. 51) cannot be genuine,

for attahasya does not simply mean 'laughter' and is

wholly out of place here. From D it appears that he was

bald, too, khalvato hasyasamjananah. In cl. 52 D
has siranaddhaprthudaram for B's ciranadd/iam pr°

64 D vinatatitrlniyojitan. rajne smai sa s am arpayat:

Br. has here °yocitan (typographical error?) and 'smai

samam arpayat.

14, 46 In the tale of the clever deformed child this boy says

to his father: ,,'Papa, I have two papas' So the boy

said every day, and his father suspecting that his wife

') oega is the ordinary orthography of this word in Br.
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had a paramour, would not even touch her." This the

child spoke „with suppressed voice", as Tawney translates

Br.'s ardhavistaya gira = £mit leiser Stimme' in his

German translation. This suppressed voice, though not

contrary to the situation, can never be meant by the

quoted words of the text; ardhavista signifies 'occupied—

,

possessed for the half D has the appropriate expression

avispastaya gira, 'with his inarticulate voice', as he was

a little child.

15, 57 D bhavema vyabhicarinah
,
preferable to Br. bliavet sa

vyabhicarini.

16, 46 D avasaram dadith more in conformity with the idiom

than Br. dadhih.

91 According to Br., Vasavadatta accompanied the army

incognito „ ascending a comfortable carriage sent by

Padmavatl, with its great horses also put at her disposal

by her (T)." As she is said to have got a carriage, it

was not necessary to add that she obtained it with its

horses. Somadeva, indeed, does not narrate so; instead of

tanmahaturagaih (Br.) we find in D tanm ah attar akaih,

attendants of rank and high personages were put at her

disposal, besides the carriage.

121 When the celestial voice has testified with roaring

sound to the innocence of Vasavadatta, all bystanders

are astonished and rejoiced like peacocks hearing the

pleasant sound of thunder. In this likeness the epithet

udyatkarah 'with uplifted hands
1

of Br. is less appro-

priate than D's reading utkandharaq ca suciram etc.,

for uplifting the neck towards the celestial apparition does

apply as well to the king's attendance as to the peacocks.

17, 19 In the myth of Pururavas and UrvacI it is told how
Indra after vanquishing the demons made a great feast.

This utsavah is characterized in Br. by the epithet

pravrttasarvavadhusarthah (T. „a feast, at which all the

nymphs of the heaven displayed their skill", Geldner Ved.

Studien I, 257 „ein Eest, an welchem die Himmels-

madchen theilnahmen"). Better D pranrtta 'where the

Apsarasas executed their dances' Cp. supra, p. 70.

32 King Udayana by his narration of the adventures of

UrvacI had abashed a little his wife Vasavadatta suspect-

ing a disguised reproval of her own conduct. Yaugan-

dharayana, in order to dispel that thought from her

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5. 7
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mind and to appease her, begins to narrate some other

story about a wife who loved her husband most sincerely.

This is said in clear and plain words in D:

tarn drstva yuktyupalabdham rajna devlm vilaksitam

athapy ay ayitum bliupam aha Yaugandharayanah
||

Br. has here tatlia 'apy apayitmn, which cannot mean
f

to make him feel in his turn' [T] („um ihn auch etwas

empfmden zu lassen" Brockhaus' own transl.) and is

obviously nonsensical.

73 foil. The merchant Dharmagupta, knowing that his daughter

Somaprabha must not be given in marriage, concealed

her; yet a young merchant, Guhacandra beheld her on

the occasion of the spring- festival and no sooner had

he got sight of her, than sa manobhavavallyeva sadyo

hrdayalagnaya / taya mumurccheva (Br.), which in T's trans-

lation is rendered: „she clung like a creeper of love round

his heart, so that he was, as it were, faint" This sin-

gular image we happily get rid of, finding in D's text

that he fainted because his heart was hit, as it were,

manobliavab hallyeva, that is 'by Amor's arrow'

The enamoured youth having informed his parents of

his love by the mouth of a friend, his father Guhasena

went to Dharmagupta to ask his daughter in marriage

for his son. This demand is followed by a refusal, but

the pretext of madness of the girl, which Dh. gives in

Br.'s text, cl. 76, kanya 'arthato me mudlia 'iti (T „the

fact is, my daughter is out of her mind") is not suffi-

ciently in accordance with the rest of the tale. In D the

father answers kanya kuto me mudheti \— mudha -\~ iti\

„I have no daughter at all, fool!" In fact, Dh. , after

the birth of that extraordinary and heavenly being,

had given out abroad that she was dead (mrteti Myapi-

tam baldh cl. 70).

128 Afterwards, Somaprabha having become Guhacandra s

wife on condition that she never should share his bed,

the husband endeavours to excite her love by degrees,

in order that he may enjoy the pleasure of a conjugal

life. He feigns to prepare himself to call upon a certain

hetaera and so rouses her jealousy. Looking at him

askance with wrinkled brows she says:

hum jnatam etadartho 'yam vesas; tatra ca ma sma gah!

kim taya? mam upehi tvam; aliam Id tava geJiinl.
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According to Br. , she speaks these words vidarya vamena

karena , a phrase I cannot understand; its translation

('zog ihn an der linken Hand herbei', T 'lifting up her

veil with her left hand') is effected by hermeneutical tours

de force. D restores the genuine text reading nivarya

etc. 'retaining him with her left hand'

133 A small mistake disfigures the morale de la fable as

exposed by the great Yaugandharayana. Instead of yoga
0

there is to be read with D y ag apradanadisukrtaih

cubhakarmanam . tisthanti grhinipade. There is here

no room for yoga, but the good works, the reward

of which are such excellent heavenly wives, consist of

sacrifices, acts of charity and the like.

18, 24 In Br. the splendid beauty of the royal palace is com-

pared to that of the sea at moonrise or of a lotuspond

pravate („in windy weather" T). D has prabhate 'at

daybreak', and this Somadeva surely must have meant.

46 foil. In the description of the golden throne dug up for

Udayana by the peasants, which is a foretoken of his

future domination , there are three errors in Br. , one of

which has been corrected by T (darcayat for °yan),

another by Boehtlingk {mati for sati, see Petr. Diet.

VII, 569 s. v. sati). Both corrections make part of D's

text; moreover the first compound is there arunama-

nig rav akiranaprasaraih , Br

.

0
grama

0

53 King Udayana exhorted by his first minister to seat

himself on the golden throne , with these words : etat

kulakramayatam mahasimhasanam tvaya
jyat praptam tat

samaruhya devalamkriyatam iti, declines on account that

such a high place behoves only one who has performed

the digvijaya. The king's answer is made up of the cl.

53 and 54. Yet the former of them has such a shape

in Br. , that the translator must add the former line to

Yaugandharayana's speech and assign only the second

part of the cloka to the king. Br. reads

:

vijitya prthvim arudha yatra te prapitamaliah

tatra jitva digah sarvah kamam arohatah prathah.

In D
,
however, the cloka has this fashion

:

vijitya prthvim arudha yatra me prapiiamahah

tatraji tva dicah sarvah ka ma m arohatah prath a

= „That throne which my ancestors mounted after con-

quering the earth, how can I gain glory by ascending

7*
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it before conquering all the regions? etc. Thus speaking

{iiy ucivan narapatir) and so on"

88 Adityasena mounts on horseback; his horse is an excel-

lent runner „that in spirit and fury resembled a torrent" J
),

as T translates (Br.) varacvam darpodgliatananirjliaram.

This somewhat surprising image , where also udgliatana

itself is employed in a strange manner, to say nothing

more, disappears in D. The horse is simply described there

as darpody adg harm anirjharam 2
), that is literally sweat-

ing [gharmanirjlara = sveda] from (ardour and) pride"

136 This cloka is a variation on the ohx uyotSh TroXvzoipizy^.

Br. s text disagrees here in two points with D ; it has

in pada b buddhi, but D vrddhi, and in pada d two

words vibhinnam bahunayakam that make up a compound

in D. The reading of the latter is:

varam M daivayattaikavr dd hi sthanam anayakam

na tu viplutasarvartham vibhinn aba hunayakam

„better, indeed, is a state without a ruler so that their

prosperity merely depends on Fate , than one with many

discordant rulers, which entails the scattering of all their

wealth" Surely, this is a sentence more suitable to the

situation.

145 Vidusaka has obtained the promise of the brahinans,

his cohabitants, that they should recognise him as their

chief and lord after he would have well performed a

certain difficult enterprise. 'If you do this', so they speak

in T's translation
,
'you shall be our lord , we make this

agreement.' This translation expresses their declaration

otherwise than the text , which it is supposed to render.

They did not say „we make this agreement" but „wre

consider ourselves bound by this word", evam krte tvam

asmakam svami niyama esa nah (cl. 144). By itself the

difference is extremely slight, but it seemed worth notic-

ing to me because in the next cloka a word for

'agreement' being wanted, Br. has niyama that may be

= 'obligation, bond' but can never mean 'agreement'

commonly expressed by samaya. The whole cloka in Br.

runs as follows

:

ity eva khya'pya niyamam praptayam rajanau ca tan

amantrya vipran prayayau cmacanam sa VidUsakah.

x

) T I, 129 adds this note: 'More literally, a torrent of pride and kicking.'
2

) In D s
"yaddharma"\ a typothetical error.
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In it, besides niyamam, the absolutive khyapya is gramma-

tically incorrect. D again removes the difficulties, reading

ityev a/chy apya a am ay am etc.; cp. 142 samaye ca

vayam sthitah and 139 samayam vo dadamy aliam.

267 Princess Duhkhalabdhika had been given in marriage

to the king of Kacchapa, bat as the husband entered

at night the private apartments of his newly married

wife he died immediately. The same disaster occurred

anew at her second wedlock, „and wThen through fear

of the same fate other kings did not wish to marry her,

the king gave this order to his general — 'You must

bring a man in turn from every single house in the

country so that one shall be supplied every day, and he

must be a Brahman or a Kshatriya. And after you have

brought the man, you must cause him to enter by night

into the apartment of my daughter; let us see how many
will perish in this way, and how long it will go on.

Whoever escapes shall afterwards become her husband'

The last sentence is T's (I, 138) translation of cl. 267 a,

as edited in Br.

:

yas tarisyaii paccac ca so 'sya bharta bhavisyati,

here pacccit (afterwards) is superfluous with the future

bhavisyati. In D the line reads much better thus:

utta risyati yap catra so 'sya bharta bhavisyati

'who survives in this (trial) shall become her husband.'

280 Vidusaka offers himself to that dangerous adventure.

While he was staying in the apartment of the princess,

he saw the Kaksasa, that caused the death of the former

bridegrooms who had perished there, opening the door

and stretching his hand through the entrance into the

room. So according to D apa vr ta/capata/cam ayantam

ai/csata. The reading of Br. apavrtta/cavata/cam is

evidently a corruption thereof.

374 Br. kastagatavi snehat, T (I, 143) renders this thus:

„to him who though affection had endured the utmost",

hesitating, as it were, between accepting /casta
0
or 7castha°

as the necessary correction of the unmeaning /casta
0

From D it appears that the genuine reading is kastha-

g at a snehat, a compound regarding not the love of

Vidusaka but of Bhadra. ,,At hearing this, her affection

came to its highest pitch." Cp. Kumarasambhava 3, 35.

19, 64 For dattasampadah (Br.), a doubtless corruption, D
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has dattasammadah 'much rejoiced', a better reading than

that mentioned bv T, °sambhavah. At 104, 51 Br. has

the same fault; here, too, D and two of T's MSS read

°sammadah. As to sammada, cp. 26, 287 46, 366.

7 0 This cloka describes the impression made on the mind

of the spectators by the march of the victorious army of

Udayana by means of the simile that the clouds of dust

raised by it concealed the brightness of the sun." This

is rightly said in D itlva taccamurenur arkatejas tirodadhe.

Br.'s text itiva tac ca bhurenuh etc. (sic) is unmeaning.

96 na param Muralanam sa sehe murdhasu no?matim

/carair alianyamanesu yavat kantakucesv api.

So D. In Br. hanta being severed from hucesu is conside-

red a word by itself, which caused T to misunderstand

the meaning of the whole phrase 1
). There is no men-

tion at all of tributes (hard) or other exaction by which

the Muralas „were completely beaten down", but of their

womankind. 'Not only', says the poet, 'he did not allow

the Muralas to keep their heads high, he abated also

the elevation of their women's breasts beaten down by

their own hands (in mourning over their killed relatives)'

107 When Udayana set out to conquer the Northern region,

he marched, says Somadeva, to the quarter made lovely

by the smile of Kubera: Kailasaliasasubhayam Ream abhi-

sasara sah. In Br.'s text this line is preceded by the words

Kuberatilaham Alaham anyacamsinim
,
manifestly epithets

of the Northern quarter. Yet Alaka is Kubera's city , it

is not synonymous with Kubera s quarter, and how to

explain ahgacamsinlm ? D substituting one aksara (sa for

ma) dispels this perplexity. It has : tatah Kuberatilaham

Alakasaiigagamsinim etc.

20, 137 The terrible aspect of the witch KalaratrT is qualified

by several epithets, among them nayanananavatolka. From

D we learn that is should be
0
vantolha „ casting forth

flames out of her eyes and mouth"

219 Yaugandharayana applying to king Brahmadatta the

story he has told says to Udayana:

tasmat tava sa rajendra jitvapy acaratah cubham

Brahmadatto vihurvita yadi, h any as tvam eva tarn.

So D. The apodosis in Br. is lianyeta sa 'eva tat (sic).

*) Brockhaus himself tacitly omitted the difficult line in his translation.
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21 , 60 The merchant Vasudatta bestowed so much wealth on

his son-in-law, a king's son, that his pride on account

of his father's splendour vanished. This is the meaning

of the cloka as found in D , whose second line is

agalad bahumano sya yatha svapitrvaibhave,

evidently preferable to B acalad etc.

140 „Narada said that you should obtain a son by propi-

tiating Qiva" (T I, 172). This is the purport of the

line in Br.

Giricaradhana>)i prapyaputram te Narado 'bhyadhat.

Here the reader tacitly corrects Giricaradhanaprapyam

putram, and this is found indeed in D.

22, 38 Jlmutavahana
,
having got the permission of his father

Jlmutaketu, besought his wishing-tree to display its won-

derful power only to the benefit of others, in order that

poverty should cease to be in the world. Accordingly „the

wishing-tree showered much gold on the earth, and all

the people rejoiced (T)" The glory of that fact and the

attachment of the people to Jlmutavahana and his father

filled the kinsmen of that prince with envy and hatred.

They became hostile to Jlmutaketu, „they thought it

would be easy to conquer that place, which possessed

the excellent wishing-tree that was employed for bestowing

gifts, on account of its not being strong (T)." If I

rightly understand, the last clause must mean that they

held the seat of the royal power for having lost its strength,

since the wishing-tree instead of serving as an instrument

for upholding the reigning dynasty had been assigned to

different aims. But if Somadeva intended to say so, why
should he not state it explicitly? He is not accustomed

to an obscure stvle. The fact is that Br.'s text, which

T had to follow, has here a reading hard to explain;

for what may be the meaning of yuktaspadam in dano-

payuktasatkalpavrksayiiktaspadam? D has mukta instead

of yukta. So the purport of the whole cloka

danopayuktasatkalpavrksa mukta spada?n ca tat

menire nisprabhavatvaj jetum sukaram eva ca

becomes plain. 'They thought it would be easy to conquer

that (kingdom, rajyam in cl. 37), as it had lost its strength

on account of the change ofplace of the excellent wishing-

tree now employed to bestowing gifts' In pi. 34 it has

been narrated that the wishing-tree, at Jlmutav 's request,
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showered gold on the earth. In order to produce this

effect it is necessary that the kalpavrksa must have lifted

up itself before from the earth into heaven. That this,

in fact, is presupposed by the narrator of our tale, is

fully demonstrated by comparing the other redaction of

the story of Jimutavahana in the Kathasaritsagara, where

that withdrawal to the celestial sphere is expressly stated,

tar. 90, 27 foil.

135 Instead of bhavan, which from a grammatical point of

view is unimpeachable, but is not admissible, since it is

not idiomatic to use bhavan for san = &v , D has naman.

T's translation (I, 179 i. f.) is accordingly to be corrected

thus : „But he, assuming heavenly garments and ornaments,

<bowed to me and>> thus addressed me."

20G Br. Patale tu pravestavyam na tvaya mandakarina , in

T's translation: „But you must not act so foolishly as to

enter Patala." Better than mandakarina, that necessitates

a somewhat forced interpretation to make something not

too absurd out of it, is D's reading mar da /carina. 'You

must not enter Patala, pursuing your work of destruction',

so Vasuki said to Garuda. Somadeva uses marda = mardana

also 101, 362 and 108, 193.

23, 50 I think we do better to assume with D that Simha-

parakrama made his repudiated wife a grasa ikabhagini

whom he accorded her livelihood and nothing more,

than that she became a gramaika (Br.), in T's trans-

lation „after assigning to that Ralahakari one village only

as her portion." Cp. the punishment inflicted by Canakya

on the two wicked high officials in Mudraraksasa Act III

(p. 135 ed. Bombay) 1
).

24, 22 In Br. s text the sentence cannot be construed, because

there is no verb. D has the genuine reading pitra Kana-

karekheti matrnamna krtatmaja (Br. nrpatmaja) 2
).

100— 104 In the humorous relation of the pious conduct of the

hypocrite devotee Civa D improves Br.'s text unquestio-

nably in three places. At 100 b, where Br. has trisan-

dh/am, a doubtful word both from a grammatical point

of view and from that of the context, D reads:

bliiksatrayam tatah\. cakre trih satyam iva khandacah

') tau. .maya Unkarabhyam avaropya svajlvannmatrenaiva stliupilau.

2

)
Cp. 26, 174 Br. (— 176 D), another instance of perverted construction. D again has

the intact shape of the sentence: kmnad apacyat savasam udyanagahanani mahat.
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'he divided the begged food, three handfuls of rice,

into three parts, just as he broke asunder the truth'

Ql. 102 has in D this shape:

punah sa sarvapapani nijani ganayann iva

japann avartayamasa drain mithyaksamalikam.

And 104c D Iihs sa tatravarjayamasa (Br. sarvatrav
0
).

25, 13 I) has tasmin snanadi krtva (not tasmcit, as Br.) a

manifest correction.

140 Line b of this cloka is not only defective in Br. , but

is also depraved by a false reading which obscures the

meaning. T's translation (I, 211) „like the night adorned

with the rays of the moon , now that the moon itself had

set, its splendour having waned in the dark fortnight,

come to worship the funeral pyre", rests on Br. s

citarcaya. In D all is plain , for instead of citarcaya

('to worship the fun. pyre!') it has citarohaya. The wife

who sits down on the earth near her empaled husband

is duly compared to a night of the dark half of the

month, at the time when the moon has set; both, in

fact, are preparing to ascend the pyre that is to con-

sume their husband, the woman after the death of the

tortured man and Night in the glow of the approa-

ching dawn

:

krsnapaksapariksine gate 'stain rajinipatau

citarohaya tadracmiramyam ratrim ivagatam.

169 ,.Let him therefore" says the queen in T's translation

(I, 213), „be united to him, as a spring-creeper to its

stalk." The image is bad, and contrary to the use of

Indian rhetoric, that always compares the union of hus-

band and wife to the creeper clinging to a tree. In fact,

I) has here, as must be expected , vrksenevartavl lata,

not vrnten , as in Br.

183 D vikrlnano mahamamsam grhyatam iti ghosayan
,

evidently the right reading, Br. has vikrlnite; the present

tense disturbs the structure of the phrase.

204 and 211 On both places the pronoun of the 2
d person has been

ousted in Br. by a false reading. D has in the former,

place aJcarsanaya bhuyas te, where the personal pronoun

is indispensable, whereas Br.° bhuyas tarn with an unne-

cessary demonstrative. In the latter one D reads elm-

tva nnuparaspardhidvitiyanayanam maya.

238 The absolute locative, that describes the dreadfulness of
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the evening-twilight, when the raksasas are roaming

about, has in D this shape different from Br.

:

spJmraddipavalid a n t amala bhasv arab/dsane

jrmbhamane maharaudr e nig an aJctamcarimukhe.

Br.
,
reading in pada a avalldha etc. failed to realize

that here is meant the tooth-like row of flame-lines which

diffuses some light in the fearful time of the commen-

cing night. — By the same oversight Br. perverted 26,

142 avaMdantamalam (adj. bahuvr.) into avalidhatamalam.

Qaktideva is taken off to the temple of Candika to whom
he is destined as a victim. Somadeva draws some outlines

of the figure of that blood-thirsting goddess. „Her belly

was enlarged as if it continually swallowed many lives", her

face is compared to that of Death, but not of Death „ de-

vouring tamala with projecting teeth", as must be inferred

from Br.'s text, but „ whose rows of teeth are adorned with

bells", for so it is in D: khacadc/hantavakdantamalam etc.

26, 20 Br. does injustice to Qaktideva, making him seize the

branch of the fig-tree „in his terror" On the contrary,

the hero was fearless , visadhvasah , as is edited in D instead

of (Br.) 't/ia sadhvasat.

58 D calls the insolent girls who sprinkled the holy her-

mit with water atinirbandhinih , a term more appropriate

to the case , since they did so incessantly and with eager-

ness, than atinirvartiriih (Br.), a strange and obscure

expression in this place.

96 The text of D takes away the difficulty of explaining

etad in tair etannrpateh; it exhibits pada a in this wTay.

tais turn am nrpater agram, doubtless the true reading.

114 The confusion of nirvartate and nivartate in mss. is

common, cp. my observation in W Z., XVI, 112. Here

Br. has na nirvartante erroneously, D as it ought to be,

na nivarlante. Again tar. 44, 107 Br. nivrtte is inver-

sely corrected in D into nirvrtte, likewise S4, 27 and

104, 150 !).

136 Br. (= 138 D). Br.'s tatah disturbs the sense. The sons of

Satyavrata did not say, as T must interpret from the

text of B: „ Brahman, you went with our father to

search here and there for the Golden City etc.", but

this: „At that time you went with our father to search

J

) At the former place D has nirurttodvahamarigala and at the latter nirvartitahamh.
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for the Golden City, and now you come back alone;

how is this?" In D pada b is cinvann Has tad a.

229 Br. (= 231 D) The ascetic Jalapada, having received from

Devadatta the embryo taken out of the womb of the

yaksinl Vidyutprabha, deceived his mate and consumed

the embryo alone, after sending Devadatta away under

some pretext , tat patayitvaiva garbhamdmsatn, the reading

of Br. T. translates „the great ascetic divided the child's

flesh." But it is obvious that D's reading tat pacayit-

vaiva garbhamamsam is preferable. Jalapada cooked the

fetus in the presence of Devadatta, then he caused him

to withdraw that he might enjoy the benefit of eating

that dismal food alone and immediately.

233 Br. (= 235 D) Devadatta lamenting over the foul trick of

Jalapada says among other things, „to whom does not

excessive compliance entail misfortune?" The Sanskrit

original , here translated , is

:

yadi vatyantamrduta na /easya paribhutaye?

To say nothing of the point, whether mrditta 'softness,

mildness may be the equivalent of 'compliance , the

reading of D
yadi vatyantam rjuta na hasya paribhutaye

is doubtless to be preferred. It is not 'excessive compliance'

but 'excessive uprightness' that makes an honest man the

dupe of scoundrels.

259 Br. (= 261 D) In Br. the simile has been made incomprehen-

sible by a bad reading; akrstah satatah cannot be right,

even if satatah is considered to be erroneously put for sa

tatah. D has here

:

akrstah sattvatah Siddheh hegapaca ivayatah.

The embryo drawn out by its neck is compared to the

long hair of Fortune seized by the grasp of courage (sattvatah).

279 Br. (= 281 D) After Qaktideva has become finally a vidyadhara

and has recovered his four wives in the Golden City,

his father-in-law, the king of the vidyadharas, bestows

on him his kingdom. And before abdicating the old king

performs also something else. What this is, is not plain

from the text of Br., where the second half of this malini

strophe has this shape:

api ca krtinam enam Caktidevam svanamna

vyadhita samuditena svesu vidyadharesu.

T translates this: „and he gave the successful hero his
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name by which he was henceforth known among his

Vidyadharas. The fact seems as strange as the Sanskrit

expression of it {Caktidevam svanamna vyadhita). D's text

makes the matter sufficiently clear:

api ca krtinam enam Caktivegam svanamna

vyadhita samucitena svesu vidyadharesu
,

that is: he (the old king) changed the name of his son-

in-law a little by transforming (its latter part) deva into

vega, a common name with his vidyadharas. Names

ending in -vega are frequent among that lofty people.

So Madanavega in tar. BO and foil., Manasavega 34, 106

etc., Padmavega 64, 62 (ib. 58 Br. Padmavega by

mistake, D has Padmavega) , another Madanavega 87, 7

27, 146 In Amaragupta's praise of hunting as an appropriate

and useful pastime of kings , T translates Br. s text: hun-

ting is approved to give them exercise and excitement,

but warlike expeditions are not recommended" (T, 243).

The strange second part of this sentence ought to be

thus corrected: „for kings who have not exercised them-

selves in the way of fighting are disapproved" according

to D yuddhadhv ani na easyante rajano hy akrtagramah.

185 Br. paravat sada, D paravartmana. For any one who

reads the whole story of Karabhaka it must be plain that

it is D that exhibits the good reading. The woman whom
K. has rescued so that she prefers him to her coward

of a husband, prompts him to follow her but „by

another way" than that taken by her husband and his

company, of course. T (I, 245) has endeavoured to elicit

some apposite meaning from Br. s paravat sada („though

I passed for some one unconnected with her"), but that

translation not only omits sada, but its content is less

appropriate to the course of the tale.

196 Br. tatrantah sthitayor nau ca, madhyaline tarn tadaiva sa

mitram me bhratrjayayas tasya vecam [= vesani] akarayat.

The beginning of this cloka is to be accepted
,
according

to the interpunction, as an absolute locative, but what

has the awkward mentioning of midday-time in parenthesi

to do here? Madhyahne is corrupt. 1) reads madhy ad
etam tadaiva sa. In fact not the absolute locative is here

wanted , but sthitayor nau ca are two genitives to be

construed with madhy'^and either significative oftwo couples,

„as the two women and we two [the two brahmans] stayed
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there," or the meaning is „as we two also stayed there."

28. 65 The singular conduct of the yaksinls, the friends of

the apsaras Rambba, who in order to benefit the king,

her lover, fill up his land with heaps of gold by „ trans-

forming themselves into trees" (T I, 250), seems to be

due to a misread vrstair; Br. took it for vrksair. The

yaksinls poured down the gold as rain from heaven, a

well-known Indian rhetorical image.

29, 62 In Br. this cloka is thus edited:

ajarabhajanibhutam tarn aprasta (sic) Svayamprabha.

Svayamprabha takes her leave from Somaprabha. This is,

however, impossible, since it is she who had called upon

Svayamprabha, with her friend Kalingasena. In fact, it is

Kalingasena , who takes leave , as is plain from D

:

ajarabhajanibhutam tarn dprstaSvayamprabham

Kalingasenam aropya yantre etc.

I have connected the two parts of the bahuvrihi which

closes the first line , in D they are by mistake separated

(cp. supra, p. 92). Cp. also supra, p. 8S.

150 Kirtisena, having overheard the conversation of the

RaksasT and her children about king Vasudatta's disease

and the means to cure it, reflects that she may avail

herself of that knowledge and save the life of that king

who deserves it, for „he takes but small duties" from

the merchants. In Br. this deliberation is made obscure

by a fault; in cl. 150 etam evatavvm so ' Ipagulkah prdn-

tasthito vahih the acc. has no verb to rely upon, and

bahih after prdntasthitah is a tautology. Better D :

etam evatavim so ' Ipagul/cah prantasthito 'vati,

= „by the small duties he takes he is a bliss for this

forest-region
. '

'

31 ,
3 Kalingasena tells her friend Somaprabha that her father

wishes to give her in marriage to Prasenajit, who is an

old man, but Udayana, so she says, the kingofVatsa,

is young and handsome, you have told me, „ so first

shew me Pras. , and then take me there, where the king

of Vatsa is" (T I, 276). In the original text katharupe

defies the hermeneutical art; T's rendering by „in the

coarse of conversation" cannot be approved of. D makes

the cloka intelligible, which runs thus:

Vatsegas tu y at ha rupe tvayaiva kathitas tatha

grutimargapravistena hrtam tena yatha manah

,
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„but you have described the beauty of the king of

Vatsa in such a way that — ."

27 and 29 D restores the true reading of two clokas, which are

obscure in Br.'s text. Citralekha has delivered to Animddha
the love-message of Usa, and having excited thereby his

eagerness to see Usa, she takes him up to her, „looking

exactly as he had before appeared in Usha's dream", as

T (I, 277) endeavoured to render B's text:

dddya cdttatadrupam svapndvatdra eva tam

;

yet it is plain that neither of the two compounds

attatadrupam and svapnavatare properly convey the

meaning given to them in the translation. D has adaya

cattatadrup asvapnavr t tan tam eva tam = „ took him ,

having made him know the story of her dream, just as it

was."— Her joy when beholding him is thus described apud

T. 1. 1. „ When Usha beheld that Anir. arrived in bodily form,

resembling the moon , there was a movement in her limbs

resembling the tide of the sea 5 a note at the bottom of

the page informs the reader that „veldtd is evidently cor-

rupt" So indeed it is. Instead of cfrcfTFFT D has ^^TT»TT-

The cloka is very plain in U , where it runs thus

:

sa drstvaivAniruddham tam Usa saksad upagatam

amrtamcum ivambodhiv e I a nangesv avartata

= „when U. beheld A. arrived in bodily form, her

limbs could not contain the emotion within her, as little

as the seatide can do so under the influence of the moon"
Accordingly the hypothetical expedient ofBohtlingk (PW VI,

1375, s. v. vela) falls away. The expression nangesv

avartata to signify an exuberant sudden joy is well-known.

A variation of it occurs t. 110, 112: Kalingasena tam

drstva jamataram athatmajam
j trailohye 'pi na mati sma

svesv angesu tu ha hatha (cp. also supra, p. 66).

35 D anayat param better than B anayet param. T's

translation 'might take up a strange man' is not wholly

inconsistent, but the imperfect tense does better.

32, 56 Br. = 5 5 D is a general sentence
,
incorporated by Bohtlingk

in his ,Jndische Spriiche", who translates it thus : „Wenn
ein Weiser unter vielen Toren gerath, so ist er sicher

verloren, wie eine Wasserrose, die auf den Pfad der

Wellen gerath." This „Pfad der Wellen" answers to

pathas taranganam of the text of Br. T , who rests on
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the same text, has likewise: „A single wise man fallen

among many fools , like a lotus in the path of the waves

,

is sorely overwhelmed." But it is not in the habit of

Sanskrit rhetoric to employ comparisons of such an arid

character, and further the plural pathos cannot be

accounted for. How much better the cloka appears in D:

eko bahunam murkhanam madhye nipatito budhah

padmah pathas taranganam iva viplavate dhruvam.

So we" get a well elaborated simile and, at the same

time, a pun. The one wise man fallen among many fools

is like a lotus fallen on the waves. Either of them viplavate,

the wise man because he comes into distress, the lotus

inasmuch as it floats about on the back of the waves.

Pathas = 'water' is quoted in the Petr. Diet, from our

author twice, 27, 122 and 73, 194; it is also met with

102, 54 and 103, 57.

87 Br. = 86 D is thus rendered: „Whom will not a wicked woman

kill, when won over by another man, like a sword in

an enemy's hand, since enticed by love she commits reckless

crime without being taught" (T I, 285). The last three

words look rather odd in this connection. Yet T rendered

faithfully Br.'s reading aciksitd; D has agahkita „ without

any scruple", doubtless right.

35, 58 A misreading of what he found in his mss., is the

cause, it seems, of kanthakaih put by Brockhaus for

kandukaih. By the vicious reading the pun is lost. D has:

utpatadbhih patadbhig ca hanyamanaih svapanina

ciram mrgaig ca simhaig ca krlditva k andukair iva.

The king killing in the sport of the chase antelopes

and lions makes the impression as if he played with

balls; utpatati denotes the 'rising up' of the wounded

or hunted deer and at the same time the 'jumping' of

the ball; both patanti, the animals, when hit and unable

to arise from the ground, the balls, when coming down.

37, 85 The elegance of the expression is enhanced, if we read

with D rag in stricittam etadrk, where ragin is a vocative.

Br. has ragistricittam.

38, 28 The hetaera Madanamala conjectures that the Rajput

who visits her must be a person of high condition for

the reason given in this cloka, which has in Br. this form:

sd tam kakshydsu sdkuta-nirvranita-hayddikam

grutvd parijanad, matvd pracchannam kamcid uttamam.
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T thought the adj. nirvranita must convey this meaning

,

that the king in disguise by his appearance alone cured

wounded horses and other animals. So he translated the

cloka accordingly (I, 348), adding in a note a parallel

taken from one of the romantic stories about Launcelot.

Yet such cures are wholly out of place in our passage,

which treats of the horses and elephants of a rich hetaera

in the style of Vasantasena (Mrcchakati act. IV) not of

war-horses, and of a king who never is represented as a

possessor of supernatural power. T himself remarks that,

with this acception of the text, sakuta cannot be trans-

lated, but reading sakutam, as he does with one MS,
implies the necessity of construing that adverb with crutva,

something improbable on account of the distance which

separates both words. Now it appears from D that B's

nirvranita is nothing but a misread nirvarnita:

sa tam kaksyasu sakutanirv ar nitahayadikam etc.

T's translation should, therefore, be amended thus : „She

having heard from her attendants that, as he passed

through the zones, he contemplated with interest the

horses and other animals" Now it is indifferent whether

we read sakuta
0

or sakutam.

103 (Br.) sd tasmai veda-samkJiydtdn dadau suvarna-pum-

bhujdn can mean nothing else but 'she gave him the arms

of golden men , which arms are counted (or : enumerated)

in the Veda (or: Vedas)' This purport does not at all

suit the course of the tale. For this reason, to get at

least something intelligible out of it, T translated the

line quoted: ,,she gave him as many arms of the golden

figures as he knew Vedas", and this Somadeva has doubtless

meant, cp. vs. 118. Yet the proper expression is found

in D: veda-samkhy ak an. — Some verses below (106) D
has arajaraksit e ksemam nasmin me kancan e bhavet.

39, 106 It is plain that (D) samghatayati is the true reading,

not (B) samghattayati, the meaning being 'he assembles'

And vs. 118 (D) ksipram seems preferable to (Br), ksemam.

40, 21 Cakra admonishes a brahman who thinks he may acquire

wisdom without learning and study by mere tapas,

that he is wrong striving after something impossible.

Such a wish, says he, is like longing for writing without

letters, painting in the air or horns of a hare. Br. is

here totally corrupt, the first pada rupyam cagavisaiie vci
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defies interpretation, cp. T's note on I, 370. Every

difficulty disappears in D. which has

iy a m cacavisan eccha vyomni va citrakalpana

anaksaro lipinyaso yad vidyadhyayanam vina.

This cloka is found with the selfsame words in Ksemendra's

Brhatkathamanjarl
,
XIV, 342 (p. 496 of the printed

edition). For the rest cp. Bhartrhari Nitic. stanza 4.

34 The words with which Marubhuti, that drunk and

quarrelsome fellow, addresses Gomukha convey a conve-

nient meaning in D, which in Br. has been lost owing

to bad readings. T (I, 371) translates: „There is power

in the speech of G. , but there is no might in the arms

of men like you. A garrulous, quarrelsome, effeminate

person makes heroes blush." This is a good rendering of Br.

balam Gomukha-vdcy eva, na tu bdhvor bhavddricdm;

vdcdlah kalald klivas trapdkrid bdhucdlindm,

but it has a strange purport. A miles gloriosus , like

Marubhuti, never would avow that a garrulous poltroon,

as he takes Gomukha, should make him blush! In D the

pada c is vacalaih kalahah klibaih. Adopting this reading

and dissolving Br.'s compound Gomukhavaci into two

separate words, we get the genuine form of our cloka:

balam Gomukha vacy eva na tu bahvor bhavadrgam.

vacalaih kalahah kllbais trapakrd bahugalinam

„Men like you, G., have only strength in their tongue,

not in their arms. It is blameful for heroes to quarrel

with effeminate braggarts"

53. 54 The physician to whom the old king Vilasacila applies

to make him young again is a cunning fellow ; he pro-

mises to fulfil his wish, but only under this condition

that the king shall remain for eight months in an under-

ground room alone. The ministers, who do not trust the

matter, dissuade the king. „In days of old, they say,

there existed herbs etc. which had the power of rejuve-

nating, but nowadays such a thing is impossible" The

argument with which they assert that opinion is vitiated

in Br. by several corruptions. D restores its true form,

as follows:

adyatve ca crutany eva rasauy etani bhupate

samagryabhavat kurvanti yat pratyuta viparyayam. 53.

tan na yuktam idam; dhurtah kridanty eva hi baligaih.

kim deva samatikrantam agacchati punar vayah? 54.

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5 8
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„But in the present time, 0 king, these elixirs 1
) are

only heard of [= they do not exist in reality], and owing

to the want of proper materials
,
produce the opposite

effect to that which is intended. For this reason, it is

not fit [to do~\ so [as the physician advises] ; for rogues

do in this way make sport with fools, etc." I have

italicized the phrases, which correct T's translation, the

rest is given with his own words.

81 The cunning physician having succeeded in persuading

the king to shut up himself in a subterranean abode,

made king in his place a young man , named Ajara.

But king Ajara shows little gratefulness to the physician,

though he honours him , and avoids to take his advice

about state-affairs. The physician in his uneasiness once

reminds Ajara that it was he who made him king,

whereupon the other answers, 'you are wrong: it is not

you but my praktanam harma that gave me this royal

power' At these words the physician is perplexed and

reflects in this manner, as I literally quote from T's

translation (I, 374): „This man is not to be intimidated

and speaks like a resolute sage. It is better to overawe

that master, the secret of whose character is instability, but

that cannot be done with this man , so I must submit

to him." I do not understand the purport of the words

I have italicized, which seem to be the endeavour to a

faithful translation of Br.'s yad rahasyam tarangatvam , a

clause rather unmeaning, in my opinion. Here, too, D
removes the difficulty The cloka is edited there in

this shape

:

yad rahasy antarangatvam svamisamvananam param

tad api ksamate nasminn. annvartyas tad esa me.

Its purport is quite different. ,,Even the most excellent

means to gain one's master's favour, the possessing a

secret in common is useless with this man ; so I must

submit to him"

42, 166 D tad grhana tvam evaitatkhadgam , nistrimcakarmikam

atyaktajatidharmam mam etenaiva nipataya

(cp. T I, 387, 2) „so take you his sword etc.", mani-

festly a correction of Br.'s text, where nistrimcakarmikam

is quite unmeaning.

*) Perhaps we should correct rasyani [— rasavanti]. T's MS has ramyani (see his

note at I, 372).
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43, 248 This giti stanza in Br. is troublesome, the words

vibhmtam sudagdrhakulenajaladhim cannot be understood.

T was at a loss how to translate them, see his note on

1, 402. All becomes plain in D:
sarve ca <^te^> vibhusitaSudacarha hulena jaladhim akramya

samupahrtdm svapatina vyaktam sodaryamurtim amrtasya

ajaranganacatayidmn ay(dam Criyam ivabhyanandans trim,

= „and they all welcomed her (viz. Karpurika) arrived

with her husband (Naravahanadatta), the ornament of

the illustrious family of the Dacarhas, who had brought

her over sea, as a manifestation of the very sister

of the amrta
,

yea as if she were Qri accompanied

with a hundred of ever young nymphs" The right

acceptation of the epithet vibhusita
0

is secured by the

comparison of 107, 46, cp. PWK VII, 147 s. v.

sudagarhakula. Though Naravahanadatta is a descen-

dant of Arjuna , not of Krsna — see our author 9

,

6 — he is reckoned to belong to the family of the

Dacarhas.

259 Br. vimla-gagandgatdgamana-khedah is rendered by T
(I, 403) „Naravahanadatta], having made his party of

air-travellers forget the fatigues of the journey" The

inelegant agglutination agatagamana disappears in D,

where the compound has this shape vinltagagan ang ana-
gamanakhedah. As to gaganahgana = 'the wide firmament

.

the sky' cp. Apte's Dictionary s. v. angana.

261 Instead of Br. bhuktvd 'uttaram, which is no Sanskrit

at all , to convey the meaning required here „immediately

after (he) had taken food" (T I, 403), D has bhukto-

ttaram, as usual. Cp. 44, 107 73, 15. 114, 51. 121,

2. 123, 52. It is only in the last three places that Br.

has edited the word as it ought to be; 44, 107 we

find again bhuktvd 'uttaram and 73,15 even bhuktetaram.

Cp. also Ksemendra (p. 329) IX, 2, 519. (p. 542)

XVI, 17

44, 65 etat krtva (Br.) is a mere slip of the pen, it seems,

for etac chrutva (D), which is required.

108 Prahasta relates to his master his conversation with

the king of Qrikantha. In Br. his relation begins with

this half-cloka:

deva (Jrikanthaviqaye prabhum samgatavan aham

where the acc. prabhum is a syntactical monstrum, the

8*
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instrum. being wanted. It is plain that U's text, where
that line runs thus

:

deva Crlkanthavisaye prabhr am an gaiavan aham
,

has the right reading, and it is highly probable that

Brockhaus has misunderstood his mss.
;
prabhum samgata

0

and prabhraman gata° may be very like to each other in

the mss. he had at his disposal. T's translation (I, 410)
must accordingly be thus modified: „King, in the
course of my wandering I arrived in the country of

Crikantha."

133 When king Janamejaya of Kaucambi performs the
marriage ceremony of his daughter with prince Suryaprabha,
Br.'s text contains the memorable fact that „he made
such a feast

, that even the realm of Pluto was exclusively

engaged in music and dancing" (T I, 411):
cakre ca vddya-nrittaika-yama-lokam mahotsavam.

What, may be asked, had king Yama to meddle there-

with? Nothing at all, indeed. In D he disappears with
his realm, it is there simply said, that „he made a great
festival to his guests, which entirely consisted of music
and dancing" = cakre ca vadyanrttaikam ay am lo ka-
rri a ho tsavam.

176 D = 177 Br. has koshtham instead of kottam (D). The same
error (in Br.) and correction (of D) 49, 68.

186 D = 187 Br. is thus translated by T (I, 414): „Then Sakala,

inhabited by that fortunate one, appeared glorious, as

if the chiefs of the gods, of the followers of Kuvera

,

and of the snakes had made in it many deposits of much
wealth." If, however, we read with D in pada c: sura-

Dhanada-bhujaga-nagaraih (instead of °bkujanga-varaih),

this arya stanza will contain a more convenient meaning

:

.appeared, by its great wealth and heavy treasures,

as if it were made up of the cities of the Gods, of

Kubera, and of the Snakes, put together" In pada b
(D) bhogina is preferable to (Br.) bhagina.

45, 183 Prince Sunshine (Suryaprabha) is described lying alone,

without any of his many wives, on his couch sleepless.

The reason of his sleeplessness, says the poet, was that
Sleep {Nidra) herself was angry at him „saying to herself,

'what is the use of this unloving man, who leaves his

wives outside?" (T I, 423). The original in Br is:

„nihsnehena kirn eUna sva-priyds tyajatd vahih?"
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iti 'iva nidrd-stri nityasya 'eJcaikasya asya na 'dyayau.

Here the compound nidrd-stri is suspicious, T translates

it 'the goddess of sleep', but nidra ,
being a feminine

noun, does not want the addition of strl for the sake

of personification, and nityasya in connection with the

words following must imply the meaning that Silrya-

prabha slept alone habitually; yet, he did so that night

exceptionally. Much better is the reading of the second

line in D

:

itlva nidra strlnityasy aih asy apy asya nayayau

with this appropriate meaning : „The Sleep-deity {Nidra)

thus (considering) did not come to him who was in the

habit of female company, though he was alone."

207 D confirms the correction made by T on account of

his MS , and moreover restores in pada c the true reading

tava pacyatu caiso 'pi (viz. rupam). See T's note on I, 424.

46, 28 Br. has here drstva instead of distya (D), a not unfre-

quent clerical error.

52 foil. The two rival hosts of the Asuras, who favour Surya-

prabha, and of the Vidyadharas, the followers of Qruta-

carman, are to meet together at the place named Valmlka,

in order to witness the appearance of a sign of future

domination. The laksana of the future Cakravartin over

the realm of the Vidyadharas will there be visible. What
that sign shall be, is not expressed in Br.'s text. In the

sequel (vss. 62—85) it is narrated that this sign shows

itself a quiver, appearing at first in the shape of a ser-

pent. Neither Crutacarman nor any of his men was able

to lay hold of it, but Suryaprabha seized it, and in that

very moment it changed into a priceless quiver. Nowt D
names the quiver already in vs. 52, it has in pada c

tun am instead of turnam (Br.). And in 53 it reads

sainyasamvidMna , whereas Br. has sainye, suvidhina. Both

variants are real emendations, as clearly appears, if we

transcribe the two clokas in full and modify T's trans-

lation accordingly

:

tasyam cotpadyate tatra lahsanam cakravartinah

tun am. Vidyadhara yanti tatkrte catra tarn tithim. (52)

evam Sumeruna prokte sainy as a mv idkin a dinam.

nitva pratar yayus tat te Valmikam sabala rathaih. (53)

(T I, 436) „And on that day there is produced there a sign

to shew the future emperor, a quiver, and for that reason
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the Vidyadharas are going there that day (I, 437) After

Sumeru had spoken thus, they spent that day with the

arrangement of the army, and went on the morrow to

Valmika in chariots with their army " I have italicized

my modifications. As to samvidhi, cp. 115, 8.

159 Br. yd ea 'agamyd hritd judteh Smiitha-tanayd tvayd.

The singular jnateh is strange to express ,,your carrying

off from her relations", as T (I, 441) necessarily trans-

lates; the connection of the tale excludes here the mention

of but one relative. Better is D hrtajnate — 'carried off

stealthily [= hrta -j- a/nate].'

47, 97 The trifling absence of one vowel-sign has perverted

the meaning of the second line of this cloka in Br. A
great and undecisive battle has taken place. The night

lias put an end to it. The wives of Suryaprabha who

have to deplore the loss of relatives fallen in that battle

meet together in the night to console each other. „But

even on that melancholy occasion [ruditavasare] they

indulged in miscellaneous conversation." For, as the poet

adds with a gnomic turn (Br.)

:

strindm na ca ksano yatra na kathasv apardgraydh.

It is not easy to understand the last word. Paragraya

and its negation apara.graya, whether taken as a tatpu-

rusa or as a bahuvrThi, seem to be out of place here,

nor will apara (= other) -\- agraya (resting place, support)

be of use. T, translating the line thus : there is no

occasion on which women are not irrelevant in their talk"

(I, 451), has analysed the compound, it seems, in this

way a -j- para (high[est]) -f- agraya = „resting on [i.e.

treating of] not high [= irrelevant] (matter)" But this

interpretation is forced. The reading of D satisfies better

and gives to the saying of Somadeva its very point.

D has:

strinam na ca ksano yatra na katha svapuracraya;
the meaning of which is, I think, „there is no occasion

on which women would not talk of the chronique scan-

daleuse of their town"

114 It is clear that D pras adhanojjvala is preferable

to Br. prasddena 'ujjvald.

49, 24 Br. dargaydmdsa sac-gdstra-vidyd api sa tatkramdt.

That this verse introduces the episode of Gimacarman,

the gifted minister, displaying his skill at arms, appears
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from the sequel. For this reason there can be no doubt

that D is right reading instead of sacchastravidya —
a strange turn to express 'skill in the nobler studies'

(T I, 460) —- gastr astravidyd = „his skill in hand-

ling both kind of weapons, for striking and throwing"

Similarly at cl. 8 D has the good reading kalacastra-

stravid , where Br. reads kalacastrastravid.

102 foil. I cannot account for kocanibandhadi in vs. 102, the

reading of both D and Br., but there can be no doubt

as to the purport of this word, whether it be corrupted

or incorrupted. But the following clokas (103— 108)

which are quite obscure in Br.
j

recover their proper

meaning in D. T did not know how to translate them

well and adopted Br.'s conjecture that there must be a

gap after 104, cp. the note of Brockhaus on p. 235 of

his edition of „Buch VI, VII, VIII" (Leipzig, 1862).

From D it appears, however, that nothing is wanting.

I write out its text:

tarn ca kosanibandhadi Gaudam karayitum nrpam

(103) visasarja sa dutam svam guptam aptam dvijadhamah.

tarn drstva tatra sudas tarn apto rajanam abhyadhat:

(104) aham te sadhayamy etat karyam, marthaksayam krthah.

ity iiktva bandhayitva tarn sa dutam Gunacarmanah

(105) stido mantrasrutim raksann iliMgad visadayakah.

tanmadhye ca paldyyaiva i.ao nirgatya bandhanat

(106) Gunacarmantikam dutas tadlyah so 'bhyupagamat.

tenadhigatavrttantenoktva sarvam sa darcitah

.(107) sudo mahanase smMkam pravisto Gunacarmane -1

).

tato jnatva sa dhurtena sitpakrd brahmabandhuna

(108) visadanodyatas tena tubhyam avedya ghatitah.

The few corrections in D are important enough to

substitute a clear and consistent account for the confused

and obscure facts, involved in Br. and to dispel the

difficulty mentioned by Brockhaus 1.1. „auch fehlt ein

Moment in der Erzahlung, etc." It is in cl. 104, not

105, that the cook of the Gaucla king is spoken of at

the first time. Queen Acokavati, in her anger against

the faithful minister Gunacarman who had declined her

propositions of love , makes a false report of him to king

Mahasena, her husband
,

telling him this invented story

*) So already proposed by conjecture by T, cp. his note 2 on I, 464.
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of herself: Gunacarman had despatched one of his servants

as a messenger to the Gauda king to make a bargain

for the sake of treason. Thereupon the cook of the Gauda

counselled his lord to commit to himself the work of

killing Mahasena by poison ; so he might reach his aim

without loss of money (marthaksayam krthah 104). The

cook then, after persuading his master and making him

cast into prison Gunacarman's messenger, that the secret

could not transpire (mantrasrutim raksan 105), set out for

UjjayinT to perform his purpose. In the meanwhile the

messenger made his escape from prison, succeeded in

coming back to Gunacarman and told him that which

had happened. Thus informed G., realizing that he could

make no profit by the murder of Mahasena, his master,

overtook the cook in the royal kitchen, in which he had

entered already and „denounced him and so had him

put to death"

The only difficulty that remains is in the first pada

of 106. If the text is genuine, it is l
ly

said that the

messenger ran away and made his escape or even more

literally, made his escape from prison after running away

and 2
ly tanmadhye = „in the meanwhile" Both state-

ments are improbable: the former implies an awkward

mode of expression and a vvrspov Trporspov opposite to the

habits of Sanskrit composition; as to the latter, tanma-

dhye is not synonymous with atrantare and cannot have

another meaning but „in the midst (amid) of it (them)"

I propose to correct the evident corruption by conjecture:

tadr aksacap aly enaiva tato nirgatya bandhanat

— „afterwards (tatah), having made his escape from

prison in consequence of the negligence of his gaoler(s)"

This correction restores the sense and is not inconsistent

with the paleographical account of the origin of the

depravation of the text.

120 D = 121 Br. „For in the beginning wicked women sprang

from Lying Speech" So T (I, 464) translates the line

which in B runs thus

:

dddv asatya-vacandt pdpd idtd hi kustriyah.

The double designation of the wicked women by papah

and by kit- makes us suspect the genuineness of the

transmitted words. D, indeed, has this different wording:

adav asatyavacana?n paccaj jata hi kustriyah
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also PWK, II, s. v. II, c, Br, where the sphere of this

signification is extended.

D 157 = Br. 158 Here, too, D's text is decidedly preferable:

tatraitam ca g h a n ac lesadacanacchadakhandanaih

ty ajayitva canair I a)jam navodhasulabham tatah.

Br. has cmnbandclesha
0

and vydjayitvd, canaih kdntdm

navodhdm su° And in 158 (1)) = 159 (Br) we read

ratam anas v a ditam anyabhyah, for andsdditam.

52, 185 T (I, 503 in fine) „Then Jivadatta .rose up delighted

and praised Durga" Here B has nutdmbikah. If it had

been possible that T knew the reading natambitah (so D),

he would have preferred it, I think, and translated

„— and bowed to Durga" which is more adapted to

the situation. Moreover the use of nuta- in this very

connection, though irreproachable by itself, seems some-

what uncommon.

54, 60 T (I, 528) „ After remaining there for four days thus

occupied" = evam sthitvd 'atra caturo divasdn (Br.). D has

a more elegant turn: evam sthitva tricaturan divasan.
'— for three or four davs

235 The second part of this cloka is a sententious saying

of the poet on the occasion of the capture of some queen

by the king after vanquishing her husband and making

him a prisoner. Her he put into his zenana and she

underwent that change of husbands rather willingly; for,

savs Somadeva,

hamamoliapravrttanam cabala dharmavasana.

So I), Br. has capala, not cabala. I think, D is right,

and translate the sentence in a manner somewhat diffe-

rent from T (I, 536): „in those who act up to their

desires (kama) or their delusion (mo ha) the impressions

of virtue (d h a r m a) are impure [properly : variegated

,

spotted, viz. have lost their white, pure colour]"

230 D evam bahun api ripun r ab h as apravrttdn jayati

is doubtless better than Br. samarapravrttan ; that it is

a victory 'in the front of battle' is expressed by samyu-

yamurdhni in pada d and is not in need of another

tautological expression.

241 In Br. nindya samyitarasdyatdm tathd / nicdm sa ydyan

svayam anyandsakhah etc. the second word is difficult to

analyse without hurting either the grammar or the sense.

T's (1, 537) translation^ therefore, is philologically speaking,
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= „For in the beginning Lying Speech was born,

thereafter wicked women"

227—229 D = 229—231 Br. In four places of these three clokas

D's text greatly improves both the style and the sense.

It has (227) sukham and vaTichasy [as T already

proposed, I, 470 n. 1] instead of svayam and vanchaty

(Br.); (228) tadesa for na dosho (Br.); 231, where Br.

more solito has left out a full word [cp. supra, p. 68],

it fills up the gap, reading tistha<^jhato^>yathecchasi.

Accordingly T's translation (I, 470) is to be modified

in such a manner as I indicate by italicizing my correc-

tions. „And as for your striving for happiness by aban-

doning the body, in this also you are led astray, for in

the next world suicides suffer more severe pains than

here. Therefore, this folly is unbecoming to one so

young and wise as you are-, decide for yourself: you

must certainly do what I tell you. I will have made for

you here a spacious and beautiful subterranean dwelling;

marry Sundari and live at ease in it unknown'

50, 4 T has very well seen that Cavard api (Br.) cannot be

right. The wild Qabaras have nothing to do in this

battle of Asuras and Vidyadharas. He was also right in

supposing, that the arrows are meant, not the wild

forest-tribes. D reads the pada yudhyante sma car a

api „even the arrows (shot by the two hosts) fought

with each other"

54 Brahma counselling Indra to make peace with his foes

ends his speech with the words, rendered by T (I, 474)

thus-. „ These are now favoured by Siva, so it is not

now a time of victory for you, make peace with your

foes" The original concluding line is in Br.

:

tad na 'ayam jaya-kdlo vah, samdhim kuruta vigrahaih.

I do not think, T intended to make a literal rendering

of the last word, which is here quite unmeaning, for

neither „with wars", nor „with bodies" — what other

meaning can vigrahaih purport? — is consistent with

the context. Now, D once more restores the sense. It

has: samdhim kuruta kirn grahaih? = „make peace:

what is the use of fighting?" This meaning of graha is

registered in PW, s. v., II, c, 3" „Kampfanstrengung =
TTJn^PT", but only testified to from dictionaries, cp.
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insufficient; samgitarasagata nica is not adequate to a

„night, which was devoted to the amusement of a concert"

D has, indeed, a different reading ninaya samgltar a sac

ca tarn etc.; „as he was fond of music, he spent that

night etc."

55, 9 Erroneous division of one word into two — murkha

bhdvah instead of murkhabhavah — impairs the under-

standing of Naravahanadatta's reproach of Marabhuti that

he has answered with a joke the claim of his servant,

whose wages he had not paid. T's translation of this line

(I, 537) „what are you thinking about, you fool? Your

intentions are not over-creditable" depends on Br. In D
the line has this form

:

kim evam murkhabhavas te nadhikeyam matis tava.

I take both sentences for interrogations and translate

thus: „Is your stupidity (still) such? Does your wit not

exceed it?"

27 T, rendering this cloka into English, subjoins in a

note (I, 538) „the puns here defy translation." The poet

uses here the rhetorical figure named parisamkhya. In

Br it encompasses three links, but in D there are four.

It is obvious that D's reading

:

yatra bandhah kavigiram citedah pattresv adrcyata

bhango lakesu narlnam sasyasamgrahane khalah.

is preferable to that of Br. [sada instead of chedah).

67 „And then she made me paint a very handsome youth,

slowly tracing out the form on the ground with trem-

bling, nectar-distilling hand, to guide me" (T I, 540).

What is a nectar-distilling hand that traces a form on

the ground? This is hard to understand. From D it

appears that (Br.) pdnina 'amrita-vartind is a false reading.

In D the line runs thus

:

ity uktva vepamanena panina dhr t avartina.

It is not a nectar-distilling, but a pencil-holding hand

that traces the figure of the young man.

79 Roladeva, having excited the curiosity of king Kana-

kavarsa about the princess whose likeness he has painted,

is summoned to show the picture. He obeys and

tato valgulikdntahsthani drstvd patam adarcayat

sa citrakrit tarn citrasthdm rdjno Madanasundarim.

So Br. The painter accordingly „shewed the king Madana-

sundari in a painting" (T I, 540) but the preparatory
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action is here rather obscure. T's translation „Then the

painter looked out a piece of canvass which was in a

bag" endeavours to make the best of it. Especially

drstva is strange in this connection, where one expects

to read that Roladeva drew the painting out of the bag.

Yet D has this very sense, reading:

tato valgulik at as tarn krstva patam adarcayat

„Then the painter drew the piece of canvass from the

bag etc."

175 Kanakavarsa enters the temple of Kumara, which

bears the epithet of „sanctifying temple" (T I, 545) in

Br. (viveca garbhabhavanam tasya devasya pdvakam). For

the last word D has pavakeh. Pavaki is an epithet of

Kumara = Skanda Karttikeya.

216 T's translation (I, 547) of the account how the king

escaped the assault of the furious elephant is right as

far as it expresses that which, ought to be said in Br.

„When the king saw that, he fled by a way full of

holes etc." is not an adequate rendering of tarn drishtva

cvabhra-mdrgeiia sa raja 'updcarat tathd. 1), once more,

presents the right reading raj dp as a rat tatha.

234 Kanakavarsa has regained his wife and returns home,

passing by the possessions of his father-in-law, king

Devacakti. Howt

,
then, is it likely that Somadeva related

his arrival at the residence of Devacakti, in the way as is

related apud T (1 , 548): „ And in a few days he reached the

residence of his father-in-law, a hermitage in the country

of Vidarbha, and after that his wealthy city of Kundina"?

A reigning king does not keep his residence in a hermi-

tage. From D it appears that it is not Somadeva but

some copyist's error that brought in the word acramam,

as is edited in Br.; D has dcritam. Here is the whole

prthvl stanza, in its corrected shape:

avdpa ca sa vasaraih katipayair grliam (pacuram

Vidarbhavisayagritam tad atlia Kundindkhyam puram
|

samr ddhimati tatra ca cvacurasatkrtah kanicid

dinany abhajata sthitim tanayaddrasenayutah
||

Therefore, he did not come at first to „a hermitage" in

Vidarbha and afterwards to Kundina, but it is narrated,

that he reached Kundina, the capital of his father-in-law,

situated in Vidarbha, and stayed there for some days.
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56, 78—80. Br supposes here a gap of two lines (79 b, 80 a

in his edition); probably he was induced to do so by the

beginning of 80 b iti nirbandhaprsta ca. But there is

nothing wanting. D reads atinirbandhaprsta ca. When
the Mothers asked her the first time, she laughed without

giving reason of her laughing {sa jahasa tu nabravlf).

But on their strong instances, she told it them.

57, 12 In the story of the porter who found king Udayana's

bracelet and sold one jewel out of it, a slight correction

in the text and accordingly in T's translation (II, 2) is

to be obtained from D, where the cloka 12 is thus edited:

etac chrutva sa Vatsecas tatranayayati sma tau

bharikam tarn savalayam saratnam vanijam ca tarn.

Udayana summoned the porter to come with the bracelet

and the merchant with the jewel. Br. has savinayam

sadratnavanijam. Likewise cl. 9 D corrects the vicious

reading of Br. sadratnakatakam, reading saratnam
katakam „a bracelet beset with jewels."

1 6 Though the lectionis varietas of this cl. — Br. raksartham,

D ratnartham — does not affect the sense, I greatly

doubt, whether raksartham may have, in good Sanskrit,

the meaning of „for keeping for himself" and for this

reason should prefer the reading of D
58, 98 In the „story of Vajrasara whose wife cut off his nose

and ears" (T II, 14 foil.) the ironical turn of the poet's

words representing the state of mind of the foolish hus-

band whom his passion of sensual love compels to deliver

himself to the rage of his faithless wife is almost lost in

the corrupted form of cl. 98 b in Br. For citto, as is

edited there, D has citram, having the line as follows:

trnasarlkrt a c citram Vajrasaro Manobhuva

„it is a wonder, how a Vajrasara [= who has the

hardness of a diamond] was made by the Love-god to

a trnasara [= who has the hardness of stubble]?" —
Some lines before, cl. 91 a, D reads upavecya for

upavicya (B); rightly, for, when he had entered the dense

wood, he made sit down his wife before speaking to her.

113. 114 In the relation of the prowess of Simhabala fighting

lions and elephants in the wilderness, two variances of

reading are remarkable, since they slightly change the

meaning. According to D, he did not strip the elephant

whom he killed of his jewel (T II, 16) but he made the
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elephant fall down roaring. Instead of muktaratnam (Br.)

D reads muktaratim, cp. 52, 123 where the same adj.

is found, in the same situation, in both editions (cp.

also 70, 94 the partic. aratatsu). And in the comparison

of the bandits overthrown by him with lotusponds

trampled down by an elephant, I) adds the adject, „ fresh"

to the subst. "lotuses"; it reads cl. 114 thus:

ekaki taskaracamur vidalan n av apankajah

mamatharanyavikrantah kari kamalinlr iva.

By this the cloka recovers its genuine form. In Br. 's text

{vidalann iva) the repeated iva is intolerable, and pan-

kajah (acc. fern.!) disturbs the sentence. In D navapankajah

is a bahuvrlhi and the attribute of kamilinih.

139 Samam (Br.) appears from D to be a mistake. In D
the tristubh is edited in its original form

:

tatah sa s amprapya punah svarajyam

aniya bharyam ca pitur grhat tarn etc.

60, 154 D = 155 Br. In the Story of the Lion, the Panther, the

Crow and the Jackal it is related how the attendants of

the wounded lion contrive a plot by which they will

induce the camel to offer himself his own body to the

lion. The crow who is charged with the execution of

the contrivance entices the camel by a false message to

make that offer. This part of the story is introduced by

a cloka which is somewhat different in Br. and in D.

Br. : ity ukte tair, anujndtas tena sihhena vdyasah

vidhdya samvidam, gatvd karabham tarn abhdshata.

D: the first line identical , the second : vadhaya samvidam

krtva karabham etc. We may supersede to demonstrate

that and why D's reading seems to be better Sanskrit.

T's translation (II, 36) should be modified, in accor-

dance with it, in this manner: „When they had said

this, the crow, by the permission of the lion, after

arranging the plot to kill him, addressed that camel with

these words!'

61, 126 The snare in which the antelope Citranga is caught,

is called kalapaca in Br. — in T's translation (II, 52)

„the fatal noose" — but kilapaga in D, which word

is expressive of the kind of trap used, some pin or wedge

being employed.

145 foil. In this passage, which treats of the beautiful wife of

a jealous husband falling in love with a young Bhilla
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with whom she elopes from her house (T II, 53),

Tawney has adopted (cl. 147) the reading palllm from

his MS instead of patnim (Br.). D likewise has paltlm

and these more corrections of Br. s text: cl. 145 marge

saBhillam atavvm agre drstva sa tadbhayat, cl. 14G

dhrsta gayan tatah for drstva („she boldly eloped").

62, 13 and The word avadya 'blameful' has been twice obscured

103 in this taranga in Br., whereas it reappears in U. The

first line of cl. 13:

yoddhavyam tena sakam no gatvd 'avacena catrund (Br.)

has this form in D:

y. t. s. no krtavadyena catruna = „ we must fight

with that enemy who acted blamefully towards us"

T (II, 64) translates „we must go and fight with that

feeble enemy " Neither the idea of weakness nor its expres-

sion here by avaca fit the situation, but krtavadya repre-

sents the very idea wanted and is its proper expression.

Ql. 103 krtavadyasya (Br.) is an obvious misprint for

krtav a dyasya. I do not understand why T (II, 71) has

rendered it by „a hereditary enemy."

63, 108 In T's translation , TI
, 84, begins the famous story

of the Monkey and the Porpoise , which Somadeva nar-

rates at large and with amplifications. With him, the wife

of the porpoise has a confidante by whose intermedium

she makes known to her husband her desire of being

cured with a soup made of the heart of a monkey. The

porpoise reflected: „Alas! how shall I obtain the lotus-

like heart of a monkey? Is it right for me to plot

treachery against the monkey, who is my friend? On
the other hand how else can T cure my wife , whom I

love more than my life?" In this reflection, which I

quote from T, there is nothing inconsistent, but the

words „how else can I cure" do not answer exactly to

the text of Br. sadhya kim athava bliarya, since not Mm
athava, but katham or katham anyatha would be required

to represent that meaning. From D it appears that some-

thing different is said. Instead of sadhya it has sakhya,

and the whole line has accordingly this form, in trans-

cription and adding the punctuation: sakhya kim?

athava bharya pranebhyo 'py adhikapriya — „What

matters me my friend ? It is my wife , forsooth , whom
I love more than my life."
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168 In the odd story of the teacher and his two jealous

pupils (T II, 88) there is a trait which, owing to the

bad reading in Br., is misrepresented. The pupil who
washed and anointed every day the right foot of his

teacher being abroad, the teacher asks his second pupil

who was in charge of his left foot , to wash and anoint

the right one also. That pupil refused, as the right foot

belonged to his rival. When the teacher insisted „then

that pupil, who was the opposite of a good pupil, took

hold of his master's foot in a passion , and exerting great

force, broke it." The words, printed in italics are wrong,

they rest on Br.'s false reading:

tato vipakshah sac-cishydd roshdd dddya tasya tarn

guroh gishyah sa caranam balad gddhdc ca bhagnavdn;

here the awkward and not idiomatic expression vipaksah

sacchisyat to denote 'a bad pupil', the tasteless style un-

worthy of an elegant poet such as Somadeva, and the

strange turn balad gadhat made me a priori suspicious

about the genuineness of the lines thus edited. All this

trouble vanishes , if we adopt the redaction of D :

tato vipaksat a cchisy ar o sad adaya tasya tam

guroh cisyah sa caranam balad gravna ca bhagnavan

= „then this pupil, in a fit of anger at the (other)

pupil, his rival, took hold of that foot of his master

and broke it violently with a stone"

179 D = 180 Br. The „Story of the snake with two heads" con-

tains several various readings in Br. and D which do not

affect the meaning. A bad reading of the concluding cloka,

which he found in his mss. , induced Brockhaus to sup-

pose a gap of one cloka between 178 and 180. This is

quite unnecessary, if we read with D:
avate 'gnau paribhrasto margadrster adahyata.

184 D = 185 Br. In the story of the foolish man who had put a

handful of rice into his mouth in the house of his

father-in-law and was surprised by his mother-in-law, it

is said in T's translation (II, 89) „his mother-in-law,

seeing that his throat was swollen and distended." Of

course, there can be no question of his throat, though

Br. edits gala , D has the very word required here
,
galla :

tatplnocchunag a 1 1 a m ca. This correction restores at the

same time the fault against the metre in Br. He had

not a swollen throat , but a swollen cheek.
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64, 101 Dhanadeva returning home is informed of the mis-

conduct of his dissolute wife. She lets down every night

a basket, „and whoever enters it is drawn up into the

house, and is dismissed in the same way at the end of

the night. And the woman is always stupefied with drink,

so that she is absolutely void of discernment/' (T II, 96).

The last sentence is 9I. 101, c. d. In Br. it has this shape

pdna-mattd 'avacd naiva vicdrayati kimcana.

In D it is edited as follows

:

panavatta ca sa naiva nib halayati kimcana.

Panavatta must be a misprint, Br. pdnamatta is right.

But the other variance of D, which I have marked by

spacing, restores the original wording, misread by Br.

Note the new instance of the verb nibhalayati 'to con-

sider' — In cl. 102 D bahukalo gato is also an im-

provement (Br. balmkalagatd).

67, 57 The merchant who tells Naravahanadatta his adventures,

narrates his despondency, when the news was spread of

the shipwreck of the vessel on which his bride made the

journey to Ceylon. „So I, though comforted by my elders,

made up my mind to throw away my property and pro-

spects and I determined to go to that island to ascertain

the truth." (T II, 128). The words printed in italics

are the translation of the pada vittam dgdbhir akshipam

(Br.), which for several reasons rouse doubt as to their

genuineness. D, in fact, has a much better reading

cittam dcdbhir a k sip an. The merchant says, that after

the consolation of his elders, „he cherished his mind

with hope and determined etc."

70, 31 Qrutadhi after saying his name and that of his father,

thus continues:

(Br.) sa ca mayd saha

durbhikshe mrtajdtih san bhraman prdpad imam bhuvam

„and once in a time of famine he was wandering about

with me, and he reached this place almost dead" (T II,

148). These last words 'almost dead' have to render

mrtajdtih, but this translation is impossible. The compounds

in °jatiya are synonymous with those ending in °kalpa =
'almost', but not those in °jdti, and if mrtajdti signifies

anything, it must be = 'having lost by death his clan

(or caste)' Br.'s reading is the consequence of a misreading.

D has mrtajanih 'having lost by death his wife', and

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N°. 5. 9
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so Somacleva wrote, as is confirmed by the parallel

passage in Ksemendra, where the cause of her death,

too, is reported. She starved from hunger, after giving

away her food to a beggar

:

tatah kadacit durbhikse mata me nijabhojanam

dattvarthine ksudhartaya dhanya tatyajajivitam (IX, 1 , 1 9G).

95 In this cloka the interrupted meditation of some mer-

ciful ascetic is mentioned 'who discharged fire at the

webs' (T II, 151) of two sets of spiders, hanging one on

wholesome flowers and the other on poisonous flowers.

This allegorical representation of the power of tapas
and d h y a n a to destroy the textures of karma, though

consistent with the whole imagery sketched, is not quite

accurate, if tested by the very words of the original. T
translated Br. kendpi jdlato muktd tato jvdld tapasvind.

Now, it is impossible to express the conception „to

discharge fire at the webs" by the words jalato jvalam

muncati. The word ending in °tas can only signify

the source of the fire, not its aim. Here again, D
restores the hand of Somadeva, who wrote kenapi

b ha la to mukta etc.; the ascetic made fire break forth

out of his forehead. Cp. Qiva's front-eye, e. g. Kathas.

104, 2, where bhaleksana has remained intact in Br.

Brhatkathamanj ari, IX, 1, 236, the parallel place

has also tal la lata samutthagni
0

71, 39 The queen says to the warder, apud T (II, 156)

„When the king was seized that day by monsters in

the water of the Narmada, Mrigankadatta alone was

ready to rescue him" I do not object to this translation,

but the verb was seized, which is here indispensable,

does not answer to Br. dghrdto 'bhut. One would rather

expect a kr a ?i to 'bhut, as is, in fact, found in D.

147 An anusvara wrongly put, or perhaps even wrongly

believed to have been put on the aks. C£T has disturbed

the wording of the first line of this cloka in Br. T (II

,

161) thus translating: „Out on the spite of destiny! she

brings trouble on her handiwork, even when full of

excellencies" made the best of it. But his rendering of

akhah (sin) by 'trouble proves his conviction that a literal

translation would lead him to nonsense. Now, if we put

together Br.'s text
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gunavatydm sva-srishtdv apy anho; dhig matsaro vidheh!

and that of D (which I transliterate
,
adding the punc-

tuation)

gunavatyam svasrstav apy a ho dhin matsaro vidheh!

there can be no doubt, I suppose, that the latter alone is

right. Hamsavali exclaims: „0 ! What a pity that Destiny

feels jealousy towards her creation, even when full, of

excellencies
!"

252 In Hamsavali's outcry the words hd vipantanidhe vidhe

!

(Br.) are translated by T (II, 167) „ alas ! Destiny , source

of untowards events !" But nidhi means 'treasury' not

'source'; if T. had put 'treasury', the likeness would have

lost its proper application. Br. has been induced into

error, it seems, by his MSS reading °nidhe instead of
0
vidhe, as is edited in D, which makes a better meaning.

„Alas! she cries, Destiny, operator of wrong decisions."

Cp. supra, p. 70.

295 JJdghcda has been misunderstood by T (II, 169). He
was misled by the acc. pi. in Br. From D it is clear

that the right reading is smrtvodghat at , abl. sing.

JJdghcda has among others the meaning 'hint', 'allusion'

— cp. PWK, I, 231, s. v. 5) „das zur Sprache kom-

men" testif. Kathas. 17, 3 — , and so it must be under-

stood here. Owing to Qrutadhi's hint about the wondrous

peacock , the king of the Bhillas changes his mind.

Parallel places of ours are 35, 27 and 68, 11 tac

chrutaiva tadudghatat smrtva, where Br. has udvatat

„fehlerhaft fur udghata" PWK
,

I, 234. Cp. Kathas.

3,65 upodghata with a similar sense, and 27, 79 ; in both

places this word is a neuter. Mudraraksasa Act III

(beginning) him anena vah pranaharena hathodghatena?

72, 292 The young merchant Malayamalin has miserably fallen

in love with the king's daughter. His friend , on hearing

that cause of his sorrow and altered state, reminds him

of the hopelessness of his love. „Let the swan, he says,

desire the beautiful face of the lotuses of all ordinary

lakes, but what has he to do with the delight of enjoying

the lotus of that lake, which is the navel of Vishnu?"

(T II, 185). By the bye, I remark that there is here

perhaps some pun on lahsml, which T has translated by

'delight', and which may also signify the wife ofVisnu.

In fact , the princess is as distant from the merchant as

9*
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Laksml is from the swan. But it is not for this reason

that I treat of this place, but because of the discrepancy

between Br. and D. Br. s text runs thus (292 b, 293 a):

hahso vdnchatu ndma 'anya-saro-mbuja-mukha-criyam

,

hari-ndbhi-hraddmbhoja-bhoga-lakshmyd sa kah punah ?

whereas D reads:

hamso vdnchatu ndmdnyasarombujas ukhagriyam

Harindbhihraddmbhojabhogalaksmyd h sa kah punah?

The reading sukha for mukha is an evident correction

;

as to the genitive °laksmydh , it satisfies better than the

instrumental of Br.'s text, which it is not easy to account

for. The genitive is the dative-like one; cp. Jataka-

mala p. 221, 15 kas tv aham varapraddnasya. Used

in this manner with ha it is a synonymous turn with

the usual idiom hva. kva ca (cp. my Sanskrit Syntax

§ 410 Rem. and Kathas. 74, 204).

296 Instead of the meaningless last pada of Br. taya''dvrtya

'akarot kriydh, T (note on II, 185) from one London

MS reads taya dhrtyakarot etc. D has taya vrtty akarot

kriydh.

73, 81 For (Br.) prakrishtdbhydm D has pravis tdbhyam , which

is more appropriate to the situation. Instead of bestowing

on the goddesses Qrl and SarasvatI who claim each for

herself the superior rank in KacmTr, that paradise on

earth, the epitheton ornans „ glorious," the text of D
makes them contend at the time of their entrance in that

divine country. After penetrating into Kacmir (and be-

coming aware of its wondrous loveliness) they exclaim

one: „aham atradliika' and the other: „na/ia?/i" [= na,

'aham Br.].

74, 226 From the I.O. MS T (note on II, 226) has adopted

the reading drutam anuddh/rtya for anugatya (Br.),

which is out of place. D has another reading, quite

satisfactory and almost equivalent to anuddhrtya, viz.

anadrtya.

75, 41 foil. In the description of king Vikramaditya leaving his

palace in the dark night alone and unperceived to assist

the sorcerer — introduction of Vetalapancavimcatika —
D corrects Br.'s text in several places. Besides that (vs. 40)

it divides, in accordance with Boehtlingk, Chrestomathie2

p. 110, 30, pratipanndm tam. The two following clokas

have this form

:
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pradose nllavasa nas tarn a lakrtacekharah

niryayau rcujadhanitah khadgapanir alaksitah
||

yayau ca ghoranibidadhvantavratamalwiasam

citanalogran ay an ajvaladarunadarcanam
[|

Whether nayana is the right correction of tapana (Br.),

is not certain, but in the first line the new reading

seems to make a better sense than Br.'s nilavasanasa-

malamkrta-cekharali 1
), which is not quite = T (II, 233)

che enveloped his head in a black cloth.' According to

D, the king had taken the precaution to wear a black

dress and to paint a dark-brown tilaka on his forehead

(tamalakrtacek/iara) .

62 D tasyablmd Vajramukutas tanayo rupacauryayoh

k u rva n o darpadalanam Sniarasyarijanasya ca
;

kurvano for akarod (Br.) restores the grammatical structure

of the sentences.

80 T (II, 235) „What! did you not see, what she told

you by her signs?" These words of the minister's son to

the prince convey the very meaning of their Sanskrit

original, yet, in Br. (and consequently, in Boehtlingk's

direst? p. 113) they are badly expressed, the line

kim na drishtam tvayd , yad yat samjnayd sucitam tayd

can have no other meaning but this: 'did you not see,

ivhatsoever she told etc' D restores the genuine wording:

tvaya tad yat etc.
2
)

140 This cloka has become almost unintelligible, owing to

a mistake in transcribing of Br., it seems. He has edited

tad munca manyum etasydm! bandJiu-tydgdn makdtma^iah

kuryds tvam, harane yuktim vakshydmy dlocaydmy aham.

From the spelling °tydgdn and from the interpunction

we may suppose that Br. took °tyagan for an acc. plur.

;

this acceptation and the strange asyndeton of the two

verbs, one being a future and the other a present tense

raise a strong presumption of corruption. T (II, 239)

translated rather the purport of his Sanskrit text than

its very words. His translation „ persuade the high-

spirited woman to leave her relations, and I will invent

and tell you an artifice for carrying her off" is virtually

right. The right constitution of the text appears from D.

I subjoin it, adding the interpunction:

J
) So Boektlingk, for Br. samdlamkrta is an error of print.

*) Conversely yad mast be read with D 118, 167, where Br. has tad.
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tan munca manyum etasyam! bandhutyagan mahatmanah

kuryas tvam harane yuktim, vaksyamy alocyayain aham.

the gen. mahatmanah depends on harane and bandhuty.

is an abl.sing.

78, 37 Viravara, the heroic officer, who is immediately ready

to execute the perilous order of the king, his master,

sets out for the weeping woman in the darkest of the

night (cl. 36). It is very strange that the poet should

describe his behaviour, when starting, so awkwardly as

is done in Br.'s edition :

nava-meghdndhakdram taj-jvalad-vidyud-vilocanam

sthula-dhdrd-cild-varshi JRaksho jwam ajiganat (37);

in T's translation (II, 252) rendered thus: „He looked

upon the world as a Rakshasa black with fresh clouds,

having the lightning flashing from them by way of an

eye, raining large drops of rain instead of stones" It

is not the comparison of the dark raining night to a

Raksas which wonders the reader most, but the poet's

remark that this imagination rose up in the mind of

Viravara. Now, in D the reading is slightly different,

but brings us the natural and proper conception which

is wanting in Br. ; for nava it has n a ca, and for

JRaksho jwam: Rakso r up am. Further taj should be

loosened from the compound jvalad° and put aside as a

separate word. The whole, then, means this: „He did

not mind that JRaksas-like darkness, black etc."

80, 10 T, in his note 2 on II, 312, mentions the reading

tatha of the Sanskrit College MS. for taya (Br.). Br. s

prishto mdtrd taya must be corrupt, as taya cannot

be accounted for. But the true correction is in D : prsto

matrartay a „when his mother distressed asked him the

cause (of his strange behaviour)"

81, 16 The king being astray in the wilderness, asks his

dependent and only companion: „Do you know the way.

by which we came?" The other replies: „I do know it,

but let my lord rest here for some time" (T II, 265

in fine). T translated well that which must be read in

the text, but is not in Br., where we find vedmij

kimcit ksanam tavad iha vigrdmyatu prabhuh ! the good

reading vedmi kimca ksaiiam etc. is found in D.

82, 47 In the conclusion of the ludicrous tale of „the three

fastidious men" who being gone off to fetch a turtle
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for their father in behalf of his sacrifice never returned,

having made their fortune at the court of a foreign king

,

the poet laughingly states that „little did they reck of

the fact that they had incurred sin by obstructing their

father's sacrifice" (T II, 273). The half-cloka of the

original translated in this manner, is thus edited in Br.

pitur viyhnita-yajndrtham helqpdrjita-pdtakdh.

The word /tela is inconvenient; if expressive of the

obstruction of the res divina, it is a tautology next to

vigliniia, if it denotes the insult wherewith they acted

to their father, the word implies too much, for they

were guilty of apramada , not held. Moreover, the whole

expression yajndr tham hela
3

is improper. In fact, the

text in Br. is corrupt. The true reading is found in D:

pitur vighnitayajndrt h ap h a lopdrjitapdtakdh

— „though they had incurred sin by obstructing the

success of their father's sacrifice."

86, 36 It is plain that D reading the second part of this cloka:

cirad av apt acayano nicdm mantrl nindya tdm

is right , not Br. , where it has this form : cirad apdsta-

cayano etc. T's translation (II, 286) „the minister , who

had long discarded the use of beds
,
spent that night in

his house" is materially satisfactory, but does not exactly

answer to the necessary meaning of the phrase cirad

apastacayanah , which must imply that Dirghadarcin had,

a long time ago, taken a vow of not sleeping in a bed;

apastacayanah = Lat. abjecto lecti usu. D's text signifies

that „after a long time {cirdt) he had got (again) a bed

to pass the night . etc."

88, 11. 12 Br. has here made an odd mistake, editing muhya-

mdndh and muhyamahe in a place, where it is said that

the town was robbed by thieves. The right reading

musycP and musya
0

is of course found in D.

89, 76 Manalisvamin, feigning to acquiesce to an unjust decision

of the king concerning himself, protests indirectly by

pointing out the king's responsability for his own actions.

In Br. this passage runs as follows:

Tcdmam tad astu; rdjd toam dharmddharmau tava ' ucitau

= T (II, 305) „I must, I suppose, acquiesce; you are a

king, and justice and injustice are matters familiar to

you." How much better D dharmddharmau tavadya

tan = „ from hence the righteousness or injustice
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(of that which is to be done) is yours;" it is not I who
am responsible for it, but you (who are the dispenser

of the dharma) who are to enjoy the fruit of the right

or injustice you have done by your sentence. So we have

caught the very argument in the case from an Indian

point of view.

91, 60 Ql. 52—60 contain the verdict of Trivikramasena in the

case of the king who died from unsatisfied love rather than

to accept the ravishing UnmadinJ from the hand of her

husband. In its conclusion I prefer D's reading pranan

api s a dharm at m a tatyaja na punah padam j amarge

nidadhe to Br. prdndn api samantdc ca tatyaja etc.;

samantat is a mere padapurana, but nothing can be more

appropriate to the context here than sa dharmatma.

93, 9 In Br. it is said that the relations of the merchant

Dhanapala after his death „ seized his property, as the

Icing did 'not interfere to protect it." (T II, 328). The

words I have put in italics answer to rdjdsdndthydd

{dkrdntam) of Br. D has this slightly different text:

taddhanam r aj as anathyad akrantam atha gotrajaih,

which imports the very contrary, viz. that the relatives

robbed the widow of the inheritance with the assistance

of the king. D's text is supported by Ksemendra s

parallel (IX B 1018) gotrajaih j hartum dravinam aksipta

tadbliMrya rajasamcritaih = ,,his relations hacked by the

king sued his wife to seize the inheritance."

94, 91 King Candravaloka is bound to the Brahmaraksas,

whom he had unwillingly obstructed, to deliver him

a brahman boy of seven years ready to offer himself in

sacrifice for the king's sake. When being in a down-

cast mind , how to fulfil his promise , one of his ministers

shows him the way to find out such a boy. „He had

made with the utmost rapidity a golden image of a

seven-years-old child, and he adorned his ears with jewels,

and placed it on a chariot, and had it carried about in

the towns, villages, and stations of herdsmen," with a

proclamation of this purport, that if such a brahman

boy as whose image was being carried about, should

willingly offer himself for the good of all the creatures,

and his mother and father should permit him to do so

and should comply to some other hard and requisite

conditions, this image of gold and gems together with
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a hundred villages would be given them in reward.

In the passage quoted from T's translation (II, 339)

the sentences „he adorned his ears with jewels, and

placed it on a chariot" are to render this line of

Br. ratnair alamkritdm tarn ca karne, rathdrpitdm. It

is clear, however, that „to adorn the ears (of the

image)" cannot possibly be expressed in Sanskrit by

alamkrtdm (viz. pratimam) karne, and that this phrase is

rather a monstrum lectionis. Now, in D this monstrum

disappears. For karne ratharpitam it has karnlratharpitam.

So the translation is thus to be modified: „He had made

with the utmost rapidity a golden image of a seven-years-

old child and dressed it with ornaments , then he placed

it in a palanquin, etc." The word karniratha is found

also 27, 168, in both Br. and D; at 120, 118 D and

T's three mss. have karmrathavatirna (see T II, 570 n. 1),

this has been corrupted in Br. to kam rathdvalirnd.

95, 4 tasyam [viz. puryani\ babhuva nrpalih Padmanabha iti crutah

sajjananandakah criman akrantaBalirajakah.

T (II, 342) rendered this cloka thus: „In it there lived

a fortunate king, named Padmanabha, who was a source

of joy to good men, and excelled king Bali." T failed to

realize the intentional ambiguousness of the epithets. King

Bali mentioned in the 4 th pada needs requires in the

name of Padmanabha an allusion to Visnu, one of whose

names is, indeed, Padmanabha. Now, D has in the 3
d

pada saccakr anandakah. Adopting this reading, we

get a worked out pun. King P is compared throughout

with Visnu, the possessor of his good discus [cakrd) and

his sword Nandaka, who overpowered (akranta-) king Bali.

If referred to the king, it is said that he was a source

of joy to the pious, and brought into his power tributary

kings (baliraja); cp. supra p. 82.

98, 35 D muktataraughamanditam seems to be preferable to

B muktdhdraugha
0
', for it is not the fact of her being

„adorned with many strings of pearls" (T II, 356),

but the striking splendour of her pearls of the finest

water that makes impression on the mind of Candasimha.

Tara has here meaning 8) in PW, III s.v.

99, 13 The act of sacrifice to the Vetala, performed by the

mendicant, consists of different oblations. The first of

them, in Br., is an offering „of white human teeth in a
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skull" (sunirmalaih j nara-dantaih) by way of an arglia.

In D it is very pure human blood {sun. nararahtaih)

that is offered as an argha.

42 After finishing his long narrative: the 25 Tales of the

Vetala, Vikramakesarin comes again to speak of his own
adventures. This transition makes up the content of an

aupacchandasika, the third and fourth padas of which

are in B:

ablddliaya punar Mrigdnkadattam

svakritdrtham nijagdda rdjaputram.

It is no wonder that T. could not understand svakrtartham;

finding in one of his mss. sa hrtartham he adopted that

reading and translated accordingly „the successful prince

M." (II, 360). But since in fact M. is styled here

'successful' in a rather proleptic way — how could he be a

krtartha, before he had obtained his beloved maiden? —
the reading of D must be considered more satisfactory.

D reads the 4th pada:

p r a k r tartham nijagada rajaputram

„ spoke to the prince (again) of the present subject."

46 The old man, after giving to Vikramakesarin the

powerful spell by means of which he will rejoin Mrgan-

kaclatta his master, exhorts him with comforting words

to follow his advice which he gives him in return of

his being relieved of the serpent's poison. The calini

stanza which conveys this exhortation, is corrupt in its

4 th pada and the word dulisarpa does not occur in it.

In Br. the pada has this shape:

tvam evam duhsarpa-dahgdrti-hartd

,

but in D we have doubtless the good reading

tvam me bandhuh sarpadamcartiharta

"I hold you for my kinsman, since you have rescued me
of the pain of a serpent's bite", cp. T 11^ 361.

100, 21 In the simile which illustrates the wavering of the

foliage of the great and wonderful tree which Mrgafi-

kadatta beholds on the shore of the lake, the voices of

the birds are fancied to say : not „Let no one question

me in any way!" (T II, 363), but „Let no one touch

me in any way !" 1) reads ma mam yatha tatha kaccit

sp rah sid iti, not prahsid iti (Br.).

5 7 The p r t h v T-strophe that relates the reunion of Mrgaiika-

datta with his ministers, runs thus in Br.:
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tatah sa sakaldn samam sapadi mantrinah prdpya td?i

dried kalatayd gird pramada-mantliandrambhayd,
\

narecvara-suto 'dhika-pranayam eJcam ekam muhur

dadarca
,
parishasvaje tad anu sambabhashe kritt

||

Here the 2 d pada puzzles the reader. What may be

the meaning of kalataya
,

put between drca (with his

eyes) and gira (with his voice). Boehtlingk declared it

a misprint for kalanaya = 'with his gestures,' see PW
V, 1264; yet kalana itself with this meaning has been

put in PWK. II, s. v under 3 c.) on no other authority

but this one and conjectural instance. Further pramada-

manthanarambha seems suspect. It would be a very un-

common metaphor to employ manthana , the well-known

term for „churning", to express the idea of agitation

applied to something like a „ voice agitated by the wor-

kings of joy" (T II, 365). Both difficulties are remo-

ved in D , where we read

:

tatah sa sakalan samam sapadi mantrinah prapya tan

drgakulitaya gira pramadaman thara rambhayd
\

narecvara-suto 'dhika-pranayam ekam ekam muhur

dadarca parisasvaje tad anu sambabhase krti
[|

In translating this stanza there must be taken account of

the figure yathasamkhya which connects the three instru-

mentals in the 2
d pada with the verbs in the 4th one and

which may have been purposely employed to harmonize

with the act described of embracing one after another

(ekam ekam). Therefore, I think T's translation must be

modified in this manner: ,,Then the prince, having reco-

vered all those ministers at the same instant, looked at

them with his eyes, embraced them with impetuousness

and then spoke to them with a faltering voice, owing to

the emotion of his exceeding love ; so he saluted them

one by one, again and again, happy by his success."

101, 278 A bad orthography misled Prof. Brockhaus, it seems,

when he put into his text abjesu calisu — in T's

translation (IT, 380) „the beautiful lotuses," but calin

= 'beautiful' would be hardly defensible in this con-

nection! D, editing abjesu salisu „the lotuses with

their bees," has preserved the genuine word, which is

both in accordance with phullasu vallisu, its parallel in

the preceding link of this chain of absolute locatives,

and necessary, since it is the humming of the bees but
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no sound proper to the lotuses, that is represented to

utter the phrase expressed in this cloka.

290 The awful prison, into which Sundarasena and his

companion were thrown by the Qabaras is thus described

(T II, 381): „The prison was full of multitudes of

vermin, filthy with cobwTebs, and it was evident that

snakes frequented it, as they had dropped there the skins,

that clung to their throats etc." What is said about

the snakes, is somewhat shorter in the original which,

in Br. , has this form : sucyamdndhi-samcdre nirmokair gala-

lambibhih , and nothing is stated about the dropping of

the skins. If we interpret this half-cloka as philologists,

wTe can draw from it only this meaning: 'frequency of

snakes was betrayed by the snako-skins that clung to (their)

throats.' Of course, this is in fact almost nonsense.

D's text is more satisfactory. For galalambibhih it has

g ar talambibhih. That the prison was haunted by serpents

was to be inferred from the snake-skins that clung to

the holes (in its walls).

358 Sundarasena, after many adventures, has been reunited

with his beloved Mandaravati, and from the residence

of his father's vassal, where he dwells, he despatches a

messenger with a letter to his old father to announce

him that happy news. The messenger arrives just in time;

for Mahasena and his wive were preparing to enter the

tire, and his oral affirmation that Sundarasena is alive

and will soon come back to his parents changes their

despair into joy. Then he delivers his letter:

ity udlrya ca tasyatra rajnah padantike nyadkat

lehham sa Bhillabhupalalekhaharo liar an cue am.

So D, whose text restores the genuine wording. Br. has

raliah cucih, a corruption which embarrassed Tawney

who made of rahah the best he could (II, 384) and

pretermitted cucih. That the messenger spoke his com-

forting words not in secrecy, but aloud, is plain from

the sequel (cl. 359) „then all the people there, being-

delighted, raised a shout of joy"

102, 29 Br. Kirdta-rdjena tathd bdlica-brahmacdrind

D Kiratarajena tatha balasabrahmacarina.

That D is right, not Br., is plain by the comparison of

70, 19, where it is narrated that the king of the Kiratas

had been a fellow-student of Mrgahkadatta {sabrahmacarl
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vidyasu sa ca balasuhrn mama, says M. ibid.). T (II,

389, line 1) was deceived by Br.'s text.

63 T II, 390 — see his note — follows in bis trans-

lation one of his MSS which has matsyanyayabhayodayat

for the nonsense which is in B's text : mdtsarydya

bhayodayat. D reads : matsyanyayabhayad ayam (viz.

rajacabdah).

113 In Br. the first word: yuktdn is suspect. T (II, 393)

renders it with „assembled", he construes it with nripatm

in the 4th pada, and translates 'those assembled kings'

But nobody, I suppose, would translate this from English

into Sanskrit by tan nrpatln yuktan. Either Brockhaus

found a bad reading in his MSS or misread the good

one. 1) has muktamrgamadair etc. Durgapicaca honoured

his royal guests with pearls, musk etc.

103, 43 In Br. this cloka is made up of a sentence without

main predicate; pravigya and tarubaddhacvah are predi-

cative attributes of Mrgankadattah, neither of them can

be the predicate. D restores the predicate lost in Br. It

has Gauryagaragramam gat ah (went to the sanctuary

of Gaurl) whereas Br. reads Gaury-dgdryagramdgratah (in

the front of the s. of G.).

109 Here D replaces asadhyena, the first word of the cloka

in Br. by ag athyena and thus renders to the words

of Qrutadhi their full weight. For it is for this reason

that Qrutadhi advises Mrgankadatta to act upon the invi-

tation of Karmasena, because „it cannot be with an

insidious purpose , that he sent you this message ; other-

wise how would a powerful prince like that , when his

daughter had been carried off, give up fighting, and go

home?" Cp. T II, 402, who paraphrases asadhyena by

„because he saw no other way out of the difficulty",

but I scarcely believe that asadhyena can be used as

equivalent to asadhyataya.

104, 88 In the description of the lake Qankhahrada, where it

is developed how charming this lake was by the scents

and perfumes imparted to its waves from the women

who bathed in it, D's text:

vicihastaih paramrstajaghana stana mandalam

seems more appropriate than Br. °jaghana-sthala-mandalam.

D 195 = Br. 196 Better than in Br. where tadrgl yadrcl looks

suspect, the composition of the period appears in D. In
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D's text the first word of the line is not tadrp, but

yadrgam which must be construed with the preceding;

the new sentence begins with yadrfi

:

mayapi tvatkrte dulikliam aviubhutam suduhsaham

y a dream, yadrci caisa prapancaracana VidheU

vaksyami vistarat tat te etc.

In T's translation (II, 422) this would make necessary

some modifications, in this way: „ Hereafter I will tell

you of what kind was the intolerable sorrow I, too, have

endured for your sake , and how strange a variety of

effects in this phenomenal world Fate produces."

106, 41 is rendered obscure in Br. owing to one vowel. Dha-

navatl, the Vidyadharl, has descended from the sky with

her daughter Ajinavati whom she presents to Naravahana-

datta as his future wife. 'It is dangerous for you, she

adds, to stay there where you are now; we will carry

you to another country, where you may dwell in safety

for one year, until we come back to perform the

marriage.' Q\. 41 expresses her advice to allow her

to bring him to another country ; she compares him to

the moon in a certain state. In which? B's text:

ndindul), kshipati kirn Jedlam, parikshme rka-mandale?

seems to hint at the time of an eclipse of the sun.

Accordingly, T translates (II, 432): ,,Does not the moon

delay to shine, when the circle of the sun is eclipsed?"

But what may be the meaning of this? Firstly , the moon-

shine is wanting not only at the time of the eclipse of the sun,

but also always at the time of the moon s conjunction

with the sun. And secondly, if Naravahanadatta is com-

pared with the moon, it would be consistent to say that

the moon does not shine at all when it is obscured itself;

there is no reason wh
<
y the eclipse of the sun should be

mentioned. Moreover, kalam ksipati may signify „to

delay" but it can never mean „to delay to shine." So

we must infer that B's text must contain some corrup-

tion. Indeed, D reads, with a slight variant,

nenduh ksipati kirn kalam pariksi n o Wkamandale?

„Does not the moon, when he is in a state of weak-

ness, spend some time within the circle of the sun?"

So the comparison receives its full light. Naravahanadatta,

at this point of the story, is in a state of want of power

which is analogous to the want of lustre of the moon,
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when it is new. As the moon resides with the sun, to

await his time and to regain his strength, so N is to

reside at Cravastl with king Prasenajit, where he may be

said kalam kseptwn. Somadeva apparently plays with the

double meaning of mandala 1. „circle" and 2. „ territory"

or „sphere of power" and of kalam kseptum, which is not

only = c

to delay' but also 'to await one's proper time.'

69 Br. pragahsanti, D pracamsantl. I think, D is right, not

Br. The female apparition, who awakes Naravahanadatta

at night-time to remind him of his beloved Madanaman-

cuka, speaks thus:

anyasaktam pracamsantl patim Madanamancuke

ha hatasi!

„alas! Madanamancuka, you are undone! For you praise

a husband who is attached to other women." With pra-

camsantl cp. 77 tvadgunaikalapinim.

118 Bf.'s text of the line 118 a and b,

evam uktas taya patnya sddltydkdldnurodhavan

demands from the part of the interpreter a so great

connivance at grammatical and lexicological incongruen-

ces — sadhya for sadhayitva and supposed to mean

„ recognising the fact" (T II, 437); akalanurodha is

inexplicable for sound exegesis — that D's variant must

necessarily be acknowledged as representing the hand of

Somadeva. D reads thus:

evam uktas taya patnya sadhvya, k a lanurodhavan

Naravahanadatto 'tka santvayan sa jagada tarn

„When N. had been thus addressed by his faithful wife,

he, taking account of the present circumstances, said to

her by way of calming her." The italics denote my
modification of T's translation.

108, 68 D asu, though it changes the meaning of the hermit's

words but slightly, is preferable to Br. dcu, inasmuch

as it improves the diction , for it adds to the word

indicative of the woman whose clothes are to be carried

off the necessary demonstration of the group to which

she belongs.

82 T, in his note on II, 454, treats of this cloka, which

is obviously corrupt in Br., and communicates a much

better reading which he found in the Sanskrit College MS
(supra, p. 63), and which he followed accordingly in his

translation. D fully agrees, with the exception of yap ca
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in pada c, for which it has yac ca. This is, in fact, the
right reading, as will be plain to him who reads the

whole cloka as follows:

sacandrardhah Qivo 'dyapi Harir yacca sakaustubhah
tat tayor vedmi kuttanya gocarapatane pkalam.

= „That Qiva still retains his crescent and Visnu his

kaustubha jewel, they have to thank for it, I am sure,

that they did not fall into the clutches of a kuttani."

The italics show my modification.

88 Br. prdptam mam ripund tadd, but Dprastammam
etc. As Haricikha has been thrown on the earth, the

participle praptam seems to be rather improper to the

situation. T (II, 454) translates „when I was seized by
my enemy", rather, I think, to make something not

too absurd of it, than because he held prapta for equi-

valent to „ being seized."

132 Two Vidyadharas of the party of Naravahanadatta
come into his audience-hall to inform him of the immi-
nent attack of his foe Mandaradeva. At this news, the

whole assembly are filled with anger, and the poet des-

cribes the tokens of its outburst which showed them-
selves in the gestures and movements of the different

chieftains. So it is said of Amitagati, that his „necklace

.

rising up on his breast , as he sighed with anger , seemed
to say again and again: Rouse thyself, rouse thyself,

hero" (T II, 456). In the original text of Br.:

hdro 'mitayater vakshasy utphullah cvasatah krudhd,

"uttishta 'uttistha, vka, foam" iti 'iva muhur abravit,

the rising up of the necklace is expressed by the par-

ticiple of the past utphullah. But neither a past ptcple

is here required but a present, nor has utphulla another

sphere of employment but to signify wide-opened objects

,

as expanded flowers, eyes etc. For this reason, it is plain

that D's reading utphalan for utphullah is a good cor-

rection. As to utphalati = 'to jump' cp. PWK IV, 200
s. v. phal + ut and the &r. Xey. utphala Kathas. 26, 20.

110, 37 In the words of the pact by which the five princesses

oblige themselves, that if one among them were to

marry Naravahanadatta alone , the other four should enter

the fire, laying the guilt at the door of her who was
wedded (T II, 471), the apodosis (Br.)

uddkya tarn dtmd tyaktavyo 'nydbhir astv iti
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contains the impossible turn tyaktavyo 'stu; I do not

wonder at D reading dcv iti instead of astv iti\

75 The second line of this cloka is made up of one of

the absolute locatives descriptive of the mise-en-scene of

Naravahanadatta's abhiseka. In Br. it runs thus

:

samgatya turya-nddeshu mukhareshu dyuyoshitdm

= „and the assembled cymbals of the heavenly nymphs

resounded aloud" (T II, 473). The use of the absolutive

samgatya is rather strange in this connection, a parti-

ciple in °ta would be more rational. Yet samgata would

scarcely make a plausible correction. Brockhaus, in fact, may

have misread his Vorlage. D has mahgalya for samgatya

and in some kinds of writing £f3TcrET and ffyTRT are

very similar to each other. The whole line in D is

:

mangalyaturyanadesu sugitesu dyuyositam

„at the beautiful songs of the heavenly nymphs accom-

panied by the auspicious sound of the (heavenly) musical

instruments"

130 Brockhaus supposes a lacuna after this cloka (cp. T
II, 476), for this reason, I believe, because asanne

kopakale 'pi, the first words of the cloka, seem to pre-

pare the mention of an instant quarrel or a „period of

quarrelling", as T translates it, which, however, is no

more spoken of in the sequel. Durgaprasad firstly states

that the good reading is asanna kopakale , and in a

note at this cloka (p. 524 of the 2d
ed.) he remarks

that this is to be divided into asann akopakale. He is

right. The meaning is: „The wives of Naravahanadatta,

though there was no opportunity then of being angry,

had nevertheless contracted eye-brows and fiery eyes —
for they were tipsy" This is followed by the statement,

that they went to another room to take their meal, etc.

There is no gap.

Ill, 77 A slight variant or rather the misreading of one aksara

comes to the detriment of the wit of Udayana when,

being on the point of leaving Kaucambi to become a

vanaprastha, he rebukes his brother-in-law by a denial

of the permission to be his companion in the forest.

Feigning to be angry at Gopalaka's disobedience to his

order to reign in his place, he exclaims:

adyaiva tvam anayatto jato mithyanuvr tta m e.

svapadac cyavamanasya kasyajnam ko hi manyate?
Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letterk. N. R. Dl. VIII. N° 5. 10
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So D , whereas in Br. the first line ends thus : mithy-

anuvrttaye. Udayana says : „To day you have become

disobedient, showing your affection to me a sham; for

who cares for the command of one who is falling from

his place of power?" I have put italics, -where I alter

the translation of T.

81 Some lines below, D has Gopalako vah pateti (Br. — petti

iti) a better reading, for the future, especially that in

°tr, „he shall
—" is here the tense required.

115, 115 D has anyanya for Br. anyo?iya, and so both times,

in the first and in the third pada, confirming T's con-

jecture, cp. his note 2 on II, 520.

116, 69 The decisive single combat of Muktaphalaketu and

Vidyuddhvaja took place on the 25 th day of the great

battle. In Br's text it may seem that this duel happened

after sunset , for it is edited there :

pancavihee dine hsldne prayayoh sainyayor dvayoh

pradhdna-dvandvayuddheshu pravritteshv atra samgare.

T (II, 527) renders this cloka : „And at the end of the

twenty-fifth day a series of single combats was taking-

place between the principal warriors of both armies along

the greater vart of the line of thefight.'' I have italicized

the translation of both pancavinge dine hsldne and prayayoh

sainyayor dvayoh. The former may perhaps be accounted

for, however improbable it is, but the latter is nothing

but a desperate effort to draw forth something acceptable

from a phrase which defies sound philological interpre-

tation. In D both difficulties cease to exist , for there

we read

:

pancavimce dine kslnaprayayoh sainyayor dvayoh etc.

= „on the twenty-fifth day, when the two armies were

almost exhausted."

79 Muktaphalaketu, who fights on the side oftheDevas,

has vanquished and killed the Asura Vidyuddhvaja

(76— 78). Thereupon the Devas shout for joy and pour

showers of flowers on the hero, as usual in such cases.

According to Br., they did so from Svarga — Devdh

svargad anupadam jagaduh „sddhu sddhv!" iti — but

how could they, being excluded at that time from heaven

and waiting for the victory of their champion to be

reinstalled in their seats? For this reason, I think, D is

right, reading the line quoted as follows: devag ca
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ndddnupadam etc. „the Devas , immediately after (hearing)

the noise (of the fall of the Asura slain by M.) cried

etc." Cp. Raghuv 1, 44.

117, 31 Princess PadmavatT has fallen in love with Mukta-

phalaketu and has painted her sweetheart. She addresses

the picture with a pathetic declaration of her love, be-

ginning thus — in T's translation, II, 530 — : „When
thou didst slay the formidable Asura and deliver Indra,

how comes it that thou doest not deliver me from my
woe, though near me, by speaking to me at any rate?"

As T rests on Br.'s text, he must have added out of his

own the words „from my woe", for they do not occur

in Br.

durjaydn Asurdn hatvd yena 'Indro raksldtas ivayd,

dldpamdtrena sa mam katham drdd na rakshasi?

In I) the first line is identical, the second shows a slight

variant, which, however, entails a considerable change

of meaning:

dldpamdtrena sa mam katham Maran na raksasi

,,how comes it that thou doest not protect me from the God
of Love, were it only by speaking to me?" Mara= Kama.

Cp. the parallel passages cl. 50: idam. .ceto notsahate

ksanam j sthdtum vina lam prdnecam ksamate na ca Man-

mathah , and 6 5 : strighnena hanyamdndm raksasi mam
Makaraketund na katham.

51 Ql. 51, which is part of the utterance of PadmavatT

and is closely connected with the preceding cloka just quoted

presents a remarkable variance of reading in the two

editions. In Br. its runs thus

:

tarn eva hi smarantyd me mano nirvdti talkshanam,

dahyante 'nydni, samtdpena 'utkrdmanti 'iva ca'dsavah,

but in D :

tarn eva Id smarantyd me mano nirvdti na ksanam, etc.

At the first aspect it will seem that the reading of the

one conveys a meaning quite opposite to that of the other.

And so it is. The verb nirvdti must have that signification

of quiet gladness, which it has got in consequence of

the contamination of the derivatives of nis -\- vr and

nis -|- vd, as known from Pali nibbuta and nibbdnam; so,

T suppose, the meaning 3) of PW s.v. vd -f- nis (VI, 376)

gets its genetical basis. According to Br. therefore, the

sensation described in the first line is one of pleasure,

10*
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but those mentioned in the third and fourth pada

are disagreeable sensations; but in D all are tainted

with the guna of rajas, so to speak. Not only the

absence of the adversative particle, which should be

undispensable in Br.'s text, is a formal argument for I),

but it is also not consistent that a woman in the situation

of PadmavatT should speak as is thus rendered by T
(II, 531): „For when I think of him, my mind is

immediately refreshed," — if translated literally, it should

be: „is immediately made quiet and put in calm rejoicing."

The tire of passion, not the calmness of dispassionate

joy [nirvrti cp. nirvrtd b/iava cl. 62 = „be comforted"

apud T (II, 532)] is kindled by her thinking of the

man whom she loves vehemently, without knowing

anything about his feelings towards herself. D's text

conveys a more appropriate sense: „For when I think of

him
,
my mind is quite troubled, my limbs burn and my

breath seems to leave .my body with glowing heat."

90 Padmavati has come near the place, where Muktapha-

laketu lies ill. T II, 533 „she said to herself: „Let me
see what his illness is, that he is lying here concealed."

The last word renders channasyaiva of Br. But as there

is no reason at all to say that M. is concealed (c/ianna),

still less to emphasize this by means of the particle eva,

it is clear that D's reading channas thaiv a imports a by

far more satisfactory meaning. It is she who spies from

her hiding-place the facts and sayings of Muktaphalaketu

and his friend.

118, 18 Somadeva relates how Merudhvaja was in the habit of

assisting „at the assembly of the gods, on the day of the

full moon in the month of Caitra" (T II, 539). As this

assembly met once a year, D's reading v a t s ararambhe

for Br.'s vasararambhe is right. To correct: „for Merudhvaja

always went up to Qakra's hall at new year."

67 It is related how the Daityas fight a battle with an

army of men, the Daityas standing in the air and the

men on the earth. It need no further proof to demonstrate

that not Br. Daityas tu mdnuslum svah-sthdh bhutala-sthdn

babddhire , but D Daityas k h astha bhulalasthan etc.

is the genuine reading. The Daityas are represented standing

not in the heaven, but between heaven and earth. T (II,

542) rendered the line duly, notwithstanding B's false
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reading. I think, Brockhaus misread the aksara Icf, cp.

supra, p. 69 in fine.

119, 152 foil. In this point of the tale of Muktaphaladhvaja and

Padmavati their reunion after separation — a common-

place in love-stories of that kind — is being prepared.

Muktaphaladhvaja has come to the temple of piva, where

Padmavati, being invisible to him, perceives him. „He
entered, and seeing that offerings had been recently

placed in front of the god, prince Muktaphaladhvaja

said to that companion of his Look my friend, some one

has been quite recently worshipping this symbol of the

god; surely, that beloved of mine must be somewhere

there, and she must have done this worship" (T II,

557). The variance of both editions is only this that in

el. 152 Br. reads devo, D devam and in 153 Br. arcito

'nayd, D arcitas taya. Yet though the latter variance is

rather indifferent, the former necessitates a whole change

of construction. For D's text requires this inter-

punction

:

so 'pi pravicya devagram, drstva pratyagrapujitam

Muktaphaladhvajo devam, vayasyam tarn abhasata.

= „ Muktaphaladhvaja came in to the god, and seeing

that the god had been worshipped recently (by offerings),

he said etc." D presents here a text of more elegant

expression and I greatly doubt wrhether Muktaphala-

dhvajo devah = „ prince M." can be tolerated in this

style. As to pravicya devagram cp. 26, 96.

206 Pada b of this indravamca stanza has been cor-

rected from MSS by T, see his note on II, 560, which

correction is confirmed by D ; but pada d, which con-

cludes thus: vidhivat sa bhutimdn (Br.) = „that prosperous

(king of the Gandharvas) with due rites" in T's

translation cannot be faultless, since sa having already

found its place in pada c (pradat sa Muldaphalaketave

sutam) is here superfluous. D reads vidhivat vibhutiman,

changing the 'prosperous' king into a wealthy one.

120. 67 For updddnam (Br.) we find in D upamanam. This

makes a quite different meaning. Vikramaditya is highly

praised and according to Br. it is said of him in T's

translation (II, 567): „ Surely his glory furnished the

Disposer [= Vidhi] with the materia] out of which he built
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up the White Island \Qvetadvlpa\, the Sea of Milk, Mount

Kailasa and the Himalayas." Conceding ever so much to

the habits of exaggeration and anachronism, which are

proper to Eastern poetry, it is hard to set to the credit

of an Indian poet that he should be supposed to make his

readers accept such an enormity as the Sea of Milk and

the Himalaya created after the pattern of King Vikra-

maditya s glory D's text conveys something more reaso-

nable. According to it, the Creator or Dispenser {Vidhi)

surely used the Qvetadvlpa, the Sea of Milk etc. as his

model, when he brought V 's glory into being.

76 In the enumeration of the countries conquered by

Vikramacakti for his master Vikramaditya Br. names

these

:

Madhyadecah sa-Saiirds/drah , sarvd Gdhgd ca purva-dik;

which implies a very uncommon manner to express „all

the eastern region of the Ganges", as T (II, 567) ren-

ders it, or „the whole eastern region, where the Ganges

flows" as may rather be meant by Ganga purvadik (!) In

D there is no question of the Ganges, which in fact

does not specially belong to the eastern region of India.

These countries subdued are named there

:

Madhyadecah sa-Sanrastrah s a- VangAhga ca purvadik

= „ . and the eastern region with the land of Vanga

and Anga (that is: with Bengal)."

83 A slight, but necessary correction of Br. is D's text:

ito devajnaya deva gatvaham praptavan kramat.

The vocative deva is here as properly put as caiva (the

reading of Br.) is unaccountable and, therefore, passed over

by T (II, 568).

121, 95 In the course of the ludricous story of the gamester

Thinthakarala Somadeva gives vent to this remark, that

even gods avoid the contact with an impudent scoundrel,

as if they were incapable to withstand him. The cloka

which contains this saying, is corrupt in Br.:

aksMna-bhogdd vishamdd drishtvd tato 'bhayorjifdt

durjandd vata deva apy acaktd iva bibhyati.

In T's translation (II, 576) this is rendered somewhat

obscurely: „Even gods, you see, like feeble persons,

are afraid of a thoroughly self-indulgent [= aksmabhogat],

ruffianly scoundrel [= visamad durjanat^\ , flushed with

impunity [= abhayorjitai\.'" Here the last epithet is
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strange, for his impunity presupposes at all events the

consequence of this attitude of the gods, not the source

of it; ak^lnabhoga cannot signify that which T has put

for it; and finally drstva is not translated at all (for

„you see" must be the equivalent, I suppose , of data)

and, in fact, in this connection cannot be accounted for.

D's edition restores the genuine text

:

akslnadosad visamad istanist abhay ojj hit at

durjanad bata deva apy acakta iva bibhyati

= „Even gods, you see, as if they were incapable to

withstand him, are afraid of an utterly perverted and

wicked scoundrel who fearless does not at all care for

good or evil (in his actions)."

155 sq. Thinthakarala , in order to make the king demolish the

temple and by this to get free his wife, „secretly buried

in a forest outside the city four pitchers containing his

wife's ornaments" (T II, 579):

(Br.) tatra 'atavydm catasrishu nyadhdd dikshu purdd vahih

kdntdlamkdra-kalacdn nivdrya caturo bhuvi.

In T's translation I find no equivalent for nivarya nor

should I know what meaning to give to this gerund

in this context. Instead of it D has nikhaya, the

very word we are in want of; nyadhad nikhaya

together = „he buried" The following half-cloka runs

thus in Br.:

pancapanca-mahdratna-sampurnam nicakhdna sah

„and one full of sets of the five precious things he

buried within the city etc." So T, who in a note

accounts for the term 'five precious things' In D,

however, we read :

paneam am ca viaharatnasampurnam nicakhana sah

= „and the fifth (pitcher), filled up with precious

jewels he buried etc." That all five pitchers contained

rich ornaments and no difference is made between

them, is plain from the sequel, see cl. 162, 167

and 171.

180 (Br.) tac varirena cet krityam tava, nirlocya tad, nripa,

adyaiva 'etad drutam devakulam bhumi-samam kuru!

„So, if you care for your body's weal, my sovereign,

take this into consideration and this very day quickly

level this temple with the earth" (T II, 580). For

nirlocya D has nirlothy a, a reading more appropriate
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to the facts. How can there be time for consideration,

if the temple should be demolished this very day?

Thinthakarala says: „If you desire to live, demolish the

temple and level it with the earth quickly, even this

very day " Nirlothayati „to demolish" is also used by

Somadeva 76, 30 nirlothya mathikam
,
answering to T

II 244 „remove this hut and — ."

122, 21 Br. sa dvy-ahena try-aliena ' asmai rdjne prdblirita-putrikdm

likJdtvd 'anyanyaya rupa-bhangyd citrakaro dadau.

It suffices to observe that D reads dvyahena dvyahena,

to understand that this variance is really an emendation

of Br. So both the symmetry of the composition (cp.

anyanyaya in pada c) and the rules of grammar concer-

ning the vlpsa have got their due.

63 Vikramaditya , so it is related, had a pleasant dream,

that in a very beautiful city across the sea he met with

a charming lady, the man-hating princess MalayavatI and

married her. When he awoke not perceiving her he grew

sad, and time going he became so afflicted that he lost

his interest in everything. His door-keeper Bhadrayudha

,

having heard in private the secret cause of his sorrow

,

induces him to paint the whole scene of his dreamed

happiness on a canvass. This being done
,
Bhadrayudha

had a new monastery made and the picture put up

there on the wall. „And he directed that in relief houses

attached to the monastery , a quantity of food , with pairs

of garments and gold, should be given to bards come

from distant countries" (T II, 590). The sentence I have

placed within signs of quotation is the translation of this

cloka in Br.'s text

:

mathe ca 'atra 'akarod dura-decdyantuka-vandindm

satresltv anna-samdhdram sa-vastrayuga-kdncanam.

In D it is not „ relief-houses" from which he orders to

take the presents destined to the bards, but one such a

building; on the other hand, the food is qualified to be

delicate, having the six (required) flavours. The pada c

reads in D: sattre sadrasam aharam.

123, 196 The boatmen, bribed by the old brahman, push the

boat where Kecata was into a place of the river where

the current ran strong and, swimming themselves ashore,

leave him alone to be carried to the sea. His reaching

the sea is narrated in this manner in Br.

:



CHAPTER III.

Conjectural criticism.

It has been sufficiently proved, I think, in the Chapters I and

II that the edition of Durgaprasad marks a considerable progress.

We are rilled with gratefulness towards that upakarin, whose

labours contributed so much to the better understanding of the

important text on which he bestowed his care; and Tawney must

feel somewhat sorry, I think, that D's edition was not out at the

time when he made his translation. Nevertheless, as has also been

stated above, it is no critical edition. Though the tradition of the

text is upon the whole a good one, so that the number of trou-

blesome or difficult passages owing to corruption and depravation

of the author's words is comparatively small, yet such puzzles are

not wanting altogether. In such cases the absence of an apparatus

criticus makes itself painfully felt. The actual state of what is really

found in manuscripts is hidden in a dark terra incognita. The only

and scanty light that sparingly illuminates small spots of it is emit-

ted by the apparatus of Tawney in those cases where his translation

is not based on Br.'s text but on different readings of the manu-

scripts at his disposal. It is something encouraging that his

corrections of that kind often confirm conjectural emendations

previously proposed by scholars.

For it is a matter of course that, considering at one side our

ignorance of the lectionis varietas in the manuscripts, at the other

the insufficient A^io7tkttU of Br., conjectural criticism is sometimes

by necessity to be resorted to. Some competent Sanskritists whom
some reason or other caused to attend more closely to the outer

form and the elocution of the „ Ocean of the Streams of Tales",

did good work in that direction. First of all Boehtlingk was

obliged to ponder Br.'s text for the wants of his Dictionary, and

Tawney had to fulfil this task as a cautious and judicious trans-

lator. Both proposed many conjectures de suo, among which excel-

ent corrections. After the appearance of Br.'s volume III (lamb.
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Kegatas tu sanauko 'pi nadyd kritottarangayd

kshipto 'mbudh.au vdtavacdt

= „But K. was carried with the boat, by the river

which was lashed into waves by the wind, into the sea"

(T II, 603). D has:

Kecatas tn sanauko pi nadya hrtvo ttarangaya etc.

„K. carried away with the boat by the river which

ran with high waves by the wind, was pushed into

the sea."
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IX—XVIII) Kern published a paper in the Journal of the Hoy.

As. Society, 1868, containing a list of conjectural emendations.

A very great number of them are incorporated in D's text. I

dare not say, that they have found their way thither. 1 hold it for

more likely that they happened to agree with the readings of his

new manuscripts and from thence passed into his text. However

this may be, the good right and the utility of conjectural criticism

as ultimum remedium is once more attested.

Boehtlingk's corrections are dispersed in the Petropolitan Dictio-

nary; for this reason I give some fuller indication of those which

agree with D's text, as far as I have noted them. At 55, ]65

curpakarnah for curya '

; 56, 247 sabhya for satya ; 62. 188

anohaha for anau
' ; 68, 11 udghatat for udva '; 68, 37 samvara

for canvara; 72, 20 vardhaka for varaka
; 80, 30 samyatrikaih

for sam '; 98, 5 mandalikah for ma°
; 103, 30 paramparam for

parasp.°; 118, 112 and 120, 25 dhisnya for dhistha and adhistha

(sic); 120, 39 vaisamyatah for vaigasyatah
;
120, 123 gandharva

for Gandharva; 122, 67 paurastya for paula
0

Conjectures of Tawney confirmed by D are found: 6, 19. 12,

108. 13, 147 15, 1. 20, 122. 35, 129. 68, 55. 70, 100; 123. 72,

366. 73, 134. 78, 23. 87, 14. 92, 86. 93, 67 94, 106. 115,

115. 122, 139. 123, 294.

Conjectures of Kern similarly confirmed: 5, 103. 56, 70. 57,

66. 60, 15. 63, 185. 64, 218. 66, 35. 72, 86. 81, 102. 86,

111. 90, 33. 94, J 19. 101, 31; 186. 102, 113. 103, 64; 93.

104, 160. 107, 25; 30; 38. 112, 161. 113, 18. 117, 46. 120,

62. 121, 107 122, 8. 123, 158. 124, 128.

Sometimes, but rarely, conjectural emendations not confirmed

by D agree with one or more of Tawney's MSS. , e. g. Kern's

proposal as to 114, 113.

Pandit Mookerjea mended 55. 184 (see T I, 546), which

emendation has been confirmed by D. Similarly that of an anony-

mous scholar as to 29, 150 {'vati for bahih, vid. supra, p. 109).

The following striking corrections are not warranted by D's text.

Of Tawney with respect to 22, 238. 24, 184 (185). 25, 117; 216.

45, 167 47, 117; of Kern *as to 52, 189. 65, 218. 106, 178;

of Boehtlingk as to 73, 240 [clri for clra, cp. 87, 32 where the

same correction agrees with D); 75, 76 {asthdt for asthdt). Yet I

would not a moment hesitate to take them up into the text, if

ever I were to perform a critical edition of the Kathasaritsagara.

Now I proceed to some proposals of conjectural criticism for

my own part. Except one passage, treated in Ch. II {supra, p. 120),
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where I could not avoid it for a practical reason, I have hitherto

abstained from bringing forth my own guesses about corruptions

of the text without the support of manuscript readings. In this

way the conjectural proposals after the publication of D will stay

apart from those made before that time on the sole text of Br.

6, 108 I begin with correcting a slight error in a name. In

tar. 6, 108 Devakrtam tad udyanam must be changed

into Devakrtim etc.
,

cp. ibid. 72 Devakrtir iti khydtam

udyanam etc.

Ill In this cloka both Br. and D have jahnuh, an impos-

sible form. Brockhaus translates this perfect by „schlugen

(auf ihn) zu", hence Tawney likewise „pelted him vigo-

rously" (I, 37), as if it were jaghnuh. I read jahruh;
this verb agrees better, I suppose, with the adjectives

qualifying its subject. The bathing wives „with bodies

the proportions of which were revealed by their clin-

ging garments" incited the mind of their husband to

lovesport, jahruh. tarn aiiganah = 'mulieres eum
ceperunt.'

119 Some lines below it is related how the king was wholly

abashed at the manifestation of his ignorance of Sanskrit

appearing by his misunderstanding the words of the queen

:

„modakair deva paritadaya mam." „The king was at once

overpowered with secret shame" {lajjakranto jhatity abhut

cl. 118). CI. 119 thus proceeds:

parityaktaja lakrldo vltadarpacca tatksanam

jatavamano nirlaksah pravican nijamandaram ,

so D. In Br. is edited nirlaksyah, Lanman has adopted this

reading in his Reader, 50 14
. But neither nirlaksah nor

nirlaksyah seem to represent the genuine word. If we admit

of its correctness , we have to comply with such an #V#£

eipqusvov as is scarcely consistent with the general laws of

structure of Sanskrit wTords. There does not exist such a

verb as nirlaksayati, if it existed, it would not at any rate

mean „to avoid the sight." On the other hand, analysing

nirlaksya (or °ksa) = „ where the laksya is wanting" cannot

account for the translation neither of Br. , who makes the

king return to his palace, „um von Niemandem gesehen

zu werden," nor for that of T., who renders the con-

clusion of this cloka in this manner: „and immediately

entered his own palace unperceived." The simplest corre-

ction would be to change nirlaksah into vilaksah. But it
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seems improbable that an as common word as vilaksa

should have been altered. If we correct: nirlaksmih,

all will be right. Laksml has often the meaning of „ bril-

liancy, lustre" in one's outer appearance (cp. Apte's Diet.,

s. v. 4°); nirlaksml is the same as the more common
word nisprabha. The king, being abashed and put to

shame, was in low spirits and in' a dejected state of

mind; this he showed by his perplexed countenance. Cp.

the parallel places Divyavadana 6 3

3

25 and A v a-

danacataka, I, 48 10 where nispratibhana is used of

persons, vanquished in disputation.

9, 77 For vipanne pannage purvam I read v. p. purve. The

mountaineer says to Udayana: „I am a poor man, and

I always maintain myself by exhibiting snakes [jivami

bliujagam khelayan sada\\. The snake I previously had

having died, I. finding this one captured him

\ayam. maya labd/mkj' (T I, 55). Now as the phrase

'the snake I previously had' corresponds to pannagak

ptlrvah, not purvam, it follows that purvam is a corrupt

reading and must be corrected into purve.

10, 159 The hunter who finds Qrldatta and tells him that his

wife whom he had lost is safe and stays at Nagasthala in

the house of an old brahman, concludes his message with

this cloka, which is edited (in both Br. and D) as follows:

tatag caham ihayato buddliva tvannama tanmukhat

tarn anvestum tato gacc/ia gighram Nagasthalam prati.

T (I, 64) renders the second line thus: „Therefore you

had better go quickly to N. to search for her." But

how can Qridatta be urged to search for his wife, when

he has been just before informed of the place, where

she is. The right reading is, of course, tvam anvestum,

with punctuation after these words, for it is a7iam

ihagatah that has tvam anvestum for its complement.

The hunter says : „having learnt your name from her

lips, I came here to search after you. Therefore
, go

quickly to N "

11, 77 tatah kalena jatasya rajnah kanya tu tanvy atha.

The particle tu is here not required and inconvenient.

Correct : s u tanvy atha = 'a very delicate daughter' or

'a beautiful daughter'

13, 196 Vasavadatta leaves her uneasiness at her having left

stealthily the paternal home with her lover, king Udayana,
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being moved by the lovely tale narrated by Vasantaka

about the adventures of the faithful wife Devasmita.

These are the contents of this cardulavikridita stanza,

the third and fourth padas of which are thus edited

:

tallajjasadanam vidhaya vidadhe Vatsegvare bhartari

prakpraudhapra?iayavabaddham api tad bhaktyekatanam manah.

The subject of the passive perf. vidadhe is Vasavadattaya

in the second pada. Tawney has well caught, I think,

the purport of the first part of pada c) , which Brockhaus

must have considered so difficult as to overlook it wholly

in his translation. He translates: „she got over the fee-

ling of shame [= tallajjas. vidhaya] at having recently

left her father's house [= navaparityakte pitur vegmani

in pada b)]" Apparently he does not take sadanam =
'Sitz', as is done PW VII, 603 s. v. sadana 1), but he

will claim for it the meaning 3) 'Erschlaffung', as I do.

Yet, this being the case, its connection with vidhaya

does not make a proper sense. Not vidhaya but vihaya
must be the right reading; tallajjasadanam vihaya answers

to Latin hujus pudoris languore relicto.

14, 15 The nuptials of Udayana and Vasavadatta are come to

an end, and U. with his wife go back to Kaucambl:

sa pratasthie tato devya saha svapurlm prati. After

two or three days visayam tarn avapya sah etc. Correct

visayam svam, for he arrived in his own territory.

100 Both Br. and D have yacchatAvantika?n brutha. For

brutha to restore bruta , it is an imperative.

17, 72 I change pramodena into pramadena. Somaprabha, that

wondrous girl, who spoke inmediately after birth, had

told her father, he must not marry her to anybody;

accordingly the father „ concealed her in his house", and

in this manner she grew up hidden from everybody.

But, so relates our tale-teller, once it happened that on

the festival of spring she looked down from the top of

her house. That she did so pramadena 'by some impru-

dence (of her wardens)' is something essential which

cannot be missing; pramodena, which denotes that „she

looked on out of gladness", is to no purpose. Even in

the parallel extract in Brhatkath a m a n j a r I , however

shortened, the accidental character of the fact is indicated;

seep. 80, cl. 139 tarn Cakrotsavayatrayam daivadvata-

yanasthitam j Guhasenasuto 'pacyat.
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156 Yaugandharayana counsels his master to return to

KaucambI, „for we know that there is nothing to be

feared from the king of Magadha, even though he has

been deceived. For he has been completely gained over

by means of the negotiation termed 'Giving of a daughter'
"

(T I, 123). Here the sentence „he has been gained over"

is the translation of samadhitah in Br., an impossible

form, explained in PW, VII, 102 as an xv. sip. =
samdhita. Dreads sa badhitah (=„ he has been checked").

The true reading is, of course, sa sad Ji.it ah, that

expresses nearly the same as T's „he has been gained

over"; the whole line runs thus.-

kanyasambandhanamna hi samna samyak sa sadhitah.

21, 96 It is almost superfluous to observe that the avagraha

in both editions should disappear; sa rajaputro bheje

par am criyam. Cp. supra p. 92 in fine.

24, 106 I read the cloka thus:

tavac ca sa dvitlyo 'sya sakha caramukhena tat

vijnaya Madhavo 'py eva m nagafim praviveca trim.

The edited text has tarn and etannagarim.

25, 88 Both Br. and D edit this cloka as follows:

ratrau ca tatra suptesu sarvesv adhigatadhvasu

grantesv astirnaparnadipanthagayyanisadisu.

Here I cannot account for adhigatadhvan as a designa-

tion of people who have travelled the whole day and

are now fatigued, as is required by the context; T
(I, 209) translates: „And at night, while all were

asleep, wearied with their long journey etc." Adhigata-

dhvan does not suit this meaning, it ought to denote

rather 'one who has found his way.' I propose to correct

:

sarvesv api gatadhvasu = „ while all travellers without

exception, were asleep"; gatadhvan is here as appropriate

a word to signify people at rest after travelling, as

adhvaga and adhvagacchan (Jatakamala, VI, 27) to

signify travellers on the road.

247 I think tarn at the end of the 2
d pada is to be cor-

rected into tat; sarovara?n is a neuter always and every-

where. Cp. PW and PWK s. v.

26, 142 D = 140 Br. The sons of Satyavrata, having laid hold

on .Qaktideva, are going to make an expiatory offering

of him to Durga, since he had occasioned the death of

their father. They sav:
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tad esa Candikadevyah purastat pitrghatakah

asmabhir upahartavyah cvah prabhate pacukrtah.

So must be read, and not upahantavyah , as edited. There

is no room here for the gerundive of han -f- upa, which,

if existing, must mean 'to be touched, to be hurted"; on the

other hand upahartavya is the proper word required. Cp.

6, 79 lokah pacupaharena prinati varadam imam; 18, 161

atmopaharena pfinami bhavatlm a/iam; 22, 64 D tatraham

upaharartham upanitah etc.; 53, J 37 tatra prabodhya

(viz. Vtravarah) bharyayai . cacamsa salt,
J

svaputram

upahartavyam rajarthe vacanad Bhuvah; Brhatk. tar.

2 , 113 Bhillair (so to read) Durgopaharaya nibaddho

bahucrnkhalaih. — Cancel upahantavya in PW and PWK.
226 I) = 224 Br. Both editions have

tarn ca krstam puras tyaktva Devadattam tarn abliyadhat.

I think it must be punas, not puras. T (I, 230) trans-

lates: (She, after cleaving her body and taking out the

child) „flung it down before him and said", but how

can the sole purah convey the meaning of the two words

puras tasya? Punah signifies that she took the child out

and immediately after again abandoned it.

27, 148 The minister Amaragupta, counselling his lord Vikra-

masimha to go a hunting, calls hunting a fine and useful

sport, yet it ought no to be practised with excess. Pada

a of the cloka where this is stated, is edited thus: na

cati te nisevyante. As no plural noun immediately precedes

to which to refer the subject te , T (I, 243) accepts te

as meaning the mrga dustah , named in pada a of 147,

and translates: „but wild animals should not be too

unremittingly pursued." A forced interpretation, also with

respect to nisevyante. I hold the words for slightly cor-

rupt and emend them in this way: na cati sa nisevyas

te — „yet, you should not love that (hunting-sport,

akheta, named immediately before in 147 d) too much."

29, 9] Kirtisena who during the absence of her husband is

exposed to the vexations and the ill treatment of her

mother-in-law reflects within herself, what I put here with

the words of the translator (T I, 261): „My husband

is rich, I was born in a good family, I am fortunately

endowed and virtuous, nevertheless I suffer such cala-

mity, thanks to my mother-in-law." By the bye I remark

that the words „I am fortunately endowed" answer to
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sauhhagyam and express that she possessed beauty and

other qualities apt to captivate a husband. The conclusion

„thanks to my mother-in-law" is a clever rendering of

cvagruprasadat of the original. Yet prasada, being not

used as our „thanks to" as a vox media indicative of

any cause, even of mishap, is wholly out of place here.

And the nature of the context forbids us to explain

cvagruprasadat as an ironical utterance = „by the favour

[that is: ill-favour] of my mother-in-law" The word is

doubtless depraved. I guess the genuine ablative may be

easily restored and read the cloka as follows:

adhyah patih kule janma sauhhagyam sadhuvrttata

tad apy aho mama gvagrvapasadad idrgi vipat.

„ nevertheless I suffer such calamity because of that

accursed mother-in-law." For °apasada with this meaning,

see the instances quoted by Apte, Sanskrit-English Diet.,

s. v. and also Dacakumaracarita, Uttarakh. , 4th

Ucchvasa (p. 131 ed. Taran.) hva yasi kunjarapasada.

32, 135 D = 136 Br. The structure of the period which makes

up this cloka is somewhat disturbed ; the clause yat suhrn

me 'sti napitah is not accounted for satisfactorily from a

grammatical point of view, whether it should be construed

with the preceding sentence , or with the following. I

think, yat suhrt should be corrected into yah suhrt, and

I read the cloka thus

:

ekas tatrahhyupayah syat: yah suhrn me 'sti napitah

idrgvijnanakugalah , sa cet kuryad ihodyamam.

144 D = 145 Br. What may be the force of param, the last word

of the first line of this cloka? The female ascetic deli-

berates with her friend, the barber, about some means

to remove queen Kadaligarbha from king Drdhavarman
,

her husband, who is much attached to her. The barber

dissuades to use violence; „ therefore it is far better",

says he „that she should be separated from the king by

means of our ingenuity", etc. (T I, 288). There can

be no question of doubting the rightness of this trans-

lation. But it is not param that means 'far better,' but

vararn, and so, I am sure, the edited text is to be

mended

:

tasmad huddhihalenaisa rajno viclisyate varam.
This, too, is in accordance with the habit of our author

of employing varam in the way of an adverb, so as to have

Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. Afd. Letteik. N. R. DI. VIII. N°- 5. 11
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almost the nature of our „ rather". Here are some in-

stances: 22, 84 tad etam upasarpami tavaj jijnasitum

varam /
ity fdocya; 26, 250 astam tatraiva bliuyo 'pi

papah kapaliko varam = „let the wicked kapalika rather

remain there still longer"; 39, 50 (Br.) tad ihaiva varam

devi bhugrham kriyatam iti; 101, 8 varam Ujjayinim yami

tatra prripyeta jatu sah
; 123, 57 tad gacchami varam

patha
I
etatpradarqyamanena. Other instances see PW, VI

s. v. varam , 2 b.

34, 167 I read this cloka with a slight correction, altering

tayaniya into tasya0
:

tatra pargvam tasyamya sutam Madanamancuhdm

Kalingasenaya pritya rajyamanah sa tasthivan.

Parqvam cannot be destitute of the genitive depending

on it.

212 The words yatha tatha at the end of the 2
d pada

must be interchanged , the meaning being ,,he conducted

himself in such a way [cestate sma tatha] that [yat/ia]
}

though attacked by an emperor, he was not defeated"

(T I, 314).

37, 165 Tawney translates the line anubhutadblmtanehajanma-

mutraiva ja?ima?ii „ having endured more than one [add:

'wonderful'] birth in this very life" (1 , 343). But amutra

janmani is „in the other life", the very counterpart of

this life {idam janmd). Somadeva wrote, I am sure,

°jamnamutr ev a janmani = „ having endured many won-

derful births, as if in the other world."

38, 111 It is said of the hetaera Madanamala that she, having

lost her sweetheart, determined to die, if in the space

of six months he should not return. Her temper of mind,

wThile being in this disposition , is thus described in the

edited text (Br. and D)

:

tatas tadviprayogarta jivitam visavedanam

deham nisphalamayasamaMram caurayatanam

manyamana

,

and rendered by T (I, 352) as follows: „ afflicted

at his departure , and considering life to be poison-agony,

and the body, that fruitless accumulation, of delusion,

to be merely a punishment for thieving." We may under-

stand that she, heavy with sorrow, looks on life as an-

guish caused by poison, but what in the world may

account for the strange and absurd opinion , that the body
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should be hold for 'a punishment for thieving' ? Besides,

though maya (delusion) is the acknowledged cause of the

phenomenal world , from the orthodox Vedantic stand-

point , such a tenet as delta = ?nayasamahara is unheard of

and, if considered well, almost an impossibility for an Indian

mind; the maya does not consist of small particules, the

sum or samahara of which makes up a body. Brockhaus

was mistaken, when he divided nish/phala-mdyd-samdhdram.

He ought to have divided thus: nisphalam ayasam aharatn,

in three words. „ And as to caurayatanam , I am sure it repre-

sents a misread caiva yatanam. I restore, accordingly,

Somadeva s genuine cloka in this manner:

tatas tadviprayogarta jivitam visavedanam

deham nisphalam ayasam aharam caiva yatanam

manyamana,

= „ .considering life to be poison-agony, the body

fruitless toil and food to be a punishment."

39, 215 For rajanam yatam buddhva savakchalam
/
sambhavyaiva

I propose s v a vakchalam j sambhavyaiva = „guessing

that the king was gone after knowing her false tongue";

buddhva has the king for its subject, not the queen. T's

translation (I, 366) is to be corrected in this way.

41, 31 King Cirayus the long-lived, whose minister was the

wise Nagarjuna (see supra, p. 48), has anointed his

son Jlvahara yuvaraja. When he, rejoiced at his dignity

of crown-prince, comes up to his mother, she says to

him: „Why do you rejoice without cause, my son, at

having obtained this dignity of crown-prince, for this is

not a step to the attainment of the kingly dignity, not

even by the help of asceticism? For many crown-princes,

sons of your father, have died, and not one of them

has obtained the throne, they have all inherited disap-

pointment. For Nagarjuna has given this king an elixir,

by the help of which he is now in the eighth century

of his age." These words of the mother, which I transcribe

from T (I, 377) = original text 41, 31—33, offer no

difficulty, but for the mention of asceticism. The life and

the business of a crown-prince are the very contrary of

the life and the occupations of an ascetic. What, then,

the tapas has to do here? Nothing at all, I think. If the

cloka 31 were free from corruption, that tapas would cease

to be. I surmise, the genuine form of this cloka was:

11*
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yauvarajyam idam prapya putra krsyasi kim mrsa?

rajyapraptyai kramo ky esa na kadacana vidyate

= „do not rejoice at your being anointed crown-prince

:

this is never at all a step to the attaining of the royal

dignity;" rJcfJ^J^Tf has been depraved into FmHT^FT-

44, 57 Suryaprabha, the future lord of the Vidyad haras kidnaps

many princesses as his wives, thanks to the favour of the

Asura Maya. Roaming with his chariot through the air

he took Madanasena from TamraliptT, CandrikavatT from

Aparanta, Varunasena from Kafici, Sulocana from Lava-

naka etc. From TamraliptT he carried away also a second

princess

,

ayayau Tamraliptim ca punas tatrapy ap a karat

aparam rajatanayam kanyam namna Vilasimm.

Here I have corrected apaharat for upakarat , as is

edited in both Br. and D Perhaps it was an error of

print in Br., thoughtlessly repeated in D Cp. cl. 63,

where the king of TamraliptT complains to the father of

Suryaprabha : putrena tava me 'pahrte sute. Supra, p. 71

we have conversely corrected apa instead of upa° At 48

,

34 D has upakrtam , which is preferable to Br. apakrtam.

Another instance of the same confusion is 75, 95. The

woman says:

kim tv aham na sada tatra gacchamy ap a hrtambara.

kuputrah kitavo vastram drstva hi karate mama.

Here Br. reads upakrtambara , I) upakalambara . The

fault escaped the attention of Boehtlingk, who in his

Ckrestomathie2 p. 114 (cl. 37) kept the reading of Br.,

Tawney rightly translates, as if his text had apakrta
0

:

„but I never go at present, as I have been deprived

of my clothes, for my wicked son, who is a gam-

bler, takes away my clothes, as soon as he sees them."

(II, 236).

45, 27 In the answer of Maya, the advocate of Suryaprabha,

to Narada, Indra's messenger, Br.'s corrupt text: yat

„prdgvamedkdkaranam devavajndtn" cajalpatil tad asat has

misled T (I, 415). D much better: yac cacvamedha
0

Read: yac c a cvamedhakaranam devavajnam cajalpati tad

asat = „and with regards to his (Indra's) saying about

the not-performance of an acvamedha (by us) and our

contempt of the devas, that is false."
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to improve the reading. So, 1 think, Somadeva compo-

sed them:

utksipta mrtakalpam sa krtvatmanam nivedite *)

pratyagate vanihputra alapam canahair dadau
||

samagv as tam 2
) samadaya hrstas tam sanugah priyam

agad Igvaravarmasau pratyavrtyaiva tadgrham
||

62, 143 Since it is impossible to construe yuyam .sarve

tisthantu, and no other grammatical employment of the

imperative is left than to be the predicate of yuyam,

tisthantu must be a clerical error for tisthata.

63, 59 The water-genius relates how he has been born as such

by a fault committed in a previous existence, when being

under the vow of the uposana he
,
though not purposely,

had had sexual intercourse with his wife. „When this

vow was almost completed" he says, „one of my wives

wickedly came and slept in my bed." (T II, 82).

Then happened that which is told in cl. 59 defectively edi-

ted in Br. — one syllable is wanting — , in D it is

as follows:

turye tu yame vismrtya tadvrate tannis e v anam

nidramohat taya saham ratam sevitavan aham.

It is plain that he did not forget tannisevanam but tan-

nine d/i an am. As to the confusion in mss. between v

and dh see supra, p. 69 at the bottom.

65, 81 The meaning of upakaramca, as is edited in Br. and

D, must be a mystery to the interpreters of this passage.

Somaprabha has cursed her brother to become a bird with

a golden crest, and puts this term to the curse, saying:

„When you fall, in your bird-form, into a blind

well, and a certain merciful person draws you out, and

you do him a service in return , then you shall be released

from this curse" I transcribe the words quoted from T II,

105 and I have italicized the equivalent of tasya Jcrtvo-

pakr/ramcam of the edited text, to show that Tawney

translated upakaramca as if it were simply upakara. I

surmise that the genuine reading is:

tasya hrtvopalm ram tva m capam etam tarisyasi.

67, 72 Since there is no species of ruddy goose (cakravaka)

1

) Br. nivedya tam \ pratyagatam vanikputram a'

D niveditam I pratyagatam vanikputram a"

2
) So D ; Br. samaQvastah
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49, 175 D = 176 Br. For sapi tanmukha eva I think it must be

put sapi tanmukhenaiv a; tanmukha eva cannot be aocoun-

ted for grammatically, neither as nom. nor as loc. , and

cp. the preceding cloka pravrajakamukhena.

216 „A.nd a wife, [says Gunacarman] who falls in love of

her own accord with a man, is sure to be chaste, but

if she is given away by her father against her will, she

will be like Asokavati" (T I, 469). The original text

of this sentence, whose meaning is exactly rendered by

the words quoted, is thus edited:

jaya ca svarasa rakta bhaved avyabhicarini

avaga pitrdatta ca syad Acokavati yatha.

Here, I suppose, every Sanskritist must be at a loss how

to account for svarasa. That word must be somehow

corrupted, and I think we do not go much amiss by conjectu-

ring the true reading to be svavaca. The wife got

against her will and given by her father — avaca

pitrdatta ca — is contrasted with her who of her own

accord comes to her husband, whom she loves — sva-

vaca rakta.

53, 40 Labdhadatta, a dependent (karpatika) of king Laksa-

datta, had received from his lord a citron filled with

jewels. He, however, thinking it a common citron,

sold it to some Buddhist mendicant, who visiting the

king, presents him with it. Laksadatta, recognizing the

fruit, asks the mendicant, how he came by it. The first

line of cl. 40 contains the question; Br. differs here

from D :

Br. matuluhgam hita idam samlabdham bhavatam iti

D matulungam kuta idam bhadanta bhavatam iti.

I prefer the reading of D, but as it is very impro-

bable that the king addresses that ordinary mendicant

in so respectful terms as is implied by the plural

bhavatam, I hold this word for a corruption and con-

jecture :

matulungam huta idam bhadanta bhanyatam iti

= „How did yow come by that citron? Tell it me,

reverend sir."

57, 111 foil. These two clokas, in which the rescue of Sundarl

from the well and the returning of her lover Icvaravarman

are narrated (T II, 7), seem to be badly transmitted

in mss. Partly D, partly my own conjecturing may help
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which is styled nigacakravaka , and there is made mention

in this cloka of the cakravaka separated from his cakra-

vaki „at night" (T II, 129), a very common simile,

the edited reading need be corrected into nigi cakrahva-

sadrgl kapy avastha mamabhavat.

71 , 11 Mrgankadatta has rescued the king of the Bhillas from

the peril of drowning, whereupon that prince shows

his gratitude by offering him his friendship and assistance

in his undertaking, inviting him to enjoy his hospita-

lity with these words (T II, 154): „So do me the

favour, my lord, of coming to my palace, since I am
your slave." It is obvious that the original text of this

content thus edited:

tat prasadam kurusvaihi grhan bhrtyasya me prabho

must be corrected into bhrtyasya te prabho.

105 In the speech, with which king Vimalakara blames

the inaction and the want of energy of his son Kama-

lakara, an instrumental has perchance ousted the legi-

timate locative from its place. Read the first line of the

cloka thus:

tvay i ca drsta nadyapi jiglsa sukhasangin i

and translate „up to the present time no longing for

conquest has manifested itself in you, a person addicted

to pleasures" The edited text has tvaya sukhasangina,

as if drsta were synonymous with dargita.

74, 69 I suppose pragalbhate to be corrupt. We have to expect

pragalbhatclni. The citizens thought: „(But) let Samara-

bhata not dare to rob him of the kingdom." The cloka,

therefore , is to be corrected thus

:

maiv asya rajyam Samarabliato harturn pragalbha tarn etc.

82, 44 The man who was fastidious about beds, one of the

three fastidious brothers, bore a red mark on his side

caused by a hair that was found upon examination under-

neath seven mattresses. This mark qualified in cl. <U

mudreva kutilarima is again spoken of in cl. 44, for not

angam, as has been edited, but ankam must be meant.

It is said that the king was astonished on beholding

that mark:

so 'py anitasya viksya tat

tadrupam ttdikacangasy ankam raja visismiye

(T II, 273 translates: „when the king saw the state of his

body"). Cp. Ksemendra telling the same tale IX, 2, 362
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gayyacango 'dhikas tebhyo yo valenankitas tanau. In

the parallel place of the prose redaction ofVetalapan-
cavimcati edited by Jivananda Vidyasagara in 1873

(tale 5, p. 27 12
) likewise: gayyacancoh prsthe ci/inam

drstva brute: „satyam ayam gayyacancuh."

83, 30 Jivadatta, one of the suitors for the hand of Anan-

garati being asked his name and his profession or art,

answers :

vipro 'fiam Jivadattakhyo vijnanam ca mamedrgam :

jantun mrtan apy amya dargayamy agu jivatah.

So this cloka is edited. Its meaning is plain, but for

apy anlya. That T's translation (II, 276) „I can restore

to life dead creatures, and exhibit them alive" is mate-

rially right, is out of question. But T did as less under-

stand the words apy anlya as I do. I believe they are

vitiated and perhaps we would not be far from the truth

,

if we restored anupr any a. The anupranana, in

its most strict acceptance, signifies a certain ceremony

in the ritual of the jatakarma, the object of which is

to vivify the newborn child by inspiring into it succes-

sively the five different breaths which constitute life. In

a figurative sense it is used in the Prabodhacandrodaya,

1Y (p. 137 of ed. Nirnayas.
, 1898) pranayamadyanupra-

nanena. Here, too', the verb anupranayati would be

apposite to express the idea of 'restoring to life' dead

people. Cp. vigvasya hi p ran an am jivanam tue
^ (RV 1,

48, 10) „in you (Usas) resides that which makes every

being breathe and live."

94, 100 The boy of seven years who willingly offers his life

to save that of the king and to relieve his poor parents,

says to them, when he asks their permission : „permit

me to do so, and put an end to your poverty" (T II,

340). The Sanskrit original of this sentence is vitiated

by a grammatical blunder, which I should pass over

tacitly, for it seems to be a simple error of print in Br.

,

if not D had the same fault. Of course, it must be

tan mam abhyanujanitam hatam capadam atmanah;

both Br. and D have hatam.

95, 12 tato dinesu yatesu tihsnasuryamgusayahaih

prositanam niruddhadhva gharmakala ihabhyagat.

The adverb iha is out of place. This is so obvious that

T (II, 343) omitted it in his translation unconsciously,
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makes the meaning this: „Here 1 rescued her, when she

had been terrified by 'the Raksasis."

184 Padmavati is about to put an end to her hopeless

life and deliberates, what means of suicide is the best

in her case. The blazing funeral pile, which has consumed

the bodies of Muktaphaladhvaja and Mahabuddhi does

not like her, since ,,it is not fitting, that I should enter

this fire and be mixed up with strange men. So in this

(difficult conjuncture) hanging, which gives no trouble,

is my best resource" (T II, 559). I have put within

brackets two words added by the translator. The origi-

nal Sanskrit cloka is this:

parapurusamadhye tu pravestum anale Ira me

na yuhtam tad anayasah paca evatra me gatih.

Should hanging be styled by that girl a manner of

killing one's self „ which gives no trouble?" And even if she

thought so, this declaration is not the contrast of what

precedes, as it ought to be; for it is not on account of
the trouble which she fears that she is not willing to

throw herself into the fire. In short, anayasah must be

a corrupt reading; the genuine word hidden under the

corruption is an as thay ah, I think. By restoring it, we
get this meaning : „hanging alone is the proper act for

me, destitute as I am of hope"

121, 148 Qakra has cursed Kalavatl and added the term of the

curse. She goes back to the earth and weeping „told

to Thinthakarala the curse Indra had pronounced, to-

gether with the end he had appointed to it, and how
he himself was to blame" (T II, 579). Of the Sanskrit

original of the quoted passage, as it is edited,

itlndracapagapantav etya sacruh cacamsa sa

tasmai Kalavatl Thinthakaralaya savacyatam,

the last word cannot be right. Read: savacyak am, an

avyayibhava = „with words of blame"

123, 266 B = 265 Br. The wicked servant who had in vain tried

to keep the lady whom he had to lead to his master

for himself, and now returns to him without her, excul-

pates himself with a lie. He says: „no sooner did she

come out and was seen, than I was seized there by

those other men, etc." (T II, 607). The words quoted

represent nearly the meaning of the original text, but
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methinks. Read: gharmakdla iv dbhyagdt ; the particle of

comparison
,

though put after gharmakdlah
,

logically

belongs to prositdndm niruddhddhva. The three following

clokas are built up in a similar way; they are descrip-

tive of characteristics of the hot season , each trait being

embellished by a comparison denoted by iva. This con-

sideration favours the proposed correction.

108 , 131 The spies who have visited incognito the court of the

rival Vidyadhara king Mandaradeva report to Narava-

hanadatta the hostile intentions of that monarch and his

disdaining utterance about him. On hearing this
,
„the

assembly of N.'s partizans. were all beside them-

selves with anger The arms of Chitrangada , fre-

quently waved and extended, seemed with the tinkling of

their bracelets to be demanding the signal for combat,

etc." (T II, 456). What is said here of Citrangada

corresponds to this cloka:

Citrdngadasya bdhu svau vidhutaprasrtau punah

amdrgatdm ivddegam yoddhum valayanihsvanaih.

Anybody who reads these lines must be stricken by the

impossibility of explaining svau. This pronoun is not

only quite superfluous, but as little as one would say

in English: Citrangada s own arms frequently waved",

can Somadeva have expressed himself in a similar way.

I hold svau for corrupt, and suggest that the good rea-

diug is kite; C. made strong movements with his arms

in the air to give vent to his anger. As to the palaeo-

graphical ground of this emendation, cp. 10 6, 110

where Br. has kheda-chaldt , but D the right reading sve-

dacchaldt {supra, p. 69).

119, 140 Muktaphaladhvaja says to his friend that the temple

of Gaurl, near which they have descended, is the place

where he rescued formerly his beloved Padmavati from

the injury "of the Raksasls [116, 27 foil.]. In T's trans-

lation (II, 556) his words are: „Here 1 had my first

interview with my beloved, when she had been terrified

by the Raksasls, etc.," the original of which is:

amutra Bdksasltrastd purvam sambhavitd mayd.

But sambhavitd mayd cannot be the equivalent of „I had

my first interview with her;" on the other hand no

meaning inherent to sambhdvita befits the situation. I think

sambhavitd is a misread s amtdritd , which being restored
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in the editions the conjunctions yavat tavat have

interchanged their places. It must be

:

naiva sa niragad y civ ad, drstas tavad aham janaih.

Br. reads the line thus:

naiva sa niragdt tdvad drishtd, ydvad aham janaih

D as follows

naiva sa niragat tavad drsto yavad aham janaih.

The meaning is: „ Before she had come out, other

people saw me, those seized me and took away my
mule"

124, 32 The style of the second line of this cloka would be

much improved by correcting

ko ndma Vikramddityah? sa eva 'djndm daddti nah

(Br. and likewise D), into

ko nama Vikramadityah sa y ad ajnam daddti nah?

Care has be taken to offer only such emendations to the con-

sideration of competent judges as are evident or almost evident to

myself. I have avoided advancing uncertain guesses and vague con-

ceits. Many corrupt places are still waiting the hand that restores

them to soundness, in the first place if possible, by the light of

duly examined manuscripts, or this failing, by critical acumen.

For though, as stated before, the text has been upon the whole

preserved tolerably well and cruces interpretations are, therefore,

comparatively rare, now and then there exists a strong presump-

tion of depravation being the cause of our want of understanding

a given passage. Among others I mention 10, 68. 11, 16. 14,

72. 16, 58. 22, 115 l
). 61 , 102. 44, 107 53, 88 (tempted

without success by Kern). 55, 173. 57, 17 72, 69. 102, 111.

112, 153.

In the course of these researches comparison of Somadeva's text

with the Brhkm. has sometimes proved a useful instrument in both

exegetical and critical respect. I am persuaded that a thorough and

close examination of both works in concordance with each other,

as Mankowski and Hertel have done already for the Pancatantra

portion , must bear good fruit.

1 will give a fair sample of wThat I mean with that help. It is

worth while to deal with it more fully

l

)
Perhaps to read Mm vyajenarjuke jane? [=vyajena -\-rjuke jane}. The reading

of the editions vyajenarjave jane implies an impossibility. It is inadmissible to take

arjava (uprightness) with the meaning of rju 'upright'. Cp. also t. 24, 79.
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In Somadeva s t. 72 a remarkable story is told which, may be

called the very different Indian fashion of the legend of Daedalus

and Icarus. The Sanskrit text that contains it, is edited as fol-

lows by Br.

:

Asid Mdlddharo nama piirvam brdhmanaputrakah.

so pagyad ehadd, Siddha-faimdram vyoma-gdminam. 278.

tat-spardliayd trinamaydn pakshdn dbadliya pdrgvayoh

,

utplutya utplutya gagane gaty-abhydsam acihshata. 279.

pratyaham cd tathd fairvan paricramam apdrthaham

dadrige sa kumdrena kaddcid vyoma-cdrind. 280.

„dhairya-yuktah paricrdmyan dushprdpe rthe 'pi sodyamah

„bdlo 'yam anukampyo me, mama hy esha parigrahalI," 281

iti samcitya tushtena nitvd tena sva-gaktitah

skandkena, dvijaputro sdv dtmano 'nucarah kritah. 282.

Tawney , since he had no other instrument for interpretation at

his disposal but the text as transcribed here, acquitted himself well

of his task by translating it as follows:

„Once on a time there was a young Brahman of the name of

Maladhara: he beheld one day a prince of the Siddhas flying

through the air. Wishing to rival him, he fastened to his sides

wings of grass, and continually leaping up, he tried to learn the

art of flying in the air. And as he continued to make this useless

attempt every day, he was at last seen by the prince while he

was roaming through the air. And the prince thought: ,,I ought

to take pity on this boy who shews spirit in struggling earnestly

to attain an impossible object, for it is my business to patronize

such." Thereupon, being pleased, he took the Brahman boy, by

his magic power, on his shoulder and made him one of his fol-

lowers." (T II, 184).

Here is its parallel in Brhkm. p. 258:

gigur Mcdadharo nama brafanano Daksinapathe

dadarga nabhasa yantam javat Siddliakumarakam. IX, 1, 532

tam drstva talapahsabliyam hrtvatmanam pjarisJcrtam

akage gamanabliyasam vyadhad utsahanirbharah. 533

tato yadrcchaya yato Bhagavau varado Guhah

tam drstva balakrpaya cakara vyomagaminam. 534

Leaving aside a few slight differences between both narratives,

with Ksemendra it is not the young Siddha-prince who pities the

energetical fantastical man, but the mighty son of Civa himself. And
considering more closely the tale told, it is much more likely that

a god made him one of his followers than a simple Siddhaku-

marah, who for the rest may rather represent „some young Siddha"



CHAPTER IV

Metrorum conspectus.

Somadeva was a skilled metrician. He handles the most various

metres with facility and does not seem to have had great trouble

to harmonize his elocution with the severe exigencies of the diffe-

rent kinds of versified style. As a rule he writes with the same

fluency and lucidity, whether he uses the ordinary anustubh cloka

or composes cikharinl and cardulaviknclita stanzas. It is the old

custom of Indian artful narrative poetry to change the metre in

the last verses of the cantos. Somadeva, who in accordance with

his predecessor Ksemendra composed the bulk of his poem in

ordinary clokas and made that metre the main metrical form of

each of the 124 tarahgas of his sagara of tales — the popular

style and the literary character of the fairy stories being little

adapted to more severe and more refined metrical schemes for the

composition of whole cantos, as is the case in the Buddhacarita

and the classical epics of Kalidasa, Magha and others — affords

a -comparatively large room to that metrical variety of the con-

clusions. In the first lambakas he observed some restraint, but

gradually he must have allowed himself to indulge freely into his

talent of displaying the richness of his descriptive and representing

power in an elegant variety of metres. He does so especially in

the last canto of each lambaka. The ninth lambaka ends with

thirteen, the seventh with thirty-four, the long twelfth even with

forty-nine such free stanzas.

As I am not aware of a conspectus metrorum of the Kathasa-

ritsagara already existing, and this may be a useful instrument for

further research, I subjoin it here in the way of an appendix to

these Studies 1
).

*) I follow D's text for the numbers of the verses in each taranga. Those of Br.

agree with them , if the contrary is not stated.
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— Ks. names him Siddhakumarakam — than a „ prince of the

Siddhas." It is now plain that Brockhaus misunderstood the word

kumarena cl. 280. It denotes not ,,that prince of Siddhas" but Kumara
= Guha = Skanda, the wargod. And if we compare also D's edition

of the Kathasaritsagara , it appears that Br. in cl. 282 by mistake

wrote skandhena [T's „upon his shoulder"] for Skandena, as he will

have found in his MSS. So it is plain that Somadeva and Kseinendra

fully agree as to the main fact, that it was Skanda who took up

the undertaking brahman to his dominions and made him his

follower. T's translation is to be altered accordingly.
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GANACCHANDAS.

Ary a: a.) pathya:

1, 63—65. 3, 64; 75—78. 4, 135. 8, 35—37 II, 81—83.
12, 193. 14, 88 16, 12.2. 18, 406. 21, 147 22, 255—258.23,
91. 24, 230. 25, 292; 293. 26, 94; 273—278 (271—276 1

)); 286

(284). 27, 2 1 1 34, 251; 252; 265. 35, 163; 164. 36, 135. 37,

238; 239; 244. 38, 156; 157 39, 246. 43, 245; 252 *); 258;

259; 262, 44, 140; 186 (187). 45, 370; 371. 50, 207 (208);

210 (211). 51, 220—225. 52, 405; 406. 53, 32; 194. 54, 240.

55, 235—237; 239. 56, 338 (339), repeated 358 (359); 417—419
(418—420); 421—423 (422—424). 58, 141. 59/171. 61, 329.

64, 162; 163. 65, 255; 256. 66, 192. 67, 114. 68, 72; 73.

70, 131 71, 70, repeated 99; 304. 74, 326. 76. 4L. 77, 93—95.

80, 54. 82, 48; 49; 51; 52. 83, 62—67 86, 164—170 **).

88, 57—60. 89, 115. 90, 201—206. 93, 102. 95, 92; 93. 96,

45—50. 98, 32. 99, 44—47 100, 44- 48. 101, 374; 375; 385.

103, 242 (241). 104, 218 (219). 107, 139. 110, 145 (146). Ill,

104. 112, 214. 113, 98. 116, 95. 118, 193; 194. 119, 193; 204;

ill; 214; 215; 218. 121, 277; 278. 122, 103; 104; 110; 111.

123, 339 (338). 124, 58. Amount: 177 stanzas.

*) In D, with Br. the stanza is a giti, but his reading is bad.

**) Vs. 168 I follow Br., whose reading I prefer, in D that stanza is a giti.

b.) giti:

23, 89; 90. 24, 53; 231. 25, 297 26, 146 (144); 147 (145);

271 (269); 272 (270); 284 (282). 34, 254; 263. 41, 61. 42,

223. 43, 242—244; 246—251; 253—255; 260; 261; 263—274*).

44, 139. 382—412. 50, 203 (204); 204 (205); 211 (212). 51,

227 52, 410. 56, 360 (361). 57, 175; 177 59, 173; 179. 60,

254 (255). 66, 193. 67, 115. 69, 183. 78, 90—92 2
). 81, 114;

115. 82, 50. 85, 39. 87, 60. 92, 82; 83. 95, 94—96. 99, 39;

43; 57; 58. 100, 58. 101, 392. 103, 218 (217)—221 (220). 243

(242)—245 (244). 104, 219 (220). 105, 88; 89. 106, 186. 107,

135—138. 108, 207 (206). 109, 146—148. 110, 144 (145); 146

(147)—148 (149). Ill, 106. 112, 208—211. 114, 141—144.
116, 94. 117, 65; 66; 175—181. 119, 191; 199—202; 219.

121, 279. 123, 344 (343); 345 (344). 124, 24 1 (242)—246 (247).

Amount: 162 stanzas.

*) Vs. 274 is corrupt in D. Br.'s text has here the right reading.

*) The bracketed ciphers mark the numbers of the verses in Br.
2

) These three gitis are also distinguished by their elegant inner rhyme.
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MATRACCHANDAS.

Vaitaliya: 43, 257 56, 414; 415 (415; 416). 103, 215 (214).

Amount: 4 stanzas.

A up a c c h a n d a s i k a

Somadeva has these three types:

a. ) each pada begins by —

:

3, 79. 4, 137 7, 112. 10, 216. 14, 90. 32, 194; 195 (195;

196.). 38, 160. 45, 372. 56, 420 (421). 57, 174. 62, 236- 237

64, 164. 72, 405. 92, 87 101, 389; 390. 103, 201 (200)—209
(208) . 211 *). 106, 185. 112, 212. 116, 91; 92. 117, 171— 174.

Amount: 36 stanzas.

*) In Br., owing to a various reading, vs. 211 belongs to the type b.)

b. ) each pada begins by^w^w:
2, 82. 14, 89. 16, 123. 20, 227 21, 145. 25, 298. 26, 270

(268). 34, 256. 36, 133. 59, 167 73, 440. 102, 153. 103, 210

(209) . 109, 149; 150. 116, 93. 123, 340 (339). Amount: 17 stanzas

c. ) both types mixed.

34, 261;* 262. 53, 197 72, 406. 95, 97 99, 42. 100, 59.

103, 215 (214). Amount: 8 stanzas. In all of them one pada

begins ^ww , the other three w —

.

VRTTAM.

Tristubh I a.) indravajra: 32, 192 (193). 45, 375—377; 379.

48, 123; 125; 126; 128; 136. 59, 168; 169; 174;

175. 72, 407 76, 42. 88, 61. 92, 84; 86. 99, 48—
50; 52;- 53; 55. 103, 237 (236). 119, 198. Amount:

27 stanzas.

b. ) upendravajra: 34,257 101,380.103,232 (231);

235 (234). Amount: 4 stanzas.

c. ) upajati: 4, 136. 12, 195. 25, 291. 29, 198; 199.

45, 369; 378; 380; 381. 48, 121; 122; 124; 127;

129—135. 49, 249 (251); 250 (252). 50, 208 (209);

209 (210). 58, 139. 59, 170. 90, 207 92, 85. 96, 51.

99. 51; 54; 56. 101, 376—379; 386. 103, 198—200
(L97— 199); 213 (212); 231 (230); 233 (232); 234

(233); 236 (235). 118, 195. 119, 207; 209; 210. 123,

341 (340); 342 (341). Amount: 51 stanzas.

d. ) galini: 18, 407 25, 295. 36, 134. 37, 241. 53,

195. 84, 68. 99, 46 (cp. supra, p. 138). 101, 391.

110, 143 (144). Amount: 9 stanzas.

e. ) ratloddliata: 8, 38. 15, 148, 38, 159. 45, 365—
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3 6 7 46 , 24 9 . 70, 130. 119, 194; 195. Amount: 10

stanzas.

f.) svagata: 40, 116. Amount: 1 stanza.

JagatT II a.) vamgast/ia: 12, 194. 13, 195. 32, 193 (194). 34,

249. 38, 158. 50. 206 (207). 53, 196. 54, 241. 58,

140. 59, 176—178. 101, 382; 383. 103, 197 (196).

212 (211). 222 (221) 223 (222); 225—230 (224—229).
106, 183. 119, 197 122, 112. Amount: 27 stanzas.

b. ) indravamga: 119, 205; 206; 216. Amount: 3

stanzas.

c. ) mixture of a.) and b.): 20, 225. 101, 381, Amount:

2 stanzas.

d. ) dr utavilambit a-. 119, 208. Amount: 1 stanza.

Tristubli and jagatl mixed: One stanza 103, 230 (229).

AtijagatI III. pr aharsini -. 79, 50. 86, 171. Amount: 2 stanzas.

Qakvari IV vasantilaka- 1, 66. 2, 83. 5, 141. 6, 166. 7, 111;

113. 13, 194. 15, 149. 16, 121. 17, 170. 18, 405. 20,

226; 228—230. 21, 246. 23, 87; 88; 92; 93. 24, 229

(228). 25, 296. 26, 282 (280); 283 (281); 287 (285);

288 (286). 27, 208—210. 28, 193. 29, 196; 197 30,

142; 143. 31, 95; 96. 32, 191 (192); 196 (197). 33,

217 34, 248; 250; 253; 255; 259; 260; 264. 35,

159—162. 37, 242; 24 3 . 38, 161. 39 , 24 7 41, 60.

42, 224. 43, 275. 46, 246; 247 48, 119; 120 . 49, 24 7

(249); 248 (260); 252 (254). 50, 205 (206 *); 212

(213). 52, 409. 54, 239. 55, 238. 56, 412 (413); 413

(414); 424 (425). 57, 176. 59, 172. 60, 253 (254). 61,

330. 66, 188; 189. 67, 113. 69, 184; 185. 71, 305.

73, 441. 90, 199 . 99, 40 ; 45. 101, 384; 387; 388.

103, 217 (216); 224 (223); 238—241 (237—240).

105, 90; 91. 106, 181; 182; 1S4. 108, 209 (208).

109, 151. 110, 141 (142); 142 (143); 148 (149).

Ill, 105. 112, 213. 113, 99. 114, 140. 115, 155; 156.

117, 182. 118, 197 119, 192; 203; 213. 120, 133. 121,

275; 276. 123, 343 (342). 124, 247 (248); 248

(249). Amount: 122 stanzas.

*) defective in Br.

Aticakvari V malini: 2, 81. 5, 140. 6, 165. 22, 259. 26, 279—
281 (277—279). 29, 194; 195. 33, 216. 34, 247 46,

248. 47, 121. 48, 138. 49, 251 (253). 67, 112. 74, 325.

98, 75. 110, 138 (139). Amount: 19 stanzas.

Atyasti VI. a.) gihharinu 9, 90. 10, 217 17, 171. 22, 254. 37,
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240. 40, 116. 44, 184 (185). 45, 368. 102, 152.

Amount: 9 stanzas.

b.
) prthvi: 19, 118. 21, 148. 28, 189; 190. 30, 144.

34, 258. 44, 187 (188). 45, 364; 413. 47, 120. 52,

408. 54, 238. 55, 233; 234. 69, 182. 70, 132. 100, 57

109, 152. 113, 100. 118, 196. Amount: 20 stanzas.

c. ) mandahranta: 23, 94. 26, 285 (283). 42, 225.

64, 161. 66, 190. 110, 140 (J41). Amount: 6 stanzas.

Atidhrti VII. cardulaviJcrldita-. 6, 167 13, 196. 24, 228

(227); 232 (231). 25, 290; 294. 26, 289 (287). 28,

191; 192. 43, 256. 44, 159; 160; 185 (186). 45, 373;

374. 48, 137 52, 407 56, 416 (417). 59, 31. 63, 195.

66, 191. 71. 303. 75, 196 *). 78, 132. 83, 39. 91, 61.

94, 137 97, 48. 99, 41. 103, 214 (213). 104, 217

(218). 108, 208 (207). 110, 139 (140). 119, 196; 212;

217 120, 132. 121, 280. 124, 249 (250); 250 (251).

Amount: 40 stanzas.

Prakrti VIII. sr ag dhar a: 24, 233 (232). One stanza.

Moreover there are two stanzas in Prakrit: 55, 125 and 126. They

are composed in arya metre. The second is a glti; it is uncertain to

what variety the first belongs, owing to the uncertainty of the text.

The total sum of these variously versified stanzas is 761. All

other verses are anustubh glokas. As the whole number of the

verses of the Kathasaritsagara is 21388, it appears that about
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0I> them are composed in other metres than the ordinary

epic gloka. As a rule the artful versification displays itself at the

end of the tarangas, but now and then such stanzas are met with

amid the anustubhs, the course of which they underbreak; yet this

is done sparingly and always for some good reason.

The list of the metres used shows also that the poet betrays his

moderateness in this as he does in other respects. Though he

was able to give samples of a greater metrical richness and variety,

he limited himself to the most frequent types. He had apparently

a predilection for the glti form of the arya and for the vasan-

tatilaka, the latter of which he likes to employ for resuming

the result of the events narrated or the morale de la fable; his use of

cardulavikrldita and prthvi is also relatively frequent. He
must have avoided the sragdhara, employed but once, and the

harinl, of which no instance at all is met with in his poem.

*) It is much, for the credit of their author, that this stanza and the five next to it,

each being the last of a taranga, are Qardulavikrlditas of quite the same content, but

of various expression, built as easily and fluently as ever.


